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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes an archeological project at a nineteenth-century company town which developed around the
Schoolcraft Blast Furnace below the falls of
Munising Creek near present-day Munising,
Michigan. The nineteenth-century community has a development and dissolution history separate from the modern town of
Munising. The older community has been
referred to as "East" or "Old" Munising since
as early as 1911. Old Munising has development roots in the early 1850s, although construction of the actual blast furnace community was not begun until 1867. The history of
community development and dissolution is a
primary topic for this report. The florescence
of Old Munising was dramatic, but shortlived, and the community was in decline by
the late 1870s. After the 1880s, the community was essentially abandoned. By the late
1920s, all of the original buildings had been
dismantled or destroyed by fire.

varying degrees, archeological remains from
Old Munising. This report documents a threeweek field project at these development components and subsequent analysis of the very
large artifact assemblage which resulted from
the excavations. Archeological remains of
several structures, including a log bridge and
portions of two houses, were discovered and
investigated during the project. An extensive
artifact assemblage, reflecting both the blast
furnace era and the decline era is analyzed in
this report. The material spans about 18671928.
Prior to the archeological project, considerable attention had been paid to the history of the companies which operated the
blastfurnace, but not to the community which
developed around it. This report provides
considerable new information on the community, both from historical and archeological
perspectives. The archeological remains from
the blastfurnace, numerous kilns, and several
structures are preserved and protected within
the National Park Service's Pictured Rocks
National Lakeshore. This includes rather
extensive remains within the Munising Falls
development area. Other archeological components of Old Munising, including a road,
dock, and other structures, lie outside the
National Park Service boundary, and are not
afforded any protection.

The archeological project reported
here was initiated in 1980 in response to
development of visitor facilities by the National Park Service at its Munising Falls area.
A portion of the Old Munising townsite is
owned by the National Park Service within
the development zone. Development of trails,
utilities, a restroom, and expansion and improvement of a parking area impacted, to
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INTRODUCTION
Old Munising was a nineteenthcentury company town which owed its existence to an iron ore blast furnace. The
Schoolcraft Furnace was located below
Munising Falls on Munising Creek about 1,100
feet from its junction with South Bay of Lake
Superior on Michigan's Upper Peninsula (Figure 1). The main portion of the town was
located on flat sandy land between the furnace and Lake Superior. Other detached
communities comprised of farmers, woodsmen, and charcoal producers were scattered
on higher ground east of the furnace. Developing indirectly from a nearby, failed, resort/
industrial community known as Munising City,
Old Munising had a very brief florescence
from its inception in 1867 to 1875, when the
furnace closed. The years which followed
brought rapid decline, and by the 1880s the
town was all but abandoned. In 1895 a new
town was built at the head of the bay, and
given the name Munising. From that point
on, the former blast furnace location became
known as Old Munising. By 1928 all of the
original structures from the main settlement
at Old Munising were gone, and the blast
furnace was reduced to a rubble heap. Forest
vegetation, which had been decimated during
the blast furnace years, slowly began to reclaim much of the area.
The natural beauty of Munising Falls
became re-established as the surrounding forest regenerated, and by the 1960s the area had
again become a focus of interest. However,
use shifted from the nineteenth-century emphasis on shipping, wood products, and pig
iron production, to tourism. A local family,

the Kolbuses, built a modest gravel parking
area near the falls, and maintained a small
trail system. In 1970, the National Park
Service (NPS) purchased the land around the
falls. The furnace ruins are within the land
acquired by NPS, but the NPS property line
does not encompass all of the Old Munising
townsite. Over the next several years the NPS
made additional small-scale developments,
including construction of a small visitor center, and enlargement of the gravel parking
area (Figure 2). In 1976 the blast furnace and
kiln ruins and the preserved remains of a log
"road" alignment were placed on the National Register of Historic Places (Koenig
1976). However, the remains of the adjacent
workers' community and dock were not apparent on the ground surface, and that large
area was not included in the National Register Nomination. By the late 1970s, plans were
developed for a larger-scale, visitor-oriented
development. This was intended to better
serve the increasing number of visitors and to
protect the steep hillsides from continued
erosion. These improvements were to impact
a portion of the archeological remains of the
1867 community.
This report describes the results of
three weeks of intense archeological excavation at a portion of the former workers' community which was found to be preserved under and adjacent to the gravel parking area
which served Munising Falls. The archeological project resulted from NPS plans to
improve and expand existing parking, trails,
and other visitor facilities at the popular
Munising Falls area. As these plans were
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developed, the presence of intact archeological remains within the project area was not
known. Further, it was anticipated that little
cutting or other modification of existing ground
surfaces would occur during the project. The
discovery of preserved nineteenth-century
archeological deposits in the area did not
occur until after the project design was completed. The final design involved more ground
disturbance than had been initially anticipated.

presence of archeological features and metal
artifacts under the existing gravel parking
area.
No archeological follow-up to the
magnetic survey was undertaken immediately,
since it appeared unlikely that extensive
ground disturbance would occur during the
development project. It was assumed that any
archeological remainswhich mightbe present
would be sealed under the existing gravel
layer and the proposed blacktop covering. If
archeological remains were present, they
would not be easily available for study, but
they would continue to be preserved for the
foreseeable future.

The specific project design called for
several related developments: (1) improve
and "harden" existing trails; (2) build new
trail bridges and overlooks; (3) remove a
complex of informal trails which were causing
erosional problems; (4) expand the existing,
informal parking area, including redesigning
the entrance, filling and/or cutting to flatten
the area, and paving and curbing the new
parking lot; and (5) upgrade visitor facilities,
including construction of a restroom and improvement of utility services. Prior to development of these plans, no archeological investigation had occurred in the project area.
In 1977, partially in response to preliminary
development plans and notification by the
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (PIRO)
staff of the potential overlap of portions of
nineteenth-century Old Munising and the
proposed development, a limited magnetic
survey was conducted over a portion of the
gravel parking area (Weymouth 1979). The
magnetometer survey was part of an ongoing
research and development program which
evaluated the effectiveness of magnetic survey in widely divergent situations throughout
numerous National Park areas. Results at
Munising Falls were somewhat ambiguous,
but seemed to indicate the potential for the

In 1979, careful review of final project
drawings revealed that there would be considerably more ground disturbance than had
been anticipated previously. Cutting would
occur around much of the perimeter of the
existing gravel parking area, and its size would
be considerably enlarged (Figure 3). Further
ground disturbance would occur at a proposed restroom facility and within utility line
routes. Interpreters at PIRO provided the
Midwest Archeological Center (MWAC) with
prints of two historic photographs which suggested that the blast furnace haul road and
several wooden structures from Old Munising
may have originally been located within the
current Munising Falls project area. Questions which remained included: (1) How
could archeological remains be intact in an
area previously graded for the existing gravel
parking lot?, and (2) How could structures
have been present immediately south of the
gravel parking lot as suggested by the historic
photographs when the area is perpetually
wet, with seasonal standingwater and a dense
2
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cover of water-dependent vegetation? NPS
managers suggested that these factors greatly
diminished any likelihood that intact archeological remains could occur in the project
area. To help address these issues, and to
conform with federal law and NPS policy, a
brief archeological survey of the project area
was undertaken. That survey was carried out
by MWAC in 1979 (Richner 1979).

contained charred wood fragments along the
southern edge of the gravel parking area was
also documented.
At the base of a bluff within the perpetually wet area south of the parking lot,
surface indications of a former structure were
located (Figure 3). The presence of a structure was confirmed through excavation of a
0.5 m x 0.5 m test unit. An intact, but rotten,
wood floor was encountered in this unit at a
depth of 75 cm below surface. Although
located well outside the construction zone,
this discovery suggested that similar structural remains might be present within the
construction zone, although previous disturbance there was thought to have greatly reduced that possibility. Despite evidence of
considerable surface disturbance through
earlier grading activities and the presence of
a large "boggy" area, limited archeological
survey revealed that there were numerous
historic artifacts within the construction zone,
at least some of which appeared to date to the
Old Munising era. Most of the recovered
cultural material was thought to date to the
early 1900s. Potential for the presence of
intact nineteenth-century features within the
project area was also recognized, but was
tempered by the extensive evidence of grading recorded in shovel tests, particularly in
those toward the western portion of the
project area. Given this situation it was recommended that archeological monitoring
occur during construction to check for the
presence of intact archeological deposits.

The 1979 fieldworkwas conducted on
August 12 and 13 (Richner 1979). Work
included a reconnaissance survey of the existing and proposed trail routes and interval
shovel testing around the southern and western margins of the existing gravel parking
area. Shovel testing was focused in areas
where grading for parking lot expansion was
proposed. The goal of this limited survey was
to determine if archeological materials from
the Old Munising era were present in the
project area, and to provide a preliminary
evaluation of the context and condition of any
archeological deposits which might be discovered.
Twenty shovel tests were excavated in
close intervals across the proposed restroom
site. Glass slag and iron waste from the
furnace was recovered along with recent twentieth-century debris. Sixty-two shovel tests
were excavated in the proposed parking area
(Figure 3). Although considerable evidence
of disturbance was recorded in the form of
mixed fills and evidence of previous grading
activities, the number of shovel tests containing late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury cultural material (n=30) indicated
that large amounts of cultural material might
be present in the project area. The presence
of a dark, sandy, artifact-rich deposit which

During late fall of 1979 construction
was initiated for NPS Development Package
108 at Munising Falls. Utility lines were
trenched, and the foundation for the restroom
3
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excavation would take place during June 1980
when construction resumed. Although the
phasing of excavations during on-going construction was to pose considerable logistic
problems, the fieldwork proved to be very
rewarding. Work took place with a crew of
seven persons from June 2 - June 19, 1980.
The primary goal of the project was to expose
and record any intact structural remains that
might be present within the direct impact
zone of the construction project. Therefore,
work focused primarily around the perimeter
of the gravel parking area, where considerable grading was to occur. The main project
goal was met, as three preserved structural
components were excavated and recorded. In
addition, discovery and collection of large
quantities of associated nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century cultural materials also occurred. In this report the results of fieldwork
and laboratory analysis of the extensive material culture assemblage are presented.

was also dug. Weather conditions were very
poor, leading to wet, saturated soil conditions. Archeological monitoring was conducted during several days from October to
November 21 by Ms. Maria Buckmaster of
Northern Michigan University. A log alignment, thought to represent a corduroy road
(haul road from dock to the furnace), was
recorded in the utility trenches at depths up to
5 ft below surface (Buckmaster 1980). In the
restroom area, disturbed structural remnants
were also recorded at a considerable depth
below surface.
Given the well-preserved nature of
the log alignment, and its considerable depth
below surface, MWAC recommended that
additional and more extensive archeological
investigations be undertaken prior to initiation of any additional construction. After
considerable communication between the
MWAC and the NPS offices managing the
project and PIRO, it was determined that

4

BACKGROUND
The primary temporal focus for the
excavations at Old Munising is a rather narrow span from 1867, when the blast furnace
and associated community were built, to 1877,
when the furnace was shut down and the
associated workers' community was essentially abandoned. However, a longer temporal perspective is required to fully understand
the community and the archeological remains
which it left behind. For this project, the
period from 1850-1928 must be considered
when placing the community and residual
archeological components in perspective. In
fact, even the period after the 1920s, including recent twentieth-century events, should
be examined, since land use practices in that
era have shaped the nature of the archeological deposits which remain at the site. There
are also developmental antecedents which
precede the 1867 construction phase. Further, the process of community dissolution
which began about 1875 continued for many
years after that date. In terms of structural
remains, the decline continued into the 1920s,
when the last of the original structures was
finally destroyed. In the following discussion,
focus will be placed upon the primary, 10-year
florescence of the community. The roots of
community development, and the fate of the
furnace and town after the boom years will
also be discussed. Throughout the text, the
town will be called "Old Munising," since this
term was applied to the original townsite after
the current location of Munising was developed in the 1890s.

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS, 1850-1866
The discovery of iron ore in Michigan's
Upper Peninsula in 1844 was an important
antecedent to the eventual founding of
Munising (Stonehouse 1981:102). This led to
extensive land speculation and investment,
which culminated in the development of 29
blast furnaces and numerous iron ore mines
in the Upper Peninsula during the middle and
late nineteenth century. The first blast furnace in the Upper Peninsula was built in 1858,
and others followed soon after. The development of a blast furnace and town at Munising
Falls was part of an important and widespread economic/industrial phenomenon
which transformed portions of the forested
wilderness of the remote Upper Peninsula
into bustling nineteenth-century industrial
communities. This provided an impetus for
settlement and for the development of other
extractive industries, including logging. Many
of the blast furnace locales, including Old
Munising, were short-lived, and serve to define a typical "boom and bust" cycle which is
often associated with various nineteenth-century extractive industries.
Several topographic factors and the
presence of select natural resources were
important in the development of Old
Munising. South Bay offers an excellent harbor for shipping, since its entrance is protected by Grand Island and the bay is relatively deep. Of equal importance were the
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extensive hardwood forests on the bluffs on
the east side of the bay and Munising Creek
with its impressive waterfall. The combination of iron ore deposits to the west, shipping
possibilities afforded by Lake Superior and
the bay, and extensive hardwoods for charcoal production presented great potential for
production of pig iron. Post-Civil War industrialization and rebuilding efforts were a major
impetus to the local iron industry. Long-term
problems which were never overcome at
Munising were the long distance to markets,
continuing company problems and reorganizations, and the fluctuating price of pig iron.

ment, all of the schemes were dependent to
one degree or another on a local industrial
base, usually formed around iron and forest
products. As will be demonstrated below, the
initial resort concept was never
operationalized, and it was the iron production industry which lead to the development
of Old Munising. Interestingly, after a brief
florescence of industrial development, about
100 years later the resort concept has begun to
reach fruition in the area.
From its inception, Old Munising was
a company town. Its sporadic early settlement and eventual collapse reflect the successes and, more often, failures of the several
corporate entities which owned the area.
Development of Old Munising consisted of
two distinct phases. The initial phase was an
outgrowth of a grandiose scheme of Philadelphia entrepreneurs of the Munising Company. They purchased an extensive acreage
along the east shore of South Bay and proposed construction of a large resort and industrial complex to be known as Munising
City.

Early nineteenth-century travelers and
explorers commented on the beauty of the
area, the protection offered by Grand Island,
and the large bay it fronted (McKenney 1959).
The importance of this protected harbor is
heightened by the coastline east of the bay.
The coast is characterized by a 40-mile length
of sheer cliffs, the Pictured Rocks, and massive sand dune formations, the Grand Banks,
which combined to form a treacherous stretch
of Lake Superior shoreline for early fur traders and explorers and later shipping companies. The numerous shipwrecks in this area
testify to the dangers of navigation and to the
importance of a natural harbor like South
Bay.

In 1850 the Munising Co., under Thomas Sparks of Philadelphia, surveyed the
area and laid out lots for the proposed town.
By 1853 the company had drawn a detailed, if
fanciful, plat of the dream city. They envisioned an industrial and resort complex connected to other midwest cities by new rail and
shipping lines. Huge hotels, wide streets, and
residential areas replete with gardens and
parks were planned. However, the actual
development which later grew from this plan
bore no resemblance to the dream city, which
was supposed to become the great city on
Lake Superior. By 1856 the proposed townsite

It was this combination of topography
and natural resources, and the business and
entrepreneurial climate which led mid-nineteenth-century speculators to propose various extensive developments for the area. Most
of these early schemes were a combination of
industrial and resort developments, proposed
by out-of-state entrepreneurs. While the resort aspect was an initial impetus for develop6
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was purchased by the Grand Island Iron Co.
The company, backed with money from New
York, planned a sawmill and blast furnace
where the Munising Co. had proposed its city
(Stonehouse 1981:103). The Grand Island
Iron Co., under Henry M. Rice of Minnesota
and Hiram Walbridge of New York City,
owned 5,000 acres, including a four-mile-long
waterfront (Anonymous 1868). In 1856 a
workers' village was planned and construction was begun in a modest way. Several lots
were sold and about 10 structures, including a
hotel, were constructed along with a portion
of a dock (Anonymous 1868). In addition, a
road was cut south to Bay de Noc on Lake
Michigan.

sisting off the land (Swineford 1867). Plans
for the great city on Lake Superior seemed to
have been scrapped along with piles of lumber harvested for an unbuilt resort hotel.
The Grand Island Iron Co. failed and,
essentially, abandoned the few settlers who
had come to Old Munising. In 1863 the Grant
Mineral Land Co. purchased much of the
land in the area. For the first time, local
ownership was involved. H.R. Mather was
one of the owners. The company was reorganized in 1866 as the Grant Mining and Manufacturing Co. By early 1867 only one permanent resident of Munising City, Mr. William
A. Cox, remained as the keeper of the hotel
(Anonymous 1867). Mr. Cox, a former fur
trader, was eventually rewarded for his perseverance when the town boomed later in 1867.
The original townsite was last described in
July 1867 as "a lonesome hamlet of seven
houses [one of which was a hotel], pleasantly
situated on the Bay, about 3/4-mile below the
new furnace" (Swineford 1867). At that date,
as the blast furnace and workers' community
of the Schoolcraft Iron Co. at Munising Falls
were being constructed, the original town was
viewed as being clearly separate from the new
development. The single surviving map showing the location of the original "Munising
City" settlement confirms that Swineford's
description is accurate. On that map, 10
structures comprising "Munising" are plotted 3/4-mile north of Munising Creek (Bureau of Topographical Engineers 1859). No
references to the original town after 1867
have been located. After that date, the
Schoolcraft company town became synonymous with Munising.

Development fell embarrassingly short
of the projected plans shown on the great
1850-1853 plat of Munising City, which has
survived as a reminder of the unfulfilled
dreams of its originators. Even the more
modest plans for the workers' village and
blast furnace were eventually abandoned. The
second year, 1857, was a very bad financial
year for the company, and no more development was undertaken. The two dozen occupants of Munising City subsisted through fishing, berry picking, and trapping. The situation was not to improve during the next 10
years. By 1859 only about 10 structures had
been erected (Bureau of Topographical Engineers 1859). The 12 remaining residents of
the "city" were geographically and economically isolated, with no economic base, and an
uncertain future. As late as 1866, Munising
City consisted of "six houses, two barns, a
dove cote," and a small hotel (Wirt 1866).
Residents gained a precarious living by sub-
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store" (Swineford 1867). At this time the
company also wrote a contract to have 250,000
bushels of charcoal produced to fuel the furnace when it opened in 1868. Problems in
charcoal production were to plague the furnace operation throughout its brief span.
Shutdowns were common, and even during
the first winter, lack of charcoal led to the
furnace being closed.

In June 1866 most of the land from the
three original companies which owned Old
Munising was purchased by the Schoolcraft
Iron Co. The company was named after the
unorganized county in which Old Munising
was located. The company quickly developed
plans for a blast furnace and workers' community, and unlike earlier efforts, development was undertaken at a rather dizzying
pace. Construction was begun May 17,1867,
with hardware and other supplies being
brought from Pickands Co. in Marquette
(Stonehouse 1981:105). Lumber for the
houses and furnace structure was brought by
boat from Bayfield, Wisconsin, at $15 per
1,000 board feet (Swineford 1867). Sandstone for the furnace stack was quarried at
nearby Grand Island, while brick for the furnace and charcoal kilns was made on site
(Anonymous 1868).

Work proceeded rapidly, and by November 1868 the furnace had been completed,
along with a 700-ft crib dock, a large store and
office, 20 frame homes, 30-40 log houses,
barns, shops, a physician's office, and other
structures (Anonymous 1868). In addition, a
winter road was cut to Marquette through the
intervening wilderness. Above the furnace,
which was cut into the base of a steep bluff
adjacent to Munising Falls, an 8,000-gallon
water tank was constructed 45 feet higher
than the top of the blast furnace stack. This
was connected by iron pipes to the stack. In
addition to serving as fire protection, the
water was used in a counterweight system to
raise materials to the top of the stack (Anonymous 1868). Six kilns had been constructed,
five of which were located on the bluff above
the furnace. A sixth was positioned four miles
away in the midst of the best hardwood stands.
Plans included construction of five others in
that location.

As construction was underway in July
1867 the editor of the Marquette Mining
News, A.P. Swineford, visited the area and
commented glowingly on the prospects for a
great future for the town and company
(Swineford 1867). As he visited, the company
owned 41,000 acres of hardwood timber, and
1,000 feet of Lake Superior shoreline. They
hoped to purchase an additional 4,000 acres
of waterfront from the Munising Co. Fifty
men were busily at work, grading roads and
preparing the furnace site. An anticipated
increase in the work force by 100 was expected in the near future. "About twenty
houses and shanties have been erected for the
accommodation of the workmen, and the
company have put in a stock of goods, for
which they are now building a substantial

The furnace went into blast June 28,
1868 (Stonehouse 1981:106). Ore was brought
from Ishpeming and Negaunee via schooner
(50 mi), and the pig iron was shipped out by
steamer. The price of the finished product
varied from 20-70 dollars per ton. As suggested earlier, charcoal was produced by jobbers, not by Schoolcraft employees. In addi8
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tion to the brick charcoal kilns, 150 charcoal
pits, each capable of producing 1,000-1,500
bushels, were developed in the woods above
the furnace. Maple, birch, oak, and ironwood
were used to make charcoal, with one cord of
wood producing50bushelsof charcoal. About
100 bushels were needed to produce a single
ton of iron. Charcoal sold for 10.5 cents per
bushel. The production of charcoal was to be
a recurring problem in the few years during
which the furnace operated. Chicago was the
most valuable market, where the pig iron was
made into railroad car wheels. Some iron was
also transported to Milwaukee and Cleveland.

and in October, the company collapsed. A
few employees remained, but many left. Peter White reorganized the company on July
12,1871, after purchasing it for $65,000. The
furnace was in blast from April 1872 - April
1873, when it stopped for lack of charcoal.
The company was sold again, with Peter White
as director. The new company, the Munising
Iron Co., was based in Marquette. The company attempted to sell cutover lands for farming, but was not successful. In addition, there
were labor problems.
In the fall of 1873, the stack was improved and six kilns were added. Average
production was 15 tons per day. In September, the Panic of 1873 sent prices tumbling.
The important railroad connection was lost,
as railroad construction virtually halted. By
1875 the company was $92,500 in debt, but
work continued. Finally, in the fall of 1875,
ore and charcoal supplies were both exhausted,
and the furnace was closed. During the summer of 1876, the furnace was leased to Pickands
of the nearby Onota furnace until November
1877. A short run was made during this
period, but the furnace was soon closed again.
The furnace was leased again, but it was never
retired.

In its first year of operation, conditions looked favorable for the company. Many
men were employed. They lived in the thriving community which had developed on the
flat ground below the Falls and in other communities on the bluff above the furnace. It
was claimed that 500 men were employed, but
this seems to be an exaggerated figure. Initial
optimism for successful operation of the furnace was tempered with supply problems and
a fire which destroyed much of the charcoal
reserves. These setbacks were to become
commonplace. All of the companies which
operated the furnace fell deeply in debt.

As this brief summary indicates, the
optimistic goals for the furnace and town
were never realized. From the start, there
were problems. Despite numerous company
reorganizations and technological improvements, the companies which ran the furnace
failed to make it competitive and successful.
Initial enthusiasm and wild speculation of
future greatness for Munising were rather
quickly dampened by the realities of poorly

In December 1869 optimism was high,
with the furnace producing 16-20 tons of iron
per day. However, various problems led to
the furnace being closed two times. A new
hearth was installed and by early 1870,25,000
bushels of charcoal were on hand. The dock
was widened and a warehouse was constructed
on the dock. In June 1870 the company office
was moved from Marquette to Philadelphia,
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"At that time Munising
was a busy little town. The furnace was running, horses with
dump carts were plying back and
forth from dock to furnace carrying ore; other teams with wagons
carried the pig back to the dock,
and still others carried cord wood
which was sold to the boats for
fuel."

capitalized ownership and continuing company reorganizations, coupled with the national economic climate of the 1870s.
The fitful history of starts and stops of
the furnace is not the subject of this report.
Instead, the history of the workers' community which developed adjacent to the furnace
is the focus of excavation and analysis. Although rather extensive information is available regarding furnace operation and company transactions during the boom years at
Old Munising, few details of community structure and lifestyle have survived. During the
early 1870s, Old Munising apparently consisted of four separate settlements. The main
portion of the community was located adjacent to the blastfurnace and Munising Creek
on the level ground which extended about
1,000 feet to the company dock on South Bay.
It is this area which was described as containing numerous houses and a company store. A
few photographic views of this area at different times between 1868-1920 have been located. Since the NPS development project
was to occur within that area, it was the focus
of investigations. Three other detached settlements occurred to the east of the furnace.
These settlements were apparently occupied
by the numerous woodsmen and charcoal
producers who provided charcoal for the furnace and a few farmers who provided food for
the community.

"There was a general
store, ownedby the Munising Iron
Co., a post office, telegraph office, a number of houses, a school
house, large carpenter shop,
blacksmith shop, two large barns,
all on the flat. On the side of the
hill was the furnace and above it
on the hillside was a large coal
shed and set of charcoal kilns that
looked from the water like a row
of bee hives. Just a short distance
over the hill was another group of
kilns with their attendant houses
and barn and great piles of cord
wood waiting to be made into charcoal. Three miles further east was
another group. At what is now
called Wetmore was another
group and still farther on a fourth
group, all busy making charcoal
to supply the furnace. These
settlements were not named but
numbered, the one near the furnace being No. 1; out at the farm
known to you as the McDougall
farm was No. 3; the one at
Wetmore was No. 2; and the one
beyond that was No. 4. TTiese
settlements were really part of
Munising" (Wetmore 1905).

A former resident of the McDougall,
or Wetmore, farm located on the bluff above
and east of the furnace, Mrs. Ella Wilcox
Wetmore, provides a very useful glimpse into
life at Munising in 1874:
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Population estimates for the town are
highly variable, even between contemporary
observers. Estimates for Old Munising range
from a seemingly exaggerated 1,000 in 1875 to
a more modest 600 for the entire South Bay
area in 1874, which includes a second blast
furnace town, Onota (Wetmore 1905). The
latter estimate seems much more reasonable,
especially considering that there were only
about 20 frame houses, and 30-40 log houses
in the Munising Falls area of Old Munising in
1868 (Wirt 1866). Several sources estimate
the peak population at about 500 (Anonymous 1905; Sawyer 1911:385). The available
photographs of the main portion of town from
1868-1875 suggest that few houses were constructed after the initial development phase
in 1867-1868.
Although no maps of the town have
been located despite extensive searches, photographs show that it was oriented along the
1,000-ft-long haul road which led from the
massive dock to the furnace. Buildings were
aligned parallel with and fronting this road on
the north and south sides. Those on the north
side were very close to the road, while those
on the south were set back farther from the
road. It is difficult to identify the function of
individual buildings from the photos, but what
appears to be the store/office was on the north
side of the road a short distance from the
furnace. Most of the other structures appear
to be houses. The structures and photographs
are analyzed in more detail in a later section
of the report.

year period was one of uneven prosperity, as
the constant state of flux for the iron company
had important effects upon the town. When
the company collapsed in October 1870, only
a few employees remained in Old Munising
with the remainder moving to Marquette
(Stonehouse 1981:112). Through the remainder of the early 1870s, labor supply was a
continuing problem. This is not surprising
when one considers the legacy of unfulfilled
expectations that surrounded the town from
its inception, and the isolated location and
harsh winter climate that faced the inhabitants. In the early years, the town was essentially isolated during the long winter and was
connected to Marquette only by a winter road
that was traversed by dog team across an
uninhabited wilderness (Anonymous 1868).
No other settlements were in the area. In
1870 the situation was improved somewhat
when a road was cut from Grand Island to
Marquette (Boyer 1956). Still, travel was by
boat in the summer and dog team or stage in
the winter (Wetmore 1905). Also in 1870, Old
Munising became the county seat for the
newly organized Schoolcraft County, but the
county seat was moved after only one year.
Optimistic schemes for selling cutover
lands for farming were quickly tempered by
concerns over too rapidly depleting the important hardwood forest, poor soil conditions, and long winters. For example, in 1873
ice on Lake Superior did not melt from
Marquette Bay until June 15. Given this background, one can understand why the inhabitants might leave rather quickly when the
furnace shut down, even temporarily, rather
than face an uncertain life in the remote town.

The boom years at the blast furnace
and the associated town were very brief, lasting only from 1867-1875. Even this eight-
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DECLINE AND DISSOLUTION
1875-1895

railroad builders took over the town. As a
final insult, the rail route bypassed the main
settlement of Old Munising and, instead, went
to the east through one of the former detached charcoal/farming communities which
was later to become known as Wetmore.
Once the workers left town, all that remained
were fishermen, loggers, and a few summer
resorters, along with store owner Mr. Cox,
who had remained in Old Munising since its
inception.

Living conditions were uncertain during the years when the furnace was operating
and community decline was very rapid after
the furnace closed. When the furnace closed
in the fall of 1875, many people left Munising
(Wetmore 1905). After a short blast in 1876,
the furnace soon closed permanently, crippling the town which relied completely on the
iron company. The few people who remained
made a living by fishing, trapping, hunting,
and working in lumber camps. The lumber
business, which was formerly important for
charcoal production, took on a new dimension. The finest white pines were cut for a
Canadian company who sold much of the
product as square timber to English shipbuilders. The local Gordon and Co. apparently supplied square timber for the Quebec
market.

The situation had deteriorated further
by 1887, when several families moved to Au
Train, the county seat of the new Alger County,
which was drawn from the original Schoolcraft
County (Wetmore 1905). Wetmore reported
that "nothing was doing in the old town," and
this statement is supported by W.A Cox's
1887 move to Fioeter (Wetmore) on the rail
line. For over 20 years Cox had maintained a
hotel and, later, a succession of company and
personal stores in Munising City and Old
Munising. Now the town lacked even a store.
Essentially, after 1881 the town was deserted,
but Cox's 1887 move was symbolic of its total
collapse. In 1889 the post office was moved to
Wetmore, which then became known as
Munising. Officially, on that date the original
town ceased to exist. The actual demise had
been signaled some 14 years earlier, when the
furnace closed and most inhabitants left. By
the early 1890s only one family remained in
Old Munising (Wetmore 1905).

The usually over-optimistic and embellished Michigan State Gazetteer claims
that the population remained at 400 in 1881,
but lists only Mr. Cox's general store, and the
Gordon Timber Co. as local businesses. Only
six years earlier, they reported the population
at 1,000, with numerous businesses. Their
earlier claims of "the best fishing grounds,"
and "wild game abounds," are not repeated
in the 1881 advertisement. Apparently, the
town was essentially abandoned after 1881
(Boyer 1956). As the Detroit, Mackinaw, and
Marquette Railroad was being built in the
area in 1880-1881, there was temporary hope
for revitalization. However, this hope was
short-lived and the railroad led to additional
problems. Mrs. Wetmore (1905) characterized those years as completely lawless as the

In 1901 more changes occurred when
the machinery from the blast furnace was
taken and recast. Apparently, much of the
wooden superstructure was also torn down at
that time (Boyer 1956). In 1895 a rail line was
built to the head of the Bay. A new town was
12
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built in that location after a cedar swamp had
been cut and drained. As a final blow to Old
Munising, lumber from the remaining structures was salvaged and used to build the new
town. Beginning January 1896, "Munising"
on the rail line was renamed Wetmore and
the "Munising" name was given to the new
town and post office at the head of the Bay.

TvVTimTETH-CENTURY REMNANTS
Although the town ceased to exist after the late nineteenth century, a few structures survived into the twentieth century.
References are not detailed, but one observer
reports that three houses and a school were
present in 1905 (Wetmore 1905), while another suggests that only two weather-beaten
buildings (and the school?) remained at Old
Munising in 1917 (Anonymous 1917). At that
date, the furnace was described as consisting
of a "few timbers and a rock heap." The dates
for the final demise of the remaining two
structures were provided through oral interviews.
A number of leads were followed and
several people were interviewed regarding
their remembrances of the condition and configuration of the remnants of Old Munising
during the early twentieth century. Kate
Twork Dale was able to identify a house in the
historic photographs as a structure her family
occupied in the 1920s. She was able to positively identify the structure on both early
(1870s) and later (1910s?) views. The house
was first occupied by her family (Twork) in
1922, at which time it was an aging, weatherbeaten structure. The house burned in 1928
and was a total loss. The family then moved

into some converted outbuildings which were
apparently located south of the original house.
They lived there until fire claimed the second
home in the early 1950s. She referred to the
original house as the "McAfee house," and
said that by 1922 it had not changed appreciably from the historic photos, except that the
attached shed was not present in the 1920s.
While the Tworks owned the house, the lot
was leased from Cleveland Cliffs Inc. That
company had obtained the land at Old
Munising from the Munising Co. in 1917.
According to Mrs. Dale, only one other
house was located in the area in the 1920s.
This confirms the written account of the area
inl917.That structure was a simple log house
which was located across the old haul road
and west from the McAfee/Twork house.
Mrs. Dale also identified this structure in the
historic photographs. The log house burned
in 1924 and the school burned in 1925. When
the McAfee/Twork house burned in 1928, all
the original structures were gone, only 61
years after the blast furnace community was
founded. No information has been discovered regarding the fate of the 10 buildings
from the 1856 "Munising City" location 3/4mi north of the 1867 blast furnace community.

IMPACTS OF LAND USE FROM 18961980 ON OLD MUNISING
Several developments in the 1867
townsite area have disturbed portions of the
archeological remains of the original structures. Considerable evidence of the Twork
occupation was recorded archeologically. This
twentieth-century occupation was found to
have had a relatively minimal impact on the
13
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integrity of the earlier occupation and the
archeological remains of the original structures. However, other land uses appear to
have had significant adverse impacts on the
nineteenth-century archeological record.

obliterated by recent construction actions.
Development of a gravel parking area on the
flat area below Munising Falls and landscape
grading on some of the Kolbus property in
1963 resulted in damage to additional structural remains. Some of this impact was identified through excavations in 1980. Tbis grading impacted remains of a structure at the
current Kolbus house location and other structures in the vicinity of the gravel parking lot.
The Kolbuses also developed a visitor "stand"
in the location of the current NPS visitor
center, but the impact from that development
is unknown.

When the new location for Munising
was developed at the head of the bay after
1895, a factory was built immediately south of
the blast furnace village. Thiswasthe Munising
Leather Co., a large plant in operation from
about 1896-1920. It is possible that this development and the construction of houses in the
vicinity may have destroyed portions of the
1867 townsite. It is very likely that construction of the factory and subsequent residential
development in that area significantly impacted the remains of an Indian settlement
consisting of numerous log houses which had
been located in that area during the 1870s
(Wetmore 1905). Based upon examination of
available maps and photographs, the factory
did not overlap the core of the 1867-1875 Old
Munising settlement, which is the primary
focus for this research.

Prior to 1980 the portion of the townsite
which was acquired by the NPS in 1970 had
been disturbed only by the grading related to
the gravel parking lot and the Kolbus visitor
center. Despite considerable alteration of
the Old Munising area through 1960s developments and the probable destruction of archeological remains in major development
areas such as the health building and the
blacktop roadway, the portion of the townsite
within the proposed NPS trail and parking lot
project appeared to contain potential for preserved structural remains. Project planners
and NPS managers were skeptical of the potential for preserved archeological remains in
the vicinity of the gravel parking area. It was
their belief that extensive grading had occurred and any deposits would have been
obliterated. Further, the presence of an extensive, wet, boggy area immediately south of
the gravel parking area seemed inconsistent
with a former townsite location. However,
limited shovel testing in the area in 1979
indicated that some structural remnants and
associated artifact deposits might remain intact despite twentieth-century land uses. Ex-

Based upon comparison of modern
aerial photographs with historic photographic
views of the town, the NPS boundary encompasses and protects only a portion of the
original townsite. Various twentieth-century
developments, including house, hospital,
health building, and road construction, all
damaged or destroyed portions of the archeological record of the 1867-1870s townsite.
Based upon comparison of historic photographs with the location of these modern
developments, archeological remains of the
company store, a boarding house and possibly
other houses and outbuildings, along with
portions of the original haul road, have been
14
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cavations in 1980 confirmed the presence of
surprisingly extensive archeological remains.

HISTORIC MAP AND PHOTO
RECORDS
Extensive searches for documentary
evidence regarding Old Munising resulted in
discovery of a frustratingly incomplete historic record. Accidental and purposeful discard and/or burning of nineteenth-century
records, including photographs, have greatly
reduced the amount of primary data. Some
company records have survived, but information regarding the townsite is minimal.
Searches for maps of the workers' village at
Old Munising have been extensive, but unsuccessful. An original plat for the proposed
1850-1853 "Munising City" is held by the
Marquette Historical Society, but it bears no
resemblance to the few structures which were
finally built in 1856. Only an 1859 map of
Grand Island and South Bay shows the actual
locations of the 10 structures which were built
in 1856 (Figure 4). It is apparent from this
map, and from Swineford's (1867) account
that the original 1856-1866 Munising settlement was located 3/4-mi north of the NPS
Munising Falls project area. No useful maps
have been discovered for the post-1867 community, although a few later maps do show the
former location of roads in the area (Table 1).
Fortunately, a few photographs have survived
to provide a general record of the layout of the
community and to document its decline as
structures were abandoned and removed.

the uncredited photos appear to have been
copied from the collection of Mr. William
Cox, grandson of the ubiquitous W.A. Cox,
hotel and store operator at Old Munising.
The younger Mr. Cox apparently maintained
many photos, and possibly company records,
as late as the 1960s. Unfortunately, no negatives for these photographs have been located
and many of the existing prints are high generations, and of poor quality. However, without these, there would be essentially no useful
visual record of the community. It appears
likely that much of the surviving data on Old
Munisingwas destroyed when Mr. Cox's house
was burned and subsequently bulldozed (Faye
Swanburg, personal communication, 1980).
The earliest view of the town, thought
to date to 1870, is a B.F. Childs photo of the
townsite taken from the bluff behind the blast
furnace (Figure 5). This photo was taken
facing west. In addition to showing considerable detail of the rear portion of the furnace
and wooden superstructure, several houses,
the haul road, and the dock are clearly visible.
Of note is the presence of numerous trees
within the townsite. The cutting and clearing
process is underway at this time, and later
views of the town show few, if any, trees
remaining. A minimum of 11 structures in
addition to the furnace, road, and dock can be
identified in this photo. It is also useful to note
how extensively the hillside adjacent to the
furnace has been cut, in addition to the considerable length of the bridge leading to the
furnace. It is very difficult to determine the
course of Munising Creek from this and other
photos. This photo is used with the permission of the Minnesota State Historical Society.

Historic photographs of Old Munising
will be briefly summarized according to approximate date and direction of view. Most of
15
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The second photograph (Figure 6)
appears to date to the same time as the first.
The photographer is unknown (Childs?) and
the photo is taken from files at PIRO. Three
structures are visible in this view, which was
taken looking west. The photographer stood
on the bridge and shot toward the dock.

is from the PIRO files. There is no documentation with this photograph, although an approximate date can be determined. The photo
postdates 1870, since a building is clearly
visible on the dock. This structure was not
built until 1870 (Stonehouse 1981). Further,
the photo clearly postdates the first two photographs, since nearly all the trees have been
removed from around the houses. In comparing the structure at the far left edge of the

The next view of the town is from an
unknown photographer (Figure 7). This print

Table 1. Summary of maps of the Old Munising area.
Map
No.

Date

Description

1

1859

Survey of the northern and northwestern lakes. Bureau of Topographical
Engineers of the War Department. Preliminary chart of Grand Island and its
approaches, Lake Superior, 1859. Scale is 1:25,000. This chart shows water
depth, vegetation, drainages and the structures at Munising City.

2

1900?

Map shows no development/no detail for blast furnace area, but depicts road
to Becker farm on hill adjacent to the furnace. Munising Creek not shown.

3

1900?

Copied from an undated, unlabeled blue line map owned by Frank Negilski.
Shows Falls, furnace, route of Becker farm road and Washington School.
Possibly early twentieth century. Also depicts select lots at Old Munising
townsite. Scale 1 inch = 200 feet.

4

1925

Old Munising plat map of 1915, revised in 1925. Part of section 36 T. 47N.
R. 19W. Scale 1 inch = 200 feet. Apparently shows some lots at Old
Munising. Shows the furnace site and Washington school. Munising Creek
and Falls are also shown.

5

1970

NPS map of property lines from park files. Shows the plot of the Kolbushouse
and property lines. Scale 1 inch = 200 feet.

6

1943

Plat map of Old Munising area showing the furnace location.

7

1967

Shows the Kolbus house and Munising Creek. From Abrams Aerial Survey
Corporation. Contract No. 14-10-7-993-134, June 29,1967. Scale 1 inch =
660 feet.

8

Plat map showing lots. Munising Creek is shown. Scale 1 inch = 220 feet.
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photo to historic news accounts and other
photographs, it can be identified as a brick
schoolhouse. Since this schoolhouse was reportedly built during the summer of 1876
(Wetmore 1905), the photo may date no earlier than that. However, there are other
reports that a brick schoolhouse was present
as early as 1868 (Stonehouse 1981). Wetmore,
who grew up in the area, recalls attending a
crude log schoolhouse which was replaced
with the brick structure in 1876. If Wetmore's
observation is accurate, the photo cannot
predate late 1876. The extensive clearing of
the village area would seem to confirm a
rather late date for the photograph, compared with the 1870 views. Sixteen structures
can be identified in this photograph including
several shown in the earlierviews. The school
is shown, as are additional log and frame
structures. Of interest is a steamer at the dock
which was probably moored there to accept a
load of iron. The presence of this vessel
suggests that the photo predates November
1877 when the furnace permanently closed. It
is interesting to compare the historic photograph with a modern one (about 1978) taken
from the same perspective (Figure 8).
The fourth view of the town is a poor
print from the files at PIRO (Figure 9). The
photographer and date of the photograph are
not known, although it appears to be of the
approximate date of the third photo. The
brick schoolhouse is visible, possibly suggesting a date after summer 1876. Although the
quality of the photograph is poor, at least nine
structures are visible, most of which are also
visible on other views.

(Figure 10). While they were taken looking
toward the lake, this view is back toward the
furnace, at a compass direction of approximately east-northeast. Twelve houses and
other structures are visible at the townsite.
The furnace, charcoal shed, and several kilns
are also shown. In addition, a road leading
across Munising Creek past the kilns is also
present. It is difficult to date this view with
precision, although it seems to be contemporary with the previous two photographs. The
charcoal shed is considerably deteriorated,
with many boards missing. It seems likely that
the photograph dates no earlier than 18761877. It may date somewhat later, to soon
after the furnace had shut down.
The next two photos of the townsite,
Figures 11 and 12, are of very poor quality, but
serve to document the decline of the town.
Both views face east. In Figure 11, four
houses plus a portion of the ruins of the
furnace are visible. Only the framing remains
on the wooden front portion of the furnace
structure, which clearly places this photograph after 1877. Although the house in the
foreground is still occupied, the next house is
abandoned and the windows are out. The
stonework of the furnace remains intact behind the framing of the front of the building.
It is likely that this photograph dates to the
1880s. Figure 12 shows a slightly different
angle with five structures and the furnace in
view.
The eighth view of the townsite is
undocumented and is from PIRO files (Figure 13). The photograph is of good quality
and shows only a few original structures remaining. In the distant background, the new
town of Munising is visible and extensively

The fifth view of the town shows a
different perspective than the previous four
17
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developed, placing this photograph sometime after 1896. It appears likely that the
photo dates to the early 1900s. The McAfee/
Twork house, the school, and three other
structures remain. Since the loghouse burned
in 1924, this photograph must predate 1924.
The dock is still intact, although no structures
are present on it. This view is oriented approximately southwest. It shows very well
what remained at the old town after the new
town of Munisingwas developed. Atleastone
house (McAfee/Twork) is occupied, as evidenced by smoke emanating from the chimney.

configuration of the furnace, it is likely that
this photograph dates from 1868 or early
1869, prior to when initial modifications were
made to the furnace. Although quality is
poor, the photo does show details of structural configuration and the devastated landscape on the slopes and bluff around the
building. There is also a large stockpile of
materials in front of the building.
The second view of the furnace (Figure 15) is from the Childs Art Gallery of
Ishpeming, Michigan, and it is used through
their permission. The photograph is dated
1870 and is of the same age as the views of the
town in Figures 5 and 6. This very clear view
is taken from a photo card made for old stereo
viewers. Numerous details are clearly visible
in this photograph, including dump carts stored
adjacent to the bridge, and a massive pile of
charcoal on top of the bluff. Of particular
interest are a series of modifications made to
the furnace building since the previous photograph was taken. The multistoried wooden
superstructure adjacent to the stack has been
expanded considerably to the north, effectively doubling the size of the structure. In
addition, numerous windows have been installed and a large shed has been added to the
front of the building.

The eight photographs of the town
shown in this report are of variable quality,
but they serve to document the development
and dissolution of the part of the community
immediately adjacent to the furnace and haul
road. Without these photographs there would
be no information on the layout of the workers' community. Based upon careful examination of the photographs, individual structures have been numbered and identified.
Several of these structures are visible on more
than one photograph, and from various angles.
In Table 2,28 structures are listed and, where
possible, described by construction technique
(log, frame, brick) and hypothesized function.

The third view shows the furnace in
decline (Figure 16). The photograph's source
is unknown, but is of precisely the same age as
Figure 10 which shows the townsite. Some
windows are completely missing from the
structure and others are broken, suggesting
that this photograph dates to 1877 or slightly
after, when the furnace was permanently shut
down. Note that the storage shed above the
furnace is dilapidated, with numerous boards

The evolution and the dismantling of
the furnace can also be traced through historic photographs. Not surprisingly, more
photographs of the furnace have survived
than of the townsite. The earliest view (Figure 14) is an undocumented photograph from
the PIRO files. The view is taken from the
bridge across Munising Creek looking east.
Based upon other dated photographs and the
18
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Table 2. Summary of Old Munising structures visible on historic photographs.
Structure
Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure
No.
5
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Facade
Shown

W

5

E

6
9
12

W,S
N,E
W

5

E,N

7
10
11

S,E
W
W

5

E,N

9
13

N,E
E,N

5

E

7
10
11

E,S
S
W,N

5

E

Description

Furnace. Photos show development of furnace, additions to
wooden structure, etc.
The abandonment, disassembly, and destruction of furnace
shown in Figures 15 through 22.

Horizontal log building, whitewashed, rectangular, roof peak
E/W, no attached structures.
Possible corral on north side.

Frame two-story clapboard house with attached log building
on west front. Rectangular, roof peak N/S. N/S orientation
with front door to north. Shed attached with door/window on
south.
Shed on south side removed.
Only roof visible.

Frame two-story vertical plank house. Rectangular. Roof peak
N/S. Orientation is N/S with the front door to the north.
Wood porch covers length of north side, has four steps. Shed
on the south side.
Clapboards added. Shed on south, plus fence on east.
McAfee/Twork house.
Frame, two-story vertical plank house. Roof peak E/W.
Orientation is E/W, door not visible.
Shed on east.
Two attached sheds on south and one on west.
House abandoned.
Frame, vertical plank, two-story house. Obscured by trees.
Orientation is E/W with door not visible.
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Table 2. Continued.
Structure
Number

Facade
Shown

Description

6
7
9
10
11
12

E,N
E
N
S,W
N
W

Large shed on west side.
Shed on south and west.

5

E

6
7
9
10
12

E
S
E
S,W
S,W

13

E

8

5
7
10
12
13

E
E,S
S,W
S,W
E

9

5

E

7
12

E
W

5

E

Frame two-story clapboard house.oriented E/W. Shed on
south.
No longer present.
Log structure oriented N/S.

7

10

Figure
No.

7
11

5

E

12

5

E,N

13

5

N

14

7

Two sheds on south and one on west. Porch on west.
Man on porch.
Shed combined on south. Shed on south of west shed. Shed
on south of west shed has west side removed. Window out of
south shed porch on west side.
Frame store or warehouse with vertical plank siding. Obscured
by trees but orientation of part is N/S.
Rectangle N/S.
West end of store.
Door on west and south. One story.
Blurry photo. Double attached rectangle with one large door
on south and west.

Orientation is E/W.
Log one-story house, oriented E/W with door to south
Log house with plank gable.
Window in gable.

Frame two-story vertical plank house (or blacksmith shop).
Rectangular shape. Oriented E/W with a large shed on the
south side.
Door to east. Shed on south, plus shed added on southeast.
Big shed on south.

Frame, vertical plank privy.
Oriented E/W.
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Table 2. Concluded.
Structure
Number

Figure
No.

Facade
Shown

Description

Square two-story school.

15

7

16

7
9
13

N,S
NE

17

7

E

9
10

E
S,W

13

E

7

E,S

10

S,W

13

E

19

7

E

20

7

E,N

21

7

E

Square, vertical plank privy between structures 3 and 4.
Oriented N/S.

22

7

E

Square privy southwest of structure 3. Oriented N/S.

23

7
13

E,S
NE.SW

24

7

E

18

Possible wood boardinghouse with two attached buildings.
Orientation is N/S.
Vertical plank one-story attached to a two-story. Orientation
is E/W and N/S, with the two components connected.
Frame, two rectangles-one and two story.
Possible rectangular log barn oriented approximately N/S.
May be a shed on the east.
Log barn with plank roof, one story. Oriented N/S, with an
attached corral.

Outbuilding.
Possible privy.

Rectangular structure. Possible shed on north side.
Oriented NE/SW.
Rectangular warehouse on dock oriented approximately N/S.
Possible shed on north side.

25

7

26

10

27

10

28

10

SW

Plank rectangular charcoal shed. Oriented SW.
Log pile or structure. Oriented E/W.

S,W

Frame, rectangular, two-story, clapboard house. Oriented
E/W. Does not appear to be present in Figure 10 (or earlier)
unless it is Structure 10.
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missing. An additional modification to the
furnace is seen in the form of a shed, or
anteroom, at the front of the building. Figures 11 and 12 poorly show the next phase of
deterioration as the front wooden structure of
the furnace has been reduced to framing
members.

final, historic view of the furnace (Figure 21)
shows the continued destruction of the stack.
The stack was dismantled only slightly more
after this photograph and remains in similar
condition today. The area is now barely
recognizable due to the extensive regeneration of trees and other vegetation (Figure 22).

Figure 17 shows the continuing deterioration of the furnace. This undocumented
photograph probably dates to about 1905.
The stack is now visible, as the front of the
structure has been completely removed. In
addition, much of the wood has been removed
from the remainder of the structure. Three
deteriorating kilns are also visible and at least
one has partially collapsed.

SUMMARY
Although documentary research for
Old Munising resulted in a frustratingly incomplete record of the community, some
useful information was obtained. The geographic relationship between the 1856 communityand 1867 blastfurnace town was clearly
documented and an outline of community
development and dissolution was developed.
Historic photographs were useful in determining the layout of the community, although
the absence of maps leaves major questions
about the precise location of structures. However, it appears that numerous structures (in
addition to the furnace) present in 1867-1877
were located within the current NPS boundary. Three or four of these appear to have
been within the parking lot development
project area. Background research also demonstrated that a considerable portion of the
townsite area has been extensively disturbed
and developed in recent years. Fortunately,
the archeological remains of the furnace and
a few structures are preserved in the NPS
area. Archeological data from three other
structures were collected as the parking lot
was built.

The fifth view of the furnace (Figure
18) is slightly more recent (1907) than Figure
17, as evidenced by a few more boards missing
from the building.
The sixth view (Figure 19), shows the
advancing deterioration of the furnace. All of
the wooden superstructure is removed or
collapsed, but the stack remains essentially
complete. Vegetation is beginning to reclaim
the formerly denuded slopes and valley floor
adjacent to the furnace. The photographer
for this view is unknown, but the view is
purported to date to 1911. The seventh photograph of the furnace (Figure 20), shows the
crumbling stack. It is likely that the stone was
being robbed for other construction purposes.
Although essentially undocumented, this view
purportedly dates to 1915. The eighth, and
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SITE STRATIGRAPHY AND OCCUPATION FEATURES
STRATIGRAPHY
The excavation of about 80 sq m in five
locations, combined with monitoring during
various project construction components, revealed a relatively consistent pattern of cultural and natural deposition within the project
area. Soil profiles exposed during fieldwork
document the presence of both intact and
disturbed nineteenth-century deposits. The
undisturbed deposits are all capped by culturally sterile or disturbed, artifact-bearing fills.
These fills primarily reflect twentieth-century
deposition. The fills range from as little as
five centimeters to several meters in depth. In
some areas the fills contain disturbed and
redeposited nineteenth-century materials.
Over most of the project area, the fills consist
of recent organic accumulations or culturally
sterile slopewash. The fill layers have protected the primary nineteenth-century cultural deposits by serving as a buffer zone
against recent twentieth-century uses of portions of the project area. In at least two areas,
the fill episodes are very extensive and are of
a character that helped preserve considerable
amounts of nineteenth-century wooden structural fabric.
The Parking Area
A major component of the Munising
Falls project was to enlarge and pave an
existing gravel parking lot. The construction
plan called for grade changes in several areas,
particularly around the south and west perimeter of the existing gravel parking area. In
those areas, existing grade was lowered con-

siderably (about 0.5 m or more) in preparation for paving the new parking lot. In some
areas, the discovery of saturated soils, peat,
and other organic fill up to two meters in
depth led to modifications in the original
plan. In those areas even more material was
graded, removed, and replaced with more
stable, compact fill. In addition, drainage
improvements were made under the southwest portion of the new paved parking area.
The grading and removal of soil was more
extensive than was originally envisioned. In
some areas of the construction zone (Figure
3), all matrix was graded to sterile sand below
any existing nineteenth-century cultural deposits.
While the entire parking lot grading
operation was monitored for the presence of
archeological remains, three specific areas
were the focus for intensive archeological
investigations. Intact nineteenth-century cultural zones containing structural remains were
recorded in these three areas. Within excavated portions of the site in the parking area,
cultural material extended to a maximum
depth of one meter below the 1980 ground
surface.
The primary focus for excavation was
along the southern edge of the new parking lot
in a locus designated Area 1 (Figure 3). Burned
structural remains thought to be the remnants
of an 1867 frame house and a very large
associated artifact assemblage were discovered in that area when site excavation was
initiated. During excavation of 56 sq m in a
contiguous block (Figure 23), a consistent
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stratigraphic profile was recorded. This area
is within the southern edge of the new parking
area and was immediately south ofthe original gravel parking lot. Area 1 is at the northern edge of a dense stand of small alders with
a fern and moss understory. These plants
grow on a perpetually wet, boggy deposit. The
presence of this continually saturated area
led NPS managers to strongly question
whether the townsite extended into or near
this area. However, it now appears that this
zone may reflect postoccupation alteration of
historic conditions through slopewash, compaction, and other land modifications. Regardless of its origin, the boggy area has been
an important contributor to the preservation
of structural remains and associated cultural
deposits from nineteenth-century occupation
of Old Munising by sealing the original 1867
grade under a thick layer of rich organic soil.
In Area 1, a sterile organic "peat" layer
covered nineteenth-century deposits in all
excavated units. The organic deposit thins to
the north to 5 cm, but at the south side of Area
1 it reached at least 15 cm in thickness. It is
not known how far the organic soil continues
north under the original gravel parking area,
since that area was not graded and was therefore not the focus for excavations. The gravel,
and all deposits under it, are now covered by
the paved parking area.

10-20 cm thick and was recorded throughout
the Area 1 excavations. Similar deposits also
occurred in other areas around the perimeter
of the gravel parking area (Figure 3). These
midden deposits were not continuous across
the areas investigated. This discontinuous
pattern is caused by at least three factors:
actual nineteenth-century refuse patterning
associated with former structures; the selective nature of ground disturbance in the project
area; and the destruction of some original
deposits through earlier grading related to
house construction and the gravel parking
area.
In Area 1, the black sandy midden was
excavated as a single vertical provenience,
labeled Level 1. There was no internal layering within the deposit, although it apparently
reflects several decades of accumulation. All
of the 30 Area 1 horizontal collection units
contained the black sandy midden deposit
(Level 1). This deposit forms a useful analytical unit for artifact tabulation in a later section ofthe report. The Level 1 deposit and all
ofthe deposits identified in Area 1 are shown
on a series of stratigraphic profiles (Figures
24, 25, 26, and 27).
In some excavation units, the midden
was directly superimposed on a buried, brown,
sandy humus level which represents the ground
surface when the community was built in
1867. This deposit is a horizon which was
present in all areas ofthe site, except where it
had been removed through twentieth-century
land uses. The humus ranged from 10-20 cm
thick, averaging 10-15 cm. It overlies coarse
white and yellow sands which form the B and
C horizons of the original soil profile. These
sands were encountered in all units excavated

The organic fill rested directly upon a
loose, black, charcoal-rich sand in Area 1.
This sand zone is a nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century deposit which contains extensive amounts of glass slag from the furnace
and a variety of artifacts. The black sand zone
is a cultural midden which reflects fill developed through purposeful and accidental discard of cultural materials. This midden was
24
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in the parking area. The sands were completely devoid of cultural material, but the
humus zone contained a variety of artifacts
which were discarded on its surface, or within
features purposefully excavated into it. Some
of the artifacts became embedded to a depth
of up to 10 cm in the humus. The humus zone
and the upper portion of the B horizon sand
were removed as Level 2. Depth of excavation was variable, but averaged about 25 cm in
this deposit. Excavation proceeded in all
units until at least 5 cm of sterile sand was
exposed. In most units, 15 cm of sterile soil
was removed.
In a large portion of Area 1, the Level
1 midden rested upon a zone of burned and
unburned wood from a former structure. This
deposit was from 5-11 cm thick and was composed primarily of burned wood (Figure 23).
The burned wood of this level, which was
designated Level 2 A apparently represents
burned superstructure components in addition to burned flooring. Numerous artifacts
were present in and on the charred wood,
indicating that considerable dumping occurred
soon after the structure burned. In some
areas, at the base of the burned wood was a
layer of rotted, but recognizable, boards which
were all oriented parallel with each other.
These have been identified as floorboards.
These boards were oriented at approximately
272-274 degrees, parallel with the original
road which connected the blast furnace with
the dock. The unburned boards were discontinuous, but some patterning was discerned,
especially in one area where they were relatively well preserved (Figure 23). Under the
floorboards were a few larger boards which
were in a parallel plane, but oriented perpendicular to the floorboards.

The humus horizon under the burned
structural remains was recorded as Level 2B
to differentiate the ground surface under the
house from the old surface outside the structure. The soil layering in Level 2B is precisely
equivalent to Level 2. No evidence of a cellar
was discovered under the burned structural
remains.
A few meters west of Area 1, a small
exploratory trench was excavated. A black
sandy midden deposit was encountered, and
the area was designated Area 3. Subsequent
extensive excavations at Area 1 revealed that
the midden recorded there was contiguous
with the cultural deposit in Area 3. However,
the burned structural remains do not extend
west to Area 3. The stratigraphic profile
exposed in Area 3 mirrors that in Area 1, with
the notable exception of the absence of burned
structural remains in Area 3.
Further west, another small exploratory trench revealed the presence of nineteenth-century cultural materials in a partially disturbed context. This area is designated Area 2. There, a zone of mixed nineteenth- and twentieth-century cultural materials and sterile sands occurred over a truncated midden deposit. The midden was apparently truncated through earlier grading
for gravel parking lot construction, and the
mixed fill was then redeposited over the remaining midden. Although there was some
evidence of structural remains in this area,
including a scattering of plaster and charcoal,
the area was not further excavated due to its
partially disturbed nature and project constraints including available field time and
construction schedules. Instead, emphasis
for fieldwork was placed upon examining the
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well-preserved deposits at Areas 1 and 4. One
interesting aspect of the stratigraphy in Area
2 is the presence of numerous paleosol layers
in the yellow sands under the nineteenthcentury grade. Although no cultural materials were recovered from these layers in Area
2, their presence suggests that there is potential for buried prehistoric occupations to occur within this and similar landforms in the
National Lakeshore.

In Area 4, the bulldozer-disturbed zone
was removed without being screened. The
top 10 cm of the midden was removed as Level
1. The midden consisted of black sandy fill
which contained a rather large artifact assemblage. Level 2 consisted of the same midden
fill to a depth of an additional 10 cm. Below
that, a series of three related structural features was exposed and excavated separately
(Figures 28,29,30, and 31). Feature 1, a flatbottomed pit, formed an extension of the
midden to a maximum depth of 99 cm below
surface. This feature contained a loose, dark
brown sandy loam midden fill, which was
lighter in color and softer in texture than the
Level 1 and 2 midden which capped it. Perhaps the most significant aspect of the Area 4
excavation is that it demonstrated the presence of preserved structural and artifactual
deposits, even in an area which had been
subject to extensive bulldozing. The wooden
structural remains (Features 2 and 3) are
burned and well preserved.

In Area 4, intact nineteenth-century
deposits were recorded, despite considerable
evidence for extensive ground disturbance.
This area was located at the western edge of
the gravel parking area adjacent to two apple
trees (Figure 3). One of the trees remained at
the site as recently as 1986. A four-m-sq area
was excavated in 16 one-m-sq units (Figure
28). Prior to excavation, the adjacent landowner, Mr. Kolbus, reported that he had done
considerable landscaping in this area in 1963
when he built his house. Excavation revealed
that the ground was disturbed to a depth of 40
cm, as reflected by a thick sandy zone which
contained a small number of nineteenth-century materials in disturbed context. Under
this disturbed and mixed fill, a truncated, but
otherwise undisturbed, midden deposit was
discovered. The midden, similar in content to
Level 1 in Area 1, extended to a depth of 57
cm, except within a rectangular, subsurface
structural feature, where it continued to a
depth of 99 cm below surface. Minimal evidence of the original humus zone was found in
Area 4, primarily because the excavation focused within a subterranean structural feature which had cut through the old surface
into the sterile B horizon sand.

Rather extensive and significant cultural and structural remains were preserved
in Area 4. Since the excavation area was
positioned at the edge of the zone to be
graded and landscaped for the new parking
lot, it was recommended that the cultural
deposit be preserved through minor alterations to the project plan. Project managers
made minor changes in the landscaping plan
which limited disturbance to the cultural remains. Features 2 and 3 were preserved,
along with any structural remains to the west
of the Area 4 excavation. It is likely that the
features exposed in Area 4 relate to a shed or
other small structure which was formerly at-
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tached to a larger structure. Given the presence of what appeared to be extensive burned
structural remains at the western edge of the
excavation, it is likely that major structural
remains (from a house ?) are still preserved
under 40 cm of fill adjacent to the Area 4
excavation.
Area 5 was located within the southern extension of the parking lot project area
(Figure 3), and the cultural remains there
were discovered during grading activities.
Shovel testing in this area in 1979 yielded
disturbed clay fill and no cultural remains.
Mr. Kolbus indicated that much grading had
taken place there in the 1960s. In addition,
the soil was saturated, and when initially cut
with the grader, continually seeped water.
Later, drainage improvements were initiated
before the parking lot was built. During the
grading process, approximately 50 cm (or
more) of clay and organic fill were removed
before the bulldozer exposed preserved milled
lumber boards (Figure 32). Brief archeological investigation of the area containing the
preserved wood was undertaken before final
grading of the area was completed. This
consisted mainly of clearing mud and debris
from the structural remains and carefully
examining the graded soil for artifacts. No
formal excavations were possible, since flowing ground water was at the level of the
structural remains. Grading operations resumed immediately after the limited archeological investigation, but no additional structural remains were encountered.
It is difficult to reconstruct the stratigraphy of Area 5 since the area was essentially
a quagmire during the grading operation.
There appeared to be over 50 cm of clay fill in

the center of the area, with more shallow fill
around the perimeter of the new parking lot
extension. The structural remains were located on a brown sandy clay deposit, which
apparently represents original grade. The
nature of the soil under that layer is not known
with precision, but the coarse sands prevalent
throughout the remainder of the project area
were not encountered.
The Restroom, Utility Lines, and Trail Areas
Information from these areas is less
detailed than from the parking area, since it
was collected through monitoring efforts of
rather limited scale by several different researchers (Buckmaster 1980; Peterson 1981;
Stone 1981). Previously known and unknown
log structural remains were exposed during
construction of these components of the
Munising Falls project. Since no undisturbed
cultural resources were recovered during initial survey of the trail and restroom areas in
1979, monitoring during various ground-disturbing activities in those areas was not expected to be productive. However, monitoring was conducted at each ground-disturbing
construction component. Structural remains
in the form of large logs aligned in a configuration apparently representing a corduroy
roadway and/or bridge were the primary cultural materials recorded during monitoring.
This alignment was known to exist prior to
construction, since portions of at least 18 logs
are exposed in the bed of Munising Creek.
The segment of aligned logs exposed in the
creek bed is specifically listed on the National
Register of Historic Places as a component of
the furnace complex. Construction monitoring served to document that the extent of the
log formation was considerably greater than
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previously known. It also demonstrated extensive changes in grade within the project
area since the 1867 construction of the blast
furnace complex and town. The log alignments are documented in a later section of the
report.
Monitoring focused primarily in three
areas: the new restroom area, sewer and
water line routes to the restroom, and the
initial 75 m of trail extending from the visitor
facility toward Munising Falls. Primary focus
for monitoring efforts (Buckmaster 1980) was
expended during installation of utility lines to
serve the restroom and the excavation of the
foundation of that building. This work occurred at the eastern edge of the parking lot
development. A log alignment exposed in the
utility trenches ranged from 2-5 ft below the
modern surface. The log alignment has been
interpreted as a portion of the road which
connected the dock with the furnace. However, it is equally plausible that the log alignment was part of the extensive bridge which is
visible in several historic photographs (Figures 5, 6, and 15). Soil conditions were very
poor (saturated, with a high organic content)
during much of the monitoring, and information on historic fill over the log alignment was
not recorded by the investigators. For the
portion of the utility lines further away from
the restroom area, Buckmaster (1980) recorded a thick zone of fill layers over the
original grade.

struction plan in the trail alignment segment
over and adjacent to the logs exposed in the
creek bed. It became necessary to construct
wood cribbing to stabilize the soil and to
anchor the new trail. During installation of
the cribbing, some of the original logs had to
be removed in order to anchor the cribbing
and develop appropriate drainage. The
change in plans was fully documented prior to
implementation, and permission was formally
acquired for altering a small segment of the
log alignment. The actual monitoring of the
work and documentation of the logs was accomplished by Denver Service Center (DSC)
project engineers and PIRO staff members.
The log alignment is described in a later
section of this report. The presence of nearly
a meter of slopewash over these logs attests to
the massive erosion and slumping of soil from
the adjacent bluff since the logs were initially
set in place.
Summary
Combined survey, monitoring, testing, and excavation efforts revealed extensive
changes in historic grades within portions of
the project area. Slopewash, organic buildup, redeposition of graded cultural deposits,
and sterile fills all served to seal and protect
subsurface nineteenth-century cultural deposits within the project area. Intact structural and artifactual remains were even found
in areas previously thought to be extensively,
if not totally, disturbed through twentiethcentury land use. These fills constitute a
critical component of the stratigraphy in the
NPS-owned portion of the Old Munising
townsite. Were it not for the fills, it is very
doubtful that extensive in situ archeological
deposits would have been present when field-

Later in the project, during construction of the trail to Munising Falls, additional
monitoring was initiated during exposure of
another portion of the log alignment. Problems related to unstable soil deposits in the
trail route necessitated a change in the con-
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work was initiated in 1980. Despite considerable impact from construction for the
Munising Falls project, significant structural
and artifactual deposits remain at the site
today, protected under fill deposits.

FEATURES
Several features were recorded during
excavation and construction monitoring at
Old Munising. All of these relate to structures which formerly stood in the area. Those
recorded during site excavation were documented through consistent means (forms,
photographs, mapping). Documentation for
the features exposed and recorded during
monitoring for trail and utility construction by
archeological contractors and park personnel
(Buckmaster 1980; Peterson 1981; Stone 1981)
was somewhat less thorough. A considerable
amount of information has been recorded
regarding a variety of structural features which
occurred within the construction project area.
These features include: charcoal concentrations from burned structural components;
unburned structural remains from bridge supports, log "road" alignments, and two buildings; and pits of various size and function.
Features Within Trail and Utility Line Areas
Several structural features were recorded during construction monitoring of
grading for trail construction and trenching
for utility line installation. Prior to construction, it was anticipated that ground disturbance within the trail route would be minimal. Although this was true over nearly all of
the trail route, considerable ground distur-

bance was necessary within the initial 25 m of
trail due primarily to unstable soil conditions.
This work occurred after the archeological
investigation of the parking area had been
completed. Since a preserved log alignment
was known to occur in the trail route, considerable care was taken by DSC project personnel to limit the depth and scope of subsurface
disturbance. However, disturbance could not
be avoided, and preserved log structural remains were exposed in three areas. For
convenience, these have subsequently been
relabeled, and plotted on a project base map.
Documentation for the features was collected
by PIRO staff and DSC personnel (Peterson
1981; Stone 1981).
Feature 1, log rectangle. This log alignment
was exposed on July 17, 1980, during trail
rehabilitation. The feature is located a short
distance (35 ft) up the trail from the visitor
center. Former PIRO park ranger Bruce
Peterson recorded the feature, based upon
instructions from MWAC. Located along the
creek side of the trail, the feature consists of
two logs arranged perpendicular to each other.
One is 5 ft long, 1 ft in diameter, and oriented
at 5 degrees. The other is 9 ft 9 in long, 5 in
thick, and perpendicular to the first. No nails
or other cultural materials were noted. Since
the alignment was in a low section of the trail,
it was soon covered with fill, and was not
disturbed by construction activities. Its function is undetermined, although it might be
part of the former bridge which spanned the
creek in this area.
Feature 2, soil stain. As the surface of the trail
was being prepared for paving, workers noted
a soil discoloration which they assumed
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marked a structural location. Asphalt was
laid over the feature, minimally disturbing it.
The feature is thought to extend beyond the
paved trail route. The nature and function of
the feature remain undetermined.
Feature 3, log alignment. This log alignment
was known to exist prior to the project, since
portions of at least 18 logs were exposed in the
bed of Munising Creek, downstream from the
location of the blast furnace. Although it was
clear that most of these logs were aligned
side-to-side, the precise orientation and configuration of the alignment could not be determined, since only short segments of the
logs were exposed to view. The presence of
additional logs perpendicular to the alignment, and rubble from shaped sandstone
blocks within the creek and associated with
the alignment, suggested that the logs represented a log road, or remnants from the
extensive bridge which formerly spanned the
creek. Nineteenth-century photographs suggest that this bridge was quite substantial in
construction, and of considerable length (Figures 5, 6, and 15). Due to unstable soil
conditions in a segment of the trail route
passing over the log alignment, it became
necessary to remove a considerable amount
of soil and to install cribbing to support the
trail structure. This resulted in disturbance to
a small portion of the alignment.

dressed. After the soil overburden was removed, it was determined that the logs had
originally been placed at a higher elevation,
and had collapsed to their current position.
The logs were found to repose at an angle of
33.5 degrees off-horizontal, sloping down
into the creek. Under the upslope end of the
logs was discovered an air-filled void up to
two feet high. This indicates that the logs
were formerly supported in a horizontal position, forming a bridge along, or across the
creek. Over time they collapsed down into
the creek. It was determined that the original
height of their surface was 640.75 ft above
mean sea level (amsl). Under the logs is
bedrock, which slopes rapidly from the adjacent bluff into the creek. The logs have
become partially covered with slopewash from
the bluff. The slopewash has been extensive.
This is not surprising, given the sandy nature
of the soils, and total vegetation removal
which occurred in this area during construction and operation of the blast furnace. Five
logs were exposed and removed. All were
hemlock and ranged from 6 to 14 inches in
diameter. Allbutthelargestwerefoundtobe
broken. Length of each is greater than nine
feet. The upslope ends were cut at a 45 degree
angle.
Since only a small portion of the log
alignmentwas disturbed by trail construction,
this feature remains largely intact under the
trail and within the creek bed. Although the
precise construction details cannot be developed given the current level of information, it
is clear that the exposed logs were part of the
massive bridge which connected the haul road
to the furnace. The sandstone may have
functioned as a bridge support, or alternatively, it may reflect discarded material from

Information recorded while exposing
the logs adds considerably to understanding
the function of the log alignment. Previously,
it had been supposed that the logs were part
of a corduroy road which led to the dock. The
reason for the current, non-horizontal position of the logs in the creek bed, well below
the level of the furnace, had not been ad30
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the blastfurnace stack. The former interpretation is favored, since the sandstone is clustered in a single area of the creek bed. The
parallel alignment of logs probably served as
supports for the surface of the bridge. In
Figures 5, 6, and 15 the bridge surface is
shown, and the ends of logs can be seen
protruding from immediately below the bridge
surface. The logs are parallel with the wood
which makes up the bridge surface. This
surface appears to be comprised of flat boards
(milled lumber). It is likely that the logs
currently preserved in this area are remnants
of the structural system for the bridge, rather
than the bridge surface. As such, they do not
represent a corduroy road, per se, although
the bridge was a critical component of the
road which formerly connected the blast furnace to the dock. There is currently no
evidence to indicate that this road was "paved"
with logs.
Feature 4, log alignment. This log alignment
was recorded during construction monitoring
of utility line trenching. The utilities were
installed to serve the new restroom facility.
Weather and soil conditions were very poor
during this work, and trenching was not completed in a single episode. Backhoe digging in
the wet soils added to the difficulty of recording the feature, especially when logs were hit
and removed by the equipment. Portions of
the trenching were monitored by Maria
Buckmaster of Northern Michigan University, while other segments were monitored by
Calvin Cummings, NPS archeologist. Plan
maps and photographs were apparently not
made during this work, and documentation is
uneven. However, it appears that the logs
represent a structure similar, or identical, to
the log alignment in the trail area.

The exact extent of the log alignment
cannot be determined from available information. Some logs were initially exposed in
the water line trench, but were removed prior
to archeological investigation. Later, logs
were exposed in the south wall of the sewer
trench. Two "layers" consist of a series of logs
laid side by side, oriented north/south, under
which occurred a row (?) of logs placed end to
end running east/west. This row supported
the upper logs. Field conditions during monitoring were miserable, and this greatly hindered efforts to record the log alignment
(Buckmaster 1980:2). The logs ranged from
10 to 16 inches in diameter, with ax-cut ends.
The logs were exposed along the south wall of
the trench for 25 ft, at a depth of 2.5-4.5 ft
below surface.
Buckmaster (1980) suggests that the
log alignment probably represents a corduroy
road bed. Based upon careful examination of
the haul road as depicted in available nineteenth-century photographs, it appears that
most of the length of the road was not "paved"
with timbers. Instead, it appears to be sand.
The remaining length of the road west of NPS
property to the dock site shows no evidence of
logs. However, the extensive wooden bridgework at the eastern end of the road is clearly
visible in the photographs. It is very likely that
the logs exposed in the utility line trenches
were part of the extensive bridge and "causeway" which spanned not only the Creek, but
also an extensive low (floodplain ?) area west
of the Creek. Thus, the log alignment recorded as Feature 4 is a western continuation
of the Feature 3 bridge recorded in the trail
area and creek bed. The logs owe their
preservation to the moist nature of the soil,
and to burial under up to 4.5 ft of fill.
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Excavation Area 1
Nearly all of the features recorded in
Area 1 relate to wooden (burned and
unburned) structural elements which probably represent a former house site. When
excavations were initiated in Area 1, numerous small concentrations of artifacts, e.g.,
charcoal and slag, were noted in Level 1.
However, as excavations continued, it was
determined that there would be little utility in
designating each of these clusters as features,
since they were ephemeral and irregular.
Below Level 1, which occasionally appeared
mixed and disturbed, a different situation was
noted. At the base of that cultural level,
concentrations of charcoal and wood were
noted which clearly maintained depositional
integrity. These distinct deposits occurred
within Level 2. All the discrete concentrations of these materials were recorded as
features. The extensive, contiguous stratified
(burned wood over unburned boards) structural layer was not awarded a feature number,
but was excavated as a separate level, designated Level 2A. Most of the features recorded in Area 1 are directly related to the
Level 2A deposit, and are burned and
unburned structural remnants.

pattern to the features, and they appear to
represent the collapse of wall and ceiling
elements which fell and covered portions of
unburned wooden structural elements from
the ground floor. The presence of a few
artifacts (including unburned ones) within
these features suggests that trash discard was
occurring into the burned remnants of the
building soon after its destruction. The few
preserved, unburned boards under these features are probably floorboards from the ground
story of the building. However, function of
the unburned boards was not determined
with certainty.
Feature BB was a small concentration
(30 cm x 22 cm in extent) of slate fragments
which covered a larger area of badly decomposed metals. These artifacts are described in
a later section of the report. The function of
this feature is unknown. The slate covered a
small, discrete area, and did not form a walkway. Moreover, it is unlikely that the slate is
from a slate roof, since photographs show that
wooden roofs were used on the Old Munising
structures.
The function of Feature GG can be
determined with considerable accuracy. This
large feature (2.4mxl.6mx0.17m)isa wide,
shallow pit which was filled with refuse. The
trash pit was dug into the Level 1 midden, and
clearly post-dates the midden and the structural elements below it. The base of the pit,
which was essentially flat, terminated on plaster and wooden (unburned) structural remains (Level 2A). The fill of the pit consisted
of compact black stained sand and a very large
amount of domestic trash. A wide range of
materials was present, including numerous
complete bottles. The temporally diagnostic

The Area 1 features are summarized
in Table 3, and are illustrated in Figures 23
through 27. Features AA, CC, DD, EE, FF
and KK are charcoal concentrations of various sizes. All but AA and KK overlie segments of unburned boards. It appears that the
charcoal has helped to preserve the unburned
boards under it. Most of these features are
interpreted as burned wooden components of
the superstructure of the building which formerly stood at this location. There is no clear
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Table 3. Summary of structural features recorded at Old Munising.
Provenience

Feature

Size (m)
(LxWxTh)

AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG

.20x.12x.12
.40 x.30 x.05
.80 x.48 x.05
.60 x.36 x. 11
.25x.22x.05
.20 x. 18 x. 10
2.4x1.6x.17

HH
II
JJ
KK
LL
MM

1.6x.80x.12
.75x.68x.62
? x ? x.30
.97x.50x.42
.87 x.50 x.38
.25x.12x?

Description

Area 1,
Level 2A
charcoal concentration
slate & metal concentration
charcoal concentration
charcoal concentration
charcoal concentration
charcoal concentration
shallow pit filled with large
amount of trash
plaster and floorboards
pit under floorboards
pit exposed in profile
charcoal concentration
pit, partially filled with shoes
pit

Area 4
1

3 x3.5 x 1

square-shaped pit filled with
midden debris
und. burned structural remains
und. burned structural remains

2
3
Area 5
1
2

preserved wooden structural
remains
und. pit (privy?)

1
2
3

log rectangle
und. soil stain
log alignment (bridge)

Trail Area

Utility Line

? x 3 x.3

4

und. log alignment (bridge)
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materials from this feature clearly indicate an
early twentieth-century date for its filling.
The rationale for dating the feature, and a
more precise age range for its use will be
presented in a later section of the report.
Based upon available information, the feature appears to be derived from the McAfee
or Twork occupations of one of the last remaining blast furnace-era houses within the
project area.

rusted metal items. The feature appears to
have functioned as a trash pit, but its location
under the floor of the structure raises questions about its origin and use.
Feature JJ was a pit which was recorded in the profile of Unit 21. The 30-cmdeep feature contained a dark, moist organic
soil, and a few artifacts which are described in
later sections of the report. The function of
the pit is problematical.

Feature HH consisted of a relatively
large (1.6 mx0.8 m x0.12 m) concentration of
plaster, which overlaid unburned boards from
the structure which formerly stood at this
location (Figure 30). The plaster lens is a
maximum of 8 cm thick, with the remainder of
the feature made up of thin, rotted, but recognizable, boards. It appears that the boards
are floorboards from the first story of the
structure. They apparently escaped destruction when the superstructure collapsed and
covered them. In Feature HH, the lens of
plaster has apparently helped preserve the
wooden fabric below. Of considerable importance in the feature is the presence of a single,
larger board under the floorboards. The
function of this board from a structural perspective is undetermined, but it may be a sill
which marks the position of the north (front)
elevation of the structure.

Feature KK was a large charcoal concentration which occurred in Units 7 and 23.
This concentration may have been a large
burned post (pier), or similar structural feature.
Feature LL was unusual with regard to
its content. It was a pit (0.87 m x 0.50 m x 0.38
m) which originated under the burned Level
2A deposit. Cultural material in the pit consisted almost entirely of poorly preserved
shoe fragments. The feature appears to have
had the unusual function of a trash pit for
discarded shoes.
Excavation Area 4
Three features covered most of the 16
sq m excavated at Area 4. Two are burned
structural remnants and the third is a large
rectangular pit. The two burned features
appear to relate to an original blast furnaceera structure, while the pit cuts through and
postdates them.

Feature II was a trash pit which was
initially identified as a depression in the continuous, preserved floorboards of Level 2A in
Units 3 and 11 (Figure 23). After the floorboards were removed, the feature was excavated. It was a pit of roughly circular shape
(0.75 m x 0.68 m) and considerable (0.62 m)
depth. A few artifacts were recovered from
the pit, including window glass and badly

Feature 1 is a rectangular pit 3 m x 3.5
m in extent. Its maximum depth was about 1
m. The pit outline was very clear, once the
overlying disturbed zone and a portion of the
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midden (Level 1) were removed (Figure 28).
The dark midden soil fill in the feature contrasted sharply with the undisturbed, yellow B
horizon sand which surrounded it. The pit's
wallswere very straight. Pit contents included
fauna, ceramic sherds, bottle and window
glass, nails, bricks, plaster, and other materials. There was a mixture of architectural and
domestic items in the fill. The original function of the pit is problematical. Ultimately
the pit was used for trash discard. A considerable age range is reflected by the pit contents, spanning the blast furnace era through
the end of the nineteenth century. The temporally diagnostic materials from the pit will
be examined in more detail in later section of
the report.

Feature 3 is a charcoal concentration
similar to Feature 2. Like Feature 2, it owes
its apparent shape partially to the edges of the
Area 4 block excavation (Units 12 and 16) and
to its intersection by Feature 1. The portion
of Feature 3 exposed during excavation is
about 1 sq m, but like Feature 2, it is much
larger than the area exposed. The feature
consists of a layer of charcoal and the remains
of a vertical post. The post may have served
as a pier or similar support post for the structure which formerly stood in this location.
While Feature 3 shares many similarities with
Feature 2, it differs in that many more artifacts were associated with it. One hundred
twenty-six window glass sherds with a mean
thickness of 2.1 mm and a modal value of 2.0
mm were recovered from the feature. One
hundred-one nails were recovered from the
feature, of which 98 are the cut type. A few
domestic items were also recovered from
Feature 3 including bottle glass sherds and
thin metal scrap which may represent tin can
fragments.

Feature 2 is a charcoal concentration
which was recorded in Unit 13. The feature
covers about0.5 sq m in a triangular plan. The
feature extends outside the excavated area,
and it appears that only a small portion of the
feature was exposed in the Area 4 excavation.
The feature owes its apparent shape to excavation, both during the historic era and during
the archeological project. Two edges of the
feature are created by the walls of Unit 13,
and the feature clearly extends past these
arbitrary boundaries. The concentration was
cut through on a third side when Feature 1 was
created. Artifact yield from the feature is low,
although a very small number of architectural
items (window glass, cut nails, keyhole escutcheon) were recovered from it. No domestic materials were recovered from the feature. The feature is part of a burned structure,
but not enough of the feature was exposed to
determine a more precise function.

Excavation Area 5
A large area of preserved wooden
elements was exposed during grading for parking lot expansion in Area 5. The saturated
condition of the soil in this area made traditional excavation procedures nearly impossible, but the structural remains were shovel
skimmed and mapped (Figure 32). The
wooden fabric exposed in Area 5 was oriented
north-south and east-west. This matches the
orientation of the haul road and the original
blast furnace-era structures. The structural
remains include numerous wooden boards in
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at least two layers. Wide wooden planks were
underlain with 2 in x 4 in boards oriented at
right angles to the planks. All of the boards
are full-dimension lumber, unlike modern
boards which are considerably smaller than
the dimensions by which they are categorized
and sold. In one area, the planks were covered by a large jumble of bricks. Bricks of
multiple sizes and types occurred in this pile.
The bricks were not impacted by the bulldozer clearing of the area, and were in this
j umbled state when they were exposed through
archeological excavation.

gests that the feature could represent a storage pile for lumber and bricks. However, the
straight edges of the better-preserved portions of the feature, and its very regular shape
argue for some other function. In addition,
the precise north-south orientation matches a
structural function better than a storage use.
The heavy 2-in-thick boards throughout the
feature are not from a typical floor that one
would expect to find in a house. Perhaps the
feature was used as a platform for a well or
some similar structure.
Near the wooden feature, the bulldozer exposed several bottles in a tight cluster. It appears that numerous complete bottles
were originally in this cluster, although most
were broken during grading. The bottles
appear to have been placed in a pit, although
all evidence for a pit was destroyed by the
grading activity. Further, the bottles were at
a horizon of flowing water which negated
attempts at careful excavation. The complete
and fragmentary bottles were quickly collected as grading activities continued across
Area 5. The bottles are described in a later
section of the report.
Based upon
manufacturer's information, they date from
1882-1886. Their use and discard relates to
the decline era at Old Munising.

The original function of this wooden
feature is unknown. Since the wet soil overlying the feature was not screened, relatively
few artifacts were recovered. More artifacts,
including domestic and architectural materials, were recovered from graded backdirt
piles which were temporarily stockpiled
nearby. Unfortunately, the wooden feature
was removed through grading with heavy
equipment shortly after being exposed and
mapped. It appeared from the ease of removal that the boards were not nailed together to form an integrated structure, but
instead were merely laid upon and adjacent to
each other on the old ground surface. That
fact coupled with the jumble of bricks sug-
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ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
The artifacts described and analyzed
in this section of the report are functional
components of structures which formerly stood
at Old Munising. This group contains the
largest number of artifacts of any of the functional groups under consideration (n=19,716).
Avery large number of nails and window glass
fragments constitute the bulk of this group.
The count for this functional group is probably somewhat inflated by the inclusion of
several thousand unidentified metal objects.
Even if those unidentified metal objects are
not considered, the architectural group contains the largest number of artifacts of any
functional group. The focus of 1980 excavations in areas where structures formerly stood
resulted in recovery of this extensive assemblage of structural remains.
Window Glass
Window glass is one of the most common artifacts from the excavations at Old
Munising, with 4,030 pieces recovered from
excavation units and surface collections. Over
75 percent of the sample was recovered from
excavation Areas 1 (n = 2,179) and 4
(n= 1,154). In undisturbed settings, distribution of window glass fragments can provide
information for interpreting the configuration of window openings in individual structures, and suggest breakage and repair patterns. More often, window glass from archeological sites has been used to provide relative
chronological control in a series of dating
schemes which are based upon the trend of
increasing thickness of window glass panes

though time. A variety of studies have demonstrated the potential utility of dating archeological deposits through glass fragment
thickness measurement schemes, but regional
variations have precluded widespread application of any of the schemes.
Since about 1970, numerous studies
have examined the relationship between window glass thickness and date of manufacture
(Chance and Chance 1976; Demeter and
Lowery 1977; Grosscup 1972; Grosscup and
Miller 1968; Moir 1982; Roenke 1978; Schoen
1985; Walker 1971; Whelan 1985). While
there is a lack of comparability between studies for providing the same calendrical date for
a unique glass thickness measurement, all of
the studies have documented a trend toward
increasing glass thickness through time in the
nineteenth century. This direct relationship
holds until about 1911 when production became automated. Several different approaches and methodologies have been applied to these window glass thickness studies,
resulting in a variety of formulae and other
dating schemes.
Window glass dating schemes can be
divided into two groups, since researchers
have generally relied on two different measures (mean or mode) in developing chronologies from window glass assemblages.
Schemes based upon window glass thickness
means have often aimed at determining the
initial construction date, while studies emphasizing modal occurrences have focused
upon determining the mean date of occupation, or the phasing of structural additions.
One recent synthetic study has utilized mean
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glass thicknesses to examine both initial construction and mean occupation dates (Schoen
1985). Several researchers have defined potential methodological problems in developing absolute chronologies from window glass
thickness (Moir 1982; Schoen 1985; Whelan
1985), but all agree that these problems can
be lessened or overcome if the appropriate
data set is utilized, and if careful data collection procedures are applied. The best results
are obtained from sites occupied over a relatively short time span (Schoen 1985). Further, there is considerable regionalism in the
results obtained to date, indicating that a
window glass dating formula for one geographic area will not apply to other areas with
equal accuracy.
All 4,030 window glass fragments from
the 1980 fieldwork at Old Munising were
measured for potential study of thickness
means and modes for select excavation proveniences. Focus here is placed on samples
from excavation Areas 1 and 4, since large
window glass samples were recovered from
each area, and since structures were formerly
present in both areas. The thickness of each
sherd was measured to the nearest 0.1 mm. A
summary of means and modal values for
excavation levels and features in Areas 1 and
4 is presented in Table 4. Measurements from
different vertical proveniences within each of
these two areas are very consistent, although
there is some variation between the two areas.
For Area 1, the numerous excavated
proveniences were combined to form five
analytical groups which are used to summarize all of the artifact groups. Level 1 reflects
cultural fill over the burned structural re-

mains, while Level 2 is the original ground
surface (humus). Level 2Ais a zone, about 10
cm thick, of burned and unburned structural
remains mixed with cultural material, and
Level 2B is the humus under the 2A deposit.
The fifth subdivision represents features recorded within the 2A and 2B zones. Very little
variation in glass thickness means was recorded for the five provenience sets. Since
the measures were recorded to 0.1 mm precision, the means must be rounded to the nearest 0.1 mm. The mean thickness values for the
features, and Levels 1, 2, and 2A are equivalent (2.1 mm). The Level 2B thickness mean
(2.0 mm) varies slightly from the others, but
the sample size for that analytical unit is
rather small. When all of the sherds from
these five subsets are combined, a mean value
of 2.1 mm is obtained.
The primary modal thickness value
from the Area 1 proveniences differs slightly
from the mean. For all of the Area 1 analytical proveniences, 2.0 mm is the primary modal
value. Thickness values cluster tightly between 1.5-2.6 mm, although there is a slight
expression of a secondary mode at 2.9 mm.
Glass in that upper range has been considered
to be essentially modern (twentieth century)
by all researchers who have studied window
glass thickness. The slightly higher mean
value (2.1 mm) compared to the strong mode
of 2.0 mm suggests that early twentieth-century glass (possibly from theTwork occupation) has slightly skewed the mean upward.
Despite this, the mean and mode are approximately convergent.
When applying the 2.1 mm mean and
2.0 mm modal val ues to existing formulae and
other dating schemes, interesting results are
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Table 4. Window glass thickness measurements.

Provenience

Area 1
Miscellaneous
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Features
(except GG)
Feature GG
subtotal**
Area 4
Overburden
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1
Feature 2
Feature 3
subtotal

No. of
Sherds

Mean*
mm

Primary Mode
mm

135
1,175
335
465
58
132

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.0
2.1

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

14

2.1

2.0

2,179

2.1

2.0

15
305
364
341
3
126

2.0
1.9
1.9
1.9

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.1

2.0

1,154

2.0

2.0

Area 2

163

Area 3

221

Area 5

22

All other proveniences:

156
Site total

4,030

* = Values rounded to nearest .1 mm.
** = This subtotal does not include 135 sherds from miscellaneous Area 1 proveniences.
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obtained. Applying the mean value to three
different dating formulae results in three divergent estimated dates for the Area 1 window glass. Dates of 1888 (Whelan 1985), 1891
(Moir 1982), and 1867 (Schoen 1985) are
obtained through these formulae. Moir's
formula should be the most applicable, since
it was developed for the northeast United
States area. However, Schoen's formula is
the only approach which accurately dates the
initial construction of the house represented
by the burned remains found in Area 1. Since
the structure was almost certainly built in
1867, when the workers' community was constructed, the applicability of Schoen's formula in this case is readily apparent. It is
interesting to note that the Mathewson Store
site in Oklahoma, built in 1869, yielded a
mean glass thickness value of 2.1 mm(Spivey
et al. 1977:302). The modal value (2.0) for
Area 1 at Old Munising fits approximately
within Roenke's 1855-1885 or 1850-1865 occupation periods, but does notprecisely match
the suggested values for either temporal period.

gence of the mean and mode. According to
Schoen's formula, window glass of 2.0 mm
average thickness should date to about 1861.
While this is slightly earlier than the documented 1867 construction date for the workers' community, it is much closer to the expected date than the 1882 (Moir 1982) and
1883 (Whelan 1985) dates derived from two
other dating formulae.
Given the relative imprecision of archeological dating methods, and the myriad
of factors which could serve to introduce
earlier glass into the deposit (e.g., old store
stock being used or other delays between date
of manufacture and subsequent use, and glass
taken from other structures and reused), the
1861 date derived from Schoen's formula
must be considered quite accurate. In the
absence of other confirming information, including documentary data, the dates from the
window glass would provide extremely accurate approximations for the construction of
the buildings at both Areas 1 and 4. When the
3,330 sherds from Areas 1 and 4 are combined, a mean value of 2.04 is obtained.
Rounding this to 2.05, a date of 1864 is suggested for the window glass at Old Munising,
according to Schoen's formula. This is only
three years earlier than the documented date
for construction of the workers' community.

The mean thickness values from Area
4 are slightly divergent from Area 1, but a
similar pattern holds. Mean thickness values
of 1.9 mm are obtained for 305 sherds from
Level 1, 364 sherds from Level 2, and for 341
sherds from Feature 1. A slightly larger value,
2.1 mm, is the mean thickness for 126 glass
sherds from Feature 3. Only three sherds
were recovered from Feature 2, so the sample
is far to small for comparison with the others.
When all the sherds (n=1,154) from Area 4
are considered, the mean thickness value is
2.0, and the mode is also 2.0. It appears that
relatively fewer "recent" sherds are mixed
into the Area 4 deposit, leading to the conver-

The results of the thickness study of
the Old Munising window glass assemblage
suggest that there is considerable utility to
window glass thickness dating schemes, and
that one formula (Schoen 1985) very accurately predicts the documented age of the
structural remains which have been investigated archeologically. Due to the many uncertainties in the application of such formulae
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including regional differences, shipping patterns, reuse of old materials, and other factors, such formulas can never be expected to
produce exact initial construction dates.
However, for the Old Munising structural
remains and associated artifact deposits, one
formula has proven to be extremely accurate.
The distribution ofwindow glass sherds
did not provide any striking patterns from
which the former locations of structural facades and/or windows could be determined.
Much of thewindow glass distribution reflects
dumping of materials, and this secondary
context masks potential structural patterns.
Nails
Nails constitute the largest class of
cultural materials recovered during the Old
Munising project. A total of 9,401 nails was
recovered from the site (Table 5). The overwhelming majority of these (9,256) is from
excavated contexts, with the remainder from
various surface proveniences. Unfortunately,
many of the nails are badly corroded, and are
therefore difficult to analyze with regard to
size and precise form. Better preserved specimens were recovered from the burned structural remains in Area 1, and from Area 5. It
might be possible to analyze select samples of
the nail assemblage with regard to nail size
and functional type, but such analysis was not
undertaken as part of this project. Instead, all
of the nails were tabulated by primary method
of manufacture. Machine cut and wire nails
are well represented in the assemblage. As
expected for a site dating to 1867, no wrought
nails were identified. It was anticipated that
tabulation of nail manufacturing technique
by provenience might yield information re-

garding the relative length of temporal utilization of structures identified through excavations in Areas 1, 4, and 5.
Wire nailswere introduced about 1850,
but the first U.S. wire nail mill was not in
operation until 1875 (Gillio et al. 1980). As
late as 1880, cut nails still dominated the
market with 75-80 percent of total nail sales.
However, the market share of wire nails increased very quickly, and by 1895, wire nails
were the predominate form, dominating 75
percent of the market. After that date, machine cut nails were relegated to a limited
number of special functions. Since the original structures at Old Munising were built
1867-1868, it is probable that machine cut
nails would have been used exclusively in
their construction. The number of nails used
for construction during those years must have
been enormous. Hardware purchase records
exist for 1869, during which at least 22 kegs of
nails were purchased from Pickands Hardware in Marquette. Since the primary construction phase had been completed by 1868,
the nail purchase for 1869 hints at the very
large volume of nails which must have been
used at the site. After the demise of the blast
furnace operation, the residents remaining in
Old Munising would have continued to repair
and/or alter their homes. By the late 1880s
and 1890s, it is likely that much of that work
was accomplished with wire nails. By the turn
of the century, all such work would have been
accomplished with wire nails. At least three
structures in the project area survived into the
1920s. There were several decades during
which wire nails could have been incorporated into some of the original 1867-1868
structures in the project area.
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Table 5. Cut and wire nails.

Provenience

No. Cut
Nails

No. Wire
Nails

% Cut
Nails

% Wire
Nails

Total

27.7
14.7
0.9
8.2

25.5

3,538
774
1,096
159
5
16
4
2
4
120
51
326
63
12
2
325

Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature AA
Feature BB
Feature CC
Feature DD
Feature EE
Feature FF
Feature GG
Feature HH
Feature II
Feature JJ
Feature KK
Feature LL
Feature MM
Surf/Balks,
etc.

2,557
660
977
146
4
13
2
1
3
58
34
311
60
11
2
242

72.3
85.3
89.1
91.8

74.5

981
114
119
13
1
3
2
1
1
62
17
15
3
1
83

subtotal

5,081

78.2

1,416

21.8

6,497

Area 2
subtotal

140

53.4

122

46.6

262

Area 3
subtotal

455

72.7

171

27.3

626

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1
Feature 2
Feature 3

648
461
498
4
98

91.9
93.7
95.3
100
97

57
31
35
3

8.1
6.3
4.7

705
492
533
4
101

1,709

93.1

126

6.9

subtotal

81.3

48.3
66.7
95.4
95.2
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51.7
33.3
4.6
4.8

3
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Table 5. Concluded.

Provenience

Area 5
Surface
Backdirt
Feature 1
subtotal
Site total*

No. Cut
Nails

% Cut
Nails

11
10
15

100
100
100

36
7,421

No. Wire
Nails

% Wire
Nails

_
1,835

100
80.2

Total

11
10
15

19.8

36
9,256

Explanation * Additional 66 cut and 79 wire nails from miscellaneous surface proveniences in parking
area.

The representation of cut versus wire
nails for all excavated proveniences is depicted in Table 5. Of the total excavated
assemblage (n=9,256), cut nails comprise 80
percent. Cut nail representation is lowest at
Area 1 (78 percent) and highest at Area 5 (100
percent). An interesting pattern is present at
Area 1. There, the artifact-rich midden (Level
1) which covers the area has a relatively high
representation (28 percent) of wire nails. The
ratio of wire to cut nails decreases rapidly
below Level 1, but a significant number of
wire nails are present in each level. The layer
of burned structural remains (Level 2A) contains 11 percent wire nails, and the original
ground surface under the floorboards of the
house contained 8 percent wire nails. Since
the structure represented by these structural
remains is certainly one of the structures
depicted on available historic photographs of
the area, there is little doubt that it was built
1867-1868. Cut nails were probably used
exclusively. The presence of a considerable

number of wire nails within the burned structural debris and under the structure strongly
indicates that the building was occupied well
into the 1880s, or perhaps later. The larger
representation of wire nails in the midden
capping the structural remains is consistent
with continued dumping of materials in this
location into the early twentieth century.
Feature GG is the most recent feature in Area
1. It is a large trash dump which was cut
through original structural remains. It contains a large number of early twentieth-century items, and probably represents a "McAfee
era" feature. The preponderance of wire
nails in feature GG is consistent with its
relatively recent age.
The nail assemblage from Areas 4 and
5 contrasts considerably with that from Area
1. Wire nails are present, but not numerous,
in the various Area 4 proveniences. All are
associated with the remains of a structure
(which may have been a shed or similar build43
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ing) connected to a house. From the percentage of wire nails, it appears that occupation of
this structure may have ceased slightly before
final use of the structure at Area 1. Structural
remains in Area 1 contained 90 percent cut
nails, while an even higher percentage (97
percent) was recorded from the structural
remains (Feature 3) at Area 4. The midden at
Area 4, which fills (Feature 1) and caps (Levels 1 and 2) the structural remains, contains
92-94 percent cut nails. Contrasted with the
midden fill at Area 1, this suggests that the fill
episodes at Area 4 terminated prior to those
at Area 1. A similar pattern is reflected by the
window glass thickness data.

assemblage, the nails have provided some
useful information for the relative sequence
of destruction and subsequent covering by
debris of structural remains in Areas 1,4, and
5. Although it is very likely that all three
structures were built about 1867-1868, it
appears that the structure in Area 5 was the
first to be demolished, followed by destruction by fire of structures in Area 4 and Area 1.
Trash discard over the structural remains in
Area 1 continued longer than similar activities in Area 4, based upon ratios of cut to wire
nails from the two areas.

Solely on the basis of data from nails,
it appears likely that the destruction by fire
and filling with debris of the structural remains at Area 4 occurred somewhat earlier
than similar events at the structure in Area 1.
While other artifact groups can provide much
more detailed chronological data, information from nails appears to provide relative
dating for structural burning and trash disposal events at Areas 1 and 4.

This category is a catch-all for a variety
of items. Not all of these items are related to
architectural functions. Most are actually
unidentified in terms of function. However,
they are combined in a single table for ease of
presentation and are summarized here along
with various fasteners. A very large number
(n=6,017) of fasteners and unidentified metal
objects was recovered from the site (Table 6).
Sixty-three screws were recovered. The majority of those are from Area 1. Fifty-six bolts
and/or nuts are present. There is relatively
little patterning to the distribution of the
screws, nuts, and bolts. Like most artifacts,
these items were most numerous in the Area
1, Level 1 midden/fill zone. A few tacks
( n = l l ) were recovered (Table 6). These
were probably used for decorative attachment of fabric to chairs and other furnishings.
Seventeen carpenter's staples were also recovered. These ranged in size from types used
to connectwire to fence posts to larger objects
often used in conjunction with rings to serve
as primitive door openers.

Miscellaneous Materials

In Area 5, no wire nails were recovered. However, the artifact sample from
Area 5 is very small compared with the large
samples from Areas 1 and 4. Still, the available data from nails suggest that the structural remains in Area 5 were not modified
after the mid-1880s, nor was trash discarded
over the ruins of the structural remains in the
late nineteenth century as it was at Areas 1
and 4.
Although relatively little interpretive
data has been developed from the large nail
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A large number (n=275) of wire fragments were also recovered (Table 6). These
fragments, along with the 125 pieces of metal
strapping were probably used as hangers and
for other similar functions.

objects. Since extraordinary efforts would
have been required to clean and process these
objects in order to attempt identification, no
further treatment or analysis was undertaken.
It is likely that the advanced corrosion of
these items would have dramatically limited
any attempts at identification, regardless of
the amount of cleaning and treatment afforded them. The large available sample of
nails (n=9,256) and other iron artifacts also
reduced the need to focus upon the unidentified metal objects. Area 1 contained the large
majority of unidentified metal objects (Table
6).

The "miscellaneous" category is dominated by flat ferrous metal fragments, and a
large number of unidentified iron objects.
The flat metal, consisting of 3,242 thin and
140 thick fragments, probably reflects numerous functions. Much of the thin metal is likely
from tin can fragments, although other functional categories are probably present. When
the huge assemblage of metal (iron) artifacts
from the site was sorted, functionally diagnostic objects were sorted for further analysis.
Flat metal "scrap" was counted, but was not
subject to further analysis. The extremely
oxidized condition of this metal was a primary
consideration for providing this limited analytical treatment Flat metal items were widely
distributed across the site (Table 6). However, unlike other artifact groups, flat metal is
more densely distributed in Area 4. While the
frequencies suggest that flat metal is more
numerous in Area 1, flat metal is more numerous in Area 4 in terms of quantity per
square and cubic meter of excavated matrix.

Identified architectural items
Fifty-seven artifacts were specifically
identified as serving architectural functions
(Table 7). Six fragments from door box locks
were recovered. Five of those are from
Area 1 proveniences. An essentially complete box lock was recovered from Level 2A
in Area 1. It is likely that this lock mechanism
is from one of the original interior doors of the
structure which formerly stood in that location. Other door hardware includes 15 hinges,
a door latch escutcheon, a door knob shaft,
three door latch components, two keys, a
porcelain door knob, a ceramic "mineral"
door knob, and a keyhole escutcheon. Nearly
all of these items derive from Area 1 proveniences. The remaining architectural items
include an electric light switch plate and a
padlock.

The large amount of flat metal fragments was almost equaled by unidentifiable
iron objects. This large group of artifacts
(n=2,064) consists of amorphous-shaped objects with an iron core covered by a thick layer
of corrosion and/or mineral concretions. All
the items were soaked in water and subjected
to limited hand cleaning, but they remained
amorphous and unidentifiable. It is likely
that numerous nails and other architectural
items are represented by these unidentified

PERSONAL USE GROUP
This analytical grouping of artifacts
reflects items worn or used by the occupants
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of Old Munising. Included are clothing items,
arms and ammunition, tobacco pipes, coins,
jewelry, toys, and various recreational items.
This is a very broad grouping which provides
some insights into the personal style and
leisure activities of the site's former occupants. A relatively small number of artifacts
are represented in this group, especially when
compared to the very large number of architectural items described previously.
Clothing

Shoes. Seventy-three fragments from numerous poorly preserved shoes were recovered
from select excavation units in Areas 1 and 4
(Table 8). Analysis of these materials was not
detailed, but it has been possible to determine
approximate dates for a few of the shoe fragments. Many of the fragments date to the
decline era at Old Munising, and a few are
probably from the short boom era. The shoe
fragments will not be described in detail.
Instead, pertinent technological information
is summarized for the fragments in Table 8.

Components from clothing were limited to fasteners and shoe fragments. The
fasteners are limited primarily to buttons,
although suspender components were also
recovered. Despite rather poor conditions for
preservation of perishable items, a surprisingly large assemblage of shoe fragments was
recovered. These included leather fragments
from Areas 1 and 4.

Buttons. A total of 297 buttons was recovered
from excavations at Old Munising. These
include 290 complete specimens, and seven
broken ones. Seven identifiable classes of
buttons are represented: ceramic, bone, shell,
rubber, metal, plastic, and composition. The
ceramic group comprises over 75 percent of
the buttons. The classes reflect the material
used in button construction. Types within

Table 6. Miscellaneous hardware.
Provenience

Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature AA
Feature BB
Feature CC
Feature DD
Feature EE
Feature FF
Feature GG

Tacks

4
2
2

Screws BNW Wire
Frag

25
2
9
2
-

15
2
8
3

124
7
5
53

46

Riv

MLS

MTS

MTM

Unid.

ST

5
1
1
1
6

25
3
2
41

630
144
105
14
1
78
7
528

57
11
14
2
1

800
255
284
44
1
6
1
2
3
20

10
1
"
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Table 6. Concluded.
Provenience

Tacks

Screws BNW Wire
Frag

Riv

MLS

MTS

MTM

Unid.

ST

Feature HH
Feature II
Feature JJ
Feature KK
Feature LL
Feature MM
Surf/Ba.etc

.
-

.
1
1
3

_
3

.
5
1
22

_
2

1
1
1

35
146
47
6
66

1
4
2
15

4
158
37
7
3
144

_
-

subtotal

8

43

31

217

16

74

1807

107

1769

11

Area 2
subtotal

-

-

2

5

2

1

45

3

77

2

Area 3
subtotal

-

5

4

1

-

-

59

5

112

1

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1
Feature 2
Feature 3

1
2
-

4
7
3
1

3
1
3
-

23
12
15
2

2
2
2
-

22
15
7
-

469
270
387
2
161

3
7
7
1

35
23
23
2
3

2
1
-

subtotal

3

15

7

52

6

44

1289

18

86

3

Area 5
Surface

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

Backdirt
Feature 1

_
-

_
-

_
1

„

-

.
-

_
-

12
2

1
-

6
2

_
-

subtotal

-

-

1

-

-

-

17

1

8

-

Miscellaneous

-

-

11

-

-

6

25

6

12

-

11

63

56

275

24

125

3242

140

2064

17

Site total

Explanation
BNW = Bolts/nuts, washers
Frag = Fragment
Riv = Rfvet
MLS = Metal strapping

MTS = Miscellaneous thin scrap
MTM = Miscellaneous thick metal
Unid. = Unidentified
ST = Staples
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Table 7. Architectual group items.
Pro DB HL HM DP DS DL
Area 1
L 1 3
L2
L2A 2*
L2B
FAA
FBB FCC FDD FEE
FFF
FGG
FHH
Fll
FJJ
.
FKK
FLL
FMM

H

K

P KH BR ST HO PL

2 4 - - 1 - 1 1
1
1
1
. . . .
1
- 2
1
- - - - - -

-

1

S SP

3 1 - 2
- . . -

1

-

B

1

1

A SK WV UN

-

4

-

3

-

-

-

-

1
16
1
-

1
1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

.

4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
-

.

-

.

.

1

.
-

.
-

-

.
-

5
-

-

-

-

-

-

.
-

.
-

2

-

.
-

.
-

-

.
-

-

-

.
-

.
-

.
-

-

.
-

.
-

.
-

.
-

.
-

.
-

.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

1

1

3

2

1

1

2

1

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

S/B
sub

5

Area 2
sub
Area 3
sub
Area 4
L1
.
L2
F1
F2
-

1

-

.
-

.
-

.
-

.
-

.

.

-

.

-

sub

-

2

Area 5
Sur
1
BD
F1
sub
1

-

.

1

- 4 - 5 8

.

.

-

.

4

.

.

1

.

.

.

1
1

1

-

F3

.

-

1
-

.
1
1

3

-

1

-

-

-

-

1
-

-

.

.
.

1
6
1

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

1

-

-

1

.

-

.

2

-

-

-

8

.

-

-

.

.
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Table 7. Concluded.
Pro DB HL HM DP DS DL
Misc

-

1

2

Tot. 6 5 8 1

-

-

H

K

P KH BR ST HO PL

-

1

S SP
1

3

2

Explanation
Pro = Provenience
DB = Door box lock
HL = Hinge (large)
HM = Hinge (medium)
DP = Door knob plate (escutcheon)
DS = Door knob shaft
DL = Door latch
H = Hinge (small)
K=Key
P = Porcelain door knob
KH = Key-hole esutcheon
BR = Bracket
ST = Staple
HO = Hook
PL = Padlock
S = Screw

2

1

3

1

4

1

1

3

-

1

B
-

A SK WV UN
-

2

2

2

7

1

1

1

6

77

SP = Switch plate
B = Bolt
A = Hasp
SK = Spike
WV = Weather vane (?)
UN = Unidentified metal (iron)
* = Two halves of one lock(?), Units 25 and 26
L = Level
F = Feature
S/B = Surface/balks, etc.
sub = Subtotal
Sur = Surface
BD = Backdirt
Misc = Miscellaneous
Tot = Total

Table 8. Leather shoe fragments.
Provenience
Area 1
Level 1
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 6

Unit 10
Unit 15
Unit 20
Unit 21

Description

7 eyelets
6 small leather upper fragments
Upper and sole/heel fragments with square wooden pegs. Two rows of pegs
in one sole.
Leather shoe uppers with eyelets and lace hooks. One fragment has square
pegs. Uppers are nailed to soles with square-cut pegs with flattened
heads. One fragment is the complete side of an upper.
2 shoe heels, held together with square pegs; one double-stitched sole; one
single-stitched sole. Both soles are square-toed.
Small rubber heel(?) fragment.
Leather heel fragment joined to a metal heelguard by square nails.
Charred wood heel; 3 metal heel guards; shoe heel with square nails; leather
strip with eyelets.
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Table 8. Continued.
Provenience
Level 2
Unit 3
Level 2A
Unit 7

Unit 10
Level 2B
Unit 6

Description

One eyelet; leather strip with holes for two missing eyelets.

Wood heel and sole, attached by machine-cut screws; heel fragment, sewed
and nailed; leather strips with holes for 11 missing eyelets, machinestitched.
Charred wood heel (post-1880).

Three badly rusted lace hooks attached by leather strip.

Feature GG

Upper fragments, one with eyelets, machine-stitched holes (post-1860);
several shoe fragments with square nails; sole and upper fragments, cut
nails with heads, uppers have eyelets and lace hooks; upper fragments,
machine-stitched; upper fragments with eyelets; upper fragments, with
large plated eyelets.

Feature II

Two heels with cut nails; miscellaneous leather fragments; one metal
heekjuard with cut nails.

Area 1
Feature JJ
Feature LL

Area 4
Level 1
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

7
10
12
14

Shoe heel bottom with wooden pegs.
Shoe heels, held together by cut nails; soles held together with wooden
pegs.

Two shoe heels with cut nails; may be handmade shoes.
Leather upper fragments, some with eyelets; leather heel with cut nails.
Shoe heel fragments with square wire nails.
Small upper fragments with eyelets.

Level 2

Unit 9

Leather shoe fragments; one fragment has cut naite; one has wire screws.

Unit 10
Unit 13
Unit 15

Leather fragments; heel with cut nails.
Three eyelets.
Shoe heel with cut pegs.

Feature 1

Two shoe heel fragments with cut nails; 10 small eyelets.
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Table 8. Concluded.
Provenience
Surface proveniences
Near Area 1

"1981 Surface
Collection"

Description

Heel and sole; sole has cut nails with heads; heel has cut nails; sole nailed to
insole; wooden heel with cut wire nails.
Rubber heel with "10-11" printed on inside, "Montgomery Ward" on bottom
(post-1895[?]).

these classes are defined based upon the
methods of attachment which include "sew
through," and "shank." This division is intended to provide information relative to
fashion trends and temporal perspectives.
Ceramic buttons are the only group
large enough to permit meaningful subdivisions beyond attachment type. Forthatgroup,
additional subdivisions into decorative varieties were made based upon factors such as
mold form and application of color. Terms
used for the buttons are taken largely from
button-collector literature (Albert and Kent
1971; Luscomb 1967). These terms include:
Face- anterior surface;
Back- posterior surface;
Edge- circumferential border;
Well- center depression within face
(usually includes sew-through holes);
Rim - area between well and edge;
Shank- metal loop inserted or attached
to button back; and
Shank Plate- flat metal, wood, or bone
in which shank is inserted.

fragmentary buttons was recovered. Most of
these buttons are of a style and size commonly
referred to by button collectors as "small
chinas." This term is applied to ceramic and
opaque glass buttons, which often range in
size from 3/8-3/4 inch in diameter (Luscomb
1967:183). These buttons became popular in
the mid-1800s. Nearly all of the ceramic
buttons from Old Munising fall within the
expected size range, although three are
smaller, and three are slightly larger. Most
"small chinas" have a white body, but decoration in the form of various color applications
and molded patterns occurs. These decorative elements have formed the basis for subdividing the ceramic buttons into varieties.
The buttons have been described according
to seven characteristics: size, number of sewthrough holes or shank attachment, color,
rim, face, edge, and back construction. Like
all the buttons from the site, type was determined based upon sew-through or shank configuration, while the other differences were
used to define varieties within those two types.
Sew-through attachment. The great majority
of ceramic buttons were formerly attached to
clothing by sew-throughs. There are several
decorative varieties within this type.

Ceramic buttons. The most numerous class of
buttons recovered from Old Munising is that
of fired clay. A total of 237 complete and five
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Plain white. Plain white buttons are the most
numerous variety of buttons from Old
Munising. A total of 163 (five of which are
broken) has been identified. Their construction is similar to today's shirt buttons. They
are solid white with no decoration, but have a
sew-through hole attachment (four-hole) and
round well. The depth of the well is approximately equal to half the depth of the button.
The rims are usually beveled, but six rounded
rims and three flat rims occur in the sample.
The edges tend to be rounded, but flat edges
also occur. The button backs are beveled.
The single exception has a flat back.

White with molded design. Six white china
buttons have simple molded geometric or
concentric ring designs on their faces. An
additional sixteen white china buttons are
decorated through addition of molded designs on their rims. These have been described as pie-crust buttons with a "molded
edge of fine lines resembling the edge of the
crust on a pie that has been pressed together
with a fork" (Luscomb 1967:152). One button contains a different rim design. This
button has a design of small raised dots, and
may represent what Luscomb (1967:183) refers to as hobnail buttons.

Color. Fourteen small china buttons exhibit
the addition of color as a decorative treatment. Two- and four-hole sew-through attachments are present. Colors include black,
green, blue, brown, blue-green, mottled green,
and mottled gray. Well construction is either
round or fish-eye, with the two-hole buttons
possessing the fish-eye wells. Most have beveled rims, although three have flat faces. The
button backs have differing degrees of convexity, with four flat.

Calico. Possible evidence of transfer decoration occurs on several of the small white china
bodies. These four-hole buttons have faded
shadows of decorative patterns resembling
calico material. These buttons reached a
peak of popularity in the 1840s (Luscomb
1967:31). Yearly inventories from Fort Union,
a trading post in western North Dakota, indicate that calico fabric remained very popular
in the early 1850s. The archeological sample
from Fort Union includes specimens with the
transfer design "almost totally rubbed away"
(Hunt 1986:28) and that are similar to those
from Old Munising.

Color with molded design. The molded buttons include seven in colors other than white.
These have geometric patterns or concentric
rings on their faces. Several black buttons
possess flat faces which include molded patterns of triangles or stars. Another black
button exhibits an impressed weave design.
Mottled green and mottled gray buttons include molded designs of three concentric rings
on a raised, beveled rim. Four distinctly
different buttons have a black body; the face
is rounded and convex, no well is present, and
one hole passes through the center of the face
and descends into two holes in a flat back.

Shanked. The second type of ceramic buttons
is much less numerous than the sew-through
type, and includes only two varieties. This
type includes buttons with wire loops attached
to their backs for attachment to clothing. The
size range of the shanked ceramic buttons
varies from 3/8 to 15/16 in. All but one are
within the size range of "small china" buttons.
Gaiter. Thirteen shanked buttons are dome,
cone, or flat pill shaped. Five of these are
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missing the shank, but have remnants of the
shank plate through which the shank was
attached. These buttons are often referred to
as "gaiters." Gaiter buttons were made in the
middle of the nineteenth century and were
used primarily on women's and children's
dresses (Luscomb 1967:76). Nine ofthe "gaiter" ceramic buttons are plain white, with
three solid black and one lavender button also
present. The buttons range from 3/8 to 1/2
inch in diameter.

attachments. This blackbutton's face is domed
and finely faceted. The back has a self shank
within a convex dome.
Examples of decorative varieties of
the "china" buttons similar to those from the
site are illustrated in Hunt (1986).
Bone buttons. Only 14 bone buttons were
recovered during 1980 at Old Munising. The
color of the buttons ranges from cream to
dark brown. Bone buttons were made over a
longtime span, and were mainly "utilitarian,"
being used on underwear and trousers. The
bone buttons from Old Munising are all the
sew-through type.

Color andIor Mold Decorated. The remainder
ofthe loop-shanked ceramic buttons are larger
than the gaiter variety, and include molded
decoration which occasionally takes unusual
forms. Eleven shanked buttons are black, and
include decorative raised relief or molded
designs on the button face. The raised motifs
are generally geometric or floral designs. Gilt
remains in the recessed areas of one button's
floral design. One button is dome shaped
with a fine faceted face. One broken button
has an unusual decorative animal motif on its
face. This fragment contains elements of a
bat, including wings and the lower half of the
body. The border has linear cross hatching. A
similar, or possibly identical, button has previously been illustrated (Albert and Kent
1971:206, Plate 3). Unfortunately, no information was discovered regarding the age or
function of this unusual button.

Eleven of the bone buttons are fourholed and range in size from 1/2 to 11/16 in.
Six of the four-hole buttons exhibit a center
indentation which is probably a drill mark.
The wells for these buttons are shallow and
extend over half of the entire button diameter. The bases are relatively flat; the rims are
rounded. The remaining four-hole buttons
possess broad flat rims surrounding shallow
wells that extend approximately half the diameter of the buttons. Only one five-hole
button was recovered. It is more crude than
the other bone buttons. It is thick, and the
sew-through holes occur both within and outside ofthe shallow well. The button is 11/16
inch in diameter, and possesses a broad, flat
rim similar to the four-hole buttons. Two
fragments from additional bone buttons were
recovered, but were too fragmentary for analysis.

The majority ofthe decorated, shanked
buttons have flat or beveled faces and backs.
The edges are either flat or rounded.
A single small china button has a selfshank (Luscomb 1967:175). This shank was
molded as part ofthe button in contrast to the
other shanked buttons which have wire loop

Shell Buttons. Shell buttons are poorly represented in the assemblage, with only eight
specimens present. The type of shell used in
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the buttons was not determined, but it is
assumed that they are made from fresh water
shells. Since fresh water shell was used primarily for undecorated, utilitarian buttons
(Luscomb 1967:177), it is likely that this was
the raw material for the Old Munising shell
buttons. All of the Old Munising examples
have deteriorated, and are "chalky." They
range in size from 5/16 to 3/4 inch. Two are
four-hole sew-throughs, while five are twohole sew-throughs. One flat-faced shell button has evidence of a self-shank.

New Jersey, and manufactured buttons between 1855 and 1870 (Luscomb 1967:140).
The second four-hole rubber button is slightly
smaller (1 in) and has a broad, flat, and
shallow rim. The back is slightly convex and
has a rounded edge. These two large buttons
may be from overcoats.
The five two-hole rubber buttons in
the assemblage range from 1/2 to 1 inch in
diameter. The largest has a flat face with a
small well. The back has a slight curvature. A
raised border ring surrounding the well, and
another ring on the outside rim are present on
one two-hole button. The remaining twohole buttons are similar, but one has a fish-eye
well, and another has a flat face and back and
no well.

The wells of the shell buttons differ.
One has a deep well similar in shape to a
"small china," with a rounded rim. The
remaining sew-through wells are essentially
flat. The largest button does not possess a
well. The faces and backs of all these buttons
are essentially flat.

Two shanked rubber buttons are also
present. One is 1/2 inch in diameter and the
other is 9/16 in. One has a raised geometric
pattern on the face, while the other is plain.
Both have raised lettering on their backs
reading, "N.R. Co." This probably stands for
the Novelty Rubber Co. described above,
placing manufacture of these buttons between
1855-1870.

Rubber Buttons. Rubber buttons were manufactured in considerable numbers during the
last half of the nineteenth century, following
Goodyear's patent of hard rubber in 1851
(Luscomb 1967:70). Nine black, hard rubber
buttons were collected from Old Munising.
There is considerable variety within this small
sample, with sew-through and shank attachment types and several decorative varieties
present.

Metal Buttons, Sew-through Type. Seven fourhole metal buttons are present in the assemblage. These are of a type usually referred to
as trouser buttons. Four-hole metal buttons
have an extensive time span of use through
the nineteenth century. The metal buttons
from Old Munising are highly oxidized, and it
is very difficult to determine if they are onepiece or two-piece buttons. Five of the fourhole metal buttons appear to be of the twopiece variety. They have a series of fine dots
on their faces.

The two four-hole sew-through specimens are the largest in the sample. The
largest of these is 1 1/8 inch in diameter, and
has a recessed ring on the face rim. The well
is extremely shallow, with only a slight concavity. The flat back contains raised molded
lettering which reads, "Novelty Rubber Co.
Goodyear Patent 1851." The Novelty Rubber Company was located at New Brunswick,
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Two other four-hole metal buttons are
considerably different from those described
above. The face has a deep recessed well
which forms a dome on the button's back.
Raised lettering reads "*Southampton* Batten" and "Best Ring Edge." Identification of
the manufacturer of these buttons could not
be made.
Three two-hole metal buttons are
present. One is brass and includes a center
hole with a bar extending across, forming two
elliptical holes. The button back possesses a
raised rim around the sew-through attachment. A button fragment appears to be of this
same variety. The third two-hole metal button has a deep circular well that forms a dome
on the button back. The rim bevels down to
the edge.
Shank Type. Ten metal buttons appear to be
shanked types. Many of these are very badly
corroded, making identification very difficult. The buttons range from 9/16 to 11/16
inch in diameter. Wire loop shank attachments remain on five; evidence of broken-off
loops are present on the rest. Decoration on
the flat faces of these buttons includes raised
dots and floral designs. One contains an
anchor.
Five badly oxidized buttons measuring 7/8 in include solid peg-like shanks. The
form of these buttons suggests a riveting function, possibly from overall suspenders or a
similar function. The lettering on the faces of
these buttons reads "Duck Brand." It is likely
that these are from work jeans or overalls.

This brass button resembles what Olsen has
called a "bullet" button because of its bulletlike shape. These buttons were originally
manufactured circa 1812-1830 for use on general staff, dragoon, and surgeon military uniforms (Olsen 1963:552). However, similar
buttons were being manufactured for civilian
use as late as the end of the nineteenth century (Montgomery Ward 1970).
One shanked metal button is domed
with a series of decorative faceted points on
its face. This button was referred to as a
"fancy silvered" button in late nineteenthcentury trade journals.
One fabric-covered metal button was
recovered. This button consists of two metal
layers and an unknown filler. A few fabric
threads remain on its face. Evidence of a
shank attachment is also present. A second
multiple-layered button with a hemispherical
dome on its face was also recovered. It is in
poor condition, but appears to have consisted
of at least three layers, like the one described
above.
Plastic. Five plastic buttons are present in the
assemblage. Three are black two-hole sewthrough buttons with scalloped designs on the
rims. One fragmentary blue plastic button
has a fine incised line on the rim. A plain
white shirt button completes the group. All of
these buttons are of recent twentieth-century
age, and do not relate to the nineteenthcentury occupation of the site.
Composition. One button of unknown composition was found. Remnants of paint or
enamel are present on its face.

One domed (almost round) two-piece
button with a diameter of 7/16 in is present.
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Summary. The buttons from Old Munising
reflect typical styles popular over the known
span of site occupation. The great majority of
the buttons (small chinas) are from shirts or
dresses. These small buttons are easily lost
and incorporated in archeological deposits.
Many of the plain bone buttons may derive
from underwear. The buttons are summarized in Table 9.

through its mergerwith the Remington Arms
Company (1911-1921) and after the reorganization of that company as the Remington
Arms Company, Inc. (1921-present). Barnes
(1965), Herskovitz (1978), and Logan (1959)
use 1911 as the terminal date for the "UMC"
headstamp. It appears that the " U " alone was
retained after that date for the .22 cartridge.
One .22 short and two .22 long cases
have a recessed " H " headstamp. This mark
has been used by the Winchester Repeating
Arms Company and its successors since 1866
(Logan 1959:8, 90; White and Munhall
1977:23). Two additional .22 short cartridges
have a " D " headstamp, which represents the
Dominion Cartridge Company and its successors (Logan 1959:90; White and Munhall
1977:20). This cartridge was made in Canada,
but the temporal range for manufacture is not
known.

Arms and ammunition
No identified components or fragments
of firearms were recovered from the excavations at Old Munising. However, a sizable
sample of ammunition was recorded. Fiftyeight cartridges (33 complete, 25 fragmentary) and two bullets (a slug and a lead ball)
constitute the assemblage. Several could be
accurately identified with regard to maker
and caliber since they were complete and/or
headstamped. Numerous cartridges were
incomplete, and often without any head stamping from which to determine manufacturer or
caliber. For these cartridges, the caliber was
inferred by comparing their dimensions with
prepared tables (Barnes 1965) and with other
similar cartridges in the archeological sample.

The dating for the .22 caliber cartridge
cases adds little useful information for refining the chronology for deposition of their
associated proveniences. All these cartridges
are from surface proveniences (n=4) or from
Level 1 proveniences in Area 1 (n=7).
Five rimfire cartridges of unknown
make have been identified as .32 caliber rounds
on the basis of their size and through comparison with other known .32 caliber (centerfire)
cartridges in the collection. There is little
which can be interpreted from these cartridges, since similar rounds are still being
manufactured. One .38 caliber rimfire cartridge, possibly a short, was recovered from
the site. Its maker is unknown. Barnes
(1965:278) suggests that it may date from

Rimfire cartridges. Eleven complete .22 caliber cartridges were recovered from the 1980
excavations. Seven of these are of the "short"
variety, and four of the "long" or "long rifle"
form. Three manufacturers of these cartridges have been identified. Six cartridges
have a " U " headstamp which is the mark for
the Union Metallic Cartridge Co., founded in
1867 (Logan 1959:10). White and Munhall
(1977:31) suggest that this headstamp continued to be used from the company's founding
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Table 9. Buttons.

Prov

Area 1
L1
L2
L2A
L2B
FBB
FEE
FGG
FHH
FN
FJJ
FKK
FLL
S/B
sub.

Ceraimic Sew Thr
PW CO MO MR TD

32
18
47
10

2
2
4
1

5
1
4
1

2
1

Cer SH
GA DE

3
5

1

3
3
2

BO Shell
ST SH

1
2
2

1

PL CM PB
Rub ber Metal
ST SH ST SH

2
2
1

2
1
1

1

1
1
1
5

4
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

19

2
1
2

1

2

135

13

10

13

Area 2
sub.
Area 3
sub.

4
2
3

PA

1
3

4

6

1
8

7

2

1

5

5

1

1

1

Area 4
L1
L2
F1
F2

13
9
4

1

sub.

26

2

3

13

16

1
2

9

2

1

1

2
1
1
1

3

5

3

7

5

13

11

14

7

1

2

1

2

2

2

4
3

3
2

2

1

3

6
1

1

1

2

1

3

7

1

7

2

10

16

3

Site Totals
163

14

Explanation
Prov = Provenience
Thr = Through
Cer = Ceramic
SH = Shanked
BO = Bone

3

4

MO = Molded
MR = Molded rim
TD = Transfer design
PA = Painted
GA = Gaiter

1

PL = Plastic
CM = Composition
PB = Porcelain collar button
PW = Plain white
CO = Colored
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1

DE = Decorated
ST = Sew through
L = Level
F = Feature
sub. = Subtotal
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about 1866 when the Remington Model 1866
revolving rifle was made available as a .38
caliber rimfire weapon. The .38 was a popular
round, and Barnes citesan 1876 catalogwhich
listed the .38 short as being chambered for
three different makes of rifles and for five
pistols of separate companies.

to the Frankfort Arsenal. This round may
have been used in the 1873 Springfield single
shot rifle. Barnes (1965) indicates that these
cartridges were useful for hunting bear and
deer at short range in the woods or brush.
Such a use would be reasonable, given the
forested setting of Old Munising during its
early years. The cartridge was recovered
from Feature BB in Area 1, and its apparent
date fits very well with the assumed age (post1867) of the structural remains with which it
is associated.

Four .44 rimfire cartridges were collected, one of which is extensively damaged.
None of the cases were headstamped; their
manufacturers are unknown. Comparison of
the Munising specimens with the outline and
description of a Smith & Wesson revolver
cartridge (Fontana and Greenleaf 1962:73)
suggests that the unidentified cases may be
Smith & Wesson rounds. These were made
primarily from 1857-1869. The cartridges
lack the double firing pin indentations characteristic of a Henry rifle, but could have been
used in a .44 Ballard or Wesson rifle. Berge
(1980) identifies a similar cartridge for the
Ethan Allen carbine which was patented in
1860 and which became obsolete in the 1920s.
Based upon available information, a definitive identification of the Munising .44 caliber
cartridges is not possible.

Externally primed centerfire cartridges
constitute the majority (34 of 58) of the cartridges recovered from Old Munising. The
smallest caliber is a .30-30. This cartridge has
been altered through apparently being held
or clamped, and cut. It appears to have a solid
web type of head with a Berdan primer. The
headstamp indicates that the cartridge was
made by the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. It
appears to date from about 1895-1911 (Barnes
1965; Berge 1980; Herskovitz 1978). The
cartridge was recovered from the humus zone
(Level 2) adjacent to the burned structural
remains in Area 1. Its age strongly suggests
that the Level 1filloverlying it was deposited
about the turn of the century or later.

Centerfire Cartridges. A single centerfire cartridge from Old Munising is internally primed.
This is probably a .45-70 government round.
The base is beveled and has a small, offcenter, and slightly raised circular area near
the center. The primer appears to be an
internal Benet cup anvil primer made by the
U.S. government between March 1868 and
August 1882 (Herskovitz 1978:50). It is likely
that the cartridge dates prior to March 1877
when headstamping was instituted as a standard practice for contractors providing rounds

Two headstamped .32 Smith & Wesson
cartridges are presentin the sample. The case
lengths suggest that the rounds are probably
shorts used in handguns. The cartridges could
date as early as 1878, when Smith & Wesson
introduced the round for their Model 1.5
hinged, single-action revolver. The round is
still produced today for a variety of handguns
(Barnes 1965:154; Herskovitz 1978:47). Both
cartridges are from Level 1, Area 1.
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Two cartridges are .32-40 rounds.
Neither one is complete. One appears to have
exploded, while the second is represented by
only the head and Boxer primer. The first
cartridge is headstamped "S.A. Co. .32-40."
This case was manufactured by the Savage
Arms Co. of Minneapolis before its reorganization into the Savage Arms Corporation.

One Bullard .40-90 (.40-85) cartridge
was recovered during grading of the parking
area. Bullard cartridges were made for the
Bullard Repeating Arms Company, Springfield, Massachusetts, by the Union Metallic
Cartridge Company. The Bullard Company
went out of business around 1890 (White and
Munhall 1977:53).

One Boxer-primed, centerfire cartridge from Level 1 in Area 1 is headstamped
"U.S. .38 S & W." While there is some doubt
about the age of this round, Herskovitz
(1978:48) reports that they were introduced
about 1877 by Smith & Wesson for their
hinged frame revolvers.

Thirteen .44 caliber centerfire cartridges were identified from the collection.
Eight of these are identified as .44-40, and one
may be a .44 long Ballard. The latter is an
unusual specimen, since it has been reused in
a curious fashion. It is embedded in a fragmentary, tapering piece of wood. The primer
is absent, and a small hole pierces the base to
the side of the primer pocket area. The
secondary function of this recycled artifact is
unknown. Five cartridges are incomplete and
are identified as .44 caliber on the basis of
their dimensions. All are flat based and Boxer
primed.

A Winchester .40-60 centerfire cartridge was collected from Level 1, Area 1.
This cartridge was made for the 1876 rifle, a
heavier version of the Model 1873. The rifle
and cartridge were made and sold from 18761897. However, the .40-60 was a popular load
and the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. continued to load the cartridge until 1934 (Barnes
1965:93). This date range matches other
temporally diagnostic materials from Level 1,
which range from about 1867 to the early
1900s.

Only one of the .44 caliber cartridges
is headstamped. It is a Winchester .44 WCF.
Logan (1959:137) and Herskovitz (1978:49)
identify it as a Boxer-primed .44-40 round,
having 40 grains of powder. The .44 WCF was
originally made for the Winchester Model
1873 lever action repeating rifle. Soon afterwards it was also chambered for the "Frontier
Six Shooter," a Colt single action revolver. A
versatile round, the .44 WCF was used for
large and small game, as well as for personal
defense. It was the first black powder cartridge to be used interchangeably in both
rifles and revolvers (Barnes 1965:61). Apparently, most American single shot rifle

A single, incomplete .40-82 (.40-75)
Boxer-primed cartridge was recovered from
Level 1, Area 3. This caliber was introduced
in 1885 for the Winchester single shot rifle but
was subsequently chambered for the Winchester 1886 lever action repeater. Its popularity as a big game round led to its continued
manufacture (later in a smokeless powder)
until 1935.
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manufacturers offered a .44-40 model. Colt
revolvers retained this load until 1942, but no
rifles were chambered for the .44-40 after
1937. The potential temporal range for the
cartridge adds little useful information for
dating Area 1, Level 2 with which it was
associated.

Munising. Seven kinds of shells are represented. One 16 gauge case was recovered
from Area 1, Level 1. This is a RemingtonUMC "NEW CLUB." The paper wadding is
still present in the base of the shell. The date
range for this shell is about 1910-1960 (Vinson
1968:91), and reflects the continued accumulation of the Area 1 midden well into the
twentieth century.

Two cartridges are .45-60's, one of
which was made by the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. (UMC). Logan states that this
cartridge was used in the Winchester Model
1876 which was designed for sportsmen who
desired a larger caliber repeating rifle than
that offered by the Winchester Model 1873.
The cartridge probably dates from about 1877
when headstamping became standard, to 1911
by which time Remington-UMC were producing cartridges under their merger
headstamp "REM-UMC." Both cartridges
were recovered from Area 1, Level 2A,
amongst the burned remains of a structure.

Three 12 gauge cases were recovered,
two UMC "ARROW" shells and one Winchester "NU Black" shell. The metal case of
one of the Arrow brand shells is more than
twice as long as the other shells in the sample.
UMC 12 gauge shells were manufactured
beginning about 1874 until sometime after a
mergerwith Remington in 1902 (Fellows 1969;
Herskovitz 1978). The Arrow brand apparently dates prior to 1900 (Vinson 1968:91).
One was recovered from a surface provenience, while the other is from Area 1, Level
1. Accurate dates forthe "NU BLACK" shell
were not determined.

The largest externally primed
centerfire cartridge recovered atOld Munising
is a UMC Solid Head .45-70 round with a
Boxer primer. This heavy brass case could be
reloaded a number of times. The .45-70 was
first produced about 1873 by the Frankfort
Arsenal for the army Springfield single shot
rifle. The earliest cartridges were internally
primed, but externally primed rounds followed soon after. The U.S. Government used
this round for many years in their rifles, and a
number of commercially produced rifles were
chambered for it. This cartridge was recovered from a surface provenience.

Four 10 gauge cases represent three
brands. Two cases are UMC "NEW CLUB,"
one is a UMC No. 10, and one is a Winchester
"New Rival." One of the "New Club" shells
has an eight-pointed star-like character around
the primer pocket, while the second lacks the
star. The temporal significance of this difference is not known, but both shells were produced between about 1891-1910 (Herskovitz
1978:51). One was recovered from Area 1,
Level 1, providing additional chronological
data for determining the duration for deposition of that culturally rich deposit. The second is from Area 2. The UMC No. 10 dates
from after 1867 when the company was formed,

Shotgun Shells. The metallic lower portions of
eight shotgun shells were recovered from Old
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and probably was made between 1874-1888
(Herskovitz 1978:51). This shell was recovered from Area 4, Level 2, and therefore
provides chronological information for the
age of the midden which accumulated in and
over Feature 1. The "New Rival" shell is from
Area 3, and was manufactured between 1890
and the early 1900s (Herskovitz 1978; Smith
1954).
Bullets. Two lead bullets were recovered
during excavations at Old Munising. One is
a spent lead slug from Area 1, Level 1. It
appears to be from a .44 round. The second
was also recovered from Area 1, Level 1, and
is a round lead ball slightly larger than a 000
shot.
Summary. Although no firearms were recovered from the 1980 excavations, the numerous cartridges have provided some indications of the types of weapons used at the site
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. They have been even more useful for
providing data for examining the temporal
duration and relationship between cultural
deposits in nearly all excavated proveniences.
This temporal information is summarized in
Table 10. It should be remembered that the
dates provided in the table reflect manufacturing date ranges for the rounds, and some
could have been reloaded and reused after
their period of manufacture. In this table, the
date "1877" has been used as an approximate
terminal date for nonheadstamped cartridges.
However, it must be recognized that this is
only an approximate date, based upon
headstamping becoming standard practice at
the Frankfort Arsenal after that date. The
actual terminal dates for nonheadstamped

cartridges certainly must vary depending upon
manufacturer. Conversely, certain headstamped cartridges may predate 1877.
Tobacco Pipes
Clay tobacco pipe sherds were recovered from a variety of contexts at Old
Munising. Ninety-three stem fragments and
97 bowl fragments were recovered (Table
11). The clay pipes are all white, with
nondetachable stems. The economical price
of clay pipes (e.g., 1 to 2 gross of pipes were
selling at 33 1/3 cents per gross in the 1850s)
(Sackett 1943:75), the constant demand for
them, and their heavy use, breakage, and
disposal all lend interpretive potential to analysis of clay pipes from archeological contexts.
Of significance are two points made by Stone
(1974:150-1): (1) pipe stems were deposited
more frequently in nonstructural contexts,
and (2) clay pipes are excellent indicators of
trash locations. It was expected prior to
analysis that the distribution of clay pipes
within and around former structural locations
at Old Munising could shed further light upon
the depositional and temporal context of major
stratigraphic subdivisions recognized during
excavation.
Generally, the clay pipe sample provides only limited direct temporal indicators.
Temporally diagnostic attributes in the Old
Munising sample are limited to manufacturers' stamps and bowl decorative motifs. The
limited temporal information is likely a result
of a decline in popularity of clay pipes in the
late nineteenth century. With declining popularity comes a reduction in the number of
styles.
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Table 10. Provenience and temporal summary of cartridges.
Caliber

No. of
Carts.

Rim and Centerfire Cartridges
.22
6
.22
3
.22
2
.30-30
1
.32
.32
.32-40
.32-40
.38
.38
.40-60

2
5
1
1
1
1
1

.40-82

1

.40-90

1

.44
.44-40

10
1

.44-40
.45-60

7
1

.45-60
.45-70
.45-70

1
1
1
2

Shotgun Shells
16
1
12
2
12

1

10

2

10

1

10

1

Maker/Headstamp

Age Range

Union Metallic Cartridge Co./"U"
Winchester Repeating Arms Co./"H"
Dominion Cartridge C o / ' D "
Union Metallic Cartridge Co./
"U.M.C. .30-30"
Smith & Wesson/"U.S. .32 S&W"
No headstamps
Savage Arms Co./"S.A. Co .32-40"
No headstamp
No headstamp
Smith & Wesson/"U.S. .38 S&W"
Winchester Repeating Arms Co./
"WRA CO. .40-60 WCF"
Winchester Repeating Arms Co./
"WRA CO .40-82 WCF"
Bullard Repeating Arms Company/
"Bullard .40-90"
No headstamp
Winchester Repeating Arms Co./
"WRA CO .44 WCF"
No headstamp
Union Metallic Cartridge Co./
"UMC CO. .45-60"
No headstamp
Frankfurt Arsenal/"UMCSH .45-70"
Frankfurt Arsenal
undetermined

1867-pres
1866-pres

Remington/"UMCNo16NEWCLUB"
Union Metallic Cartridge Co./
"UMC CO No 12 ARROW"
Winchester Repeating Arms Co./
"WINCHESTER No 12 NU BUVCK"
Union Metallic Cartridge Co./
"UMC CO No 10 NEW CLUB"
Union Metallic Cartridge Co./
"UMC CO No 10"
Winchester Repeating Arms Co./
"Winchester No 10 NEW RIVAL"
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1895-1911
1877-pres
1876-1897

circa 1877
1876-1934
1886-1935
before
1890
1873-1942

1877-1911

circa 1873
circa 1873

1910-1960
1874-1902

1891-1910
1874-1888
1890-1900
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Table 10. Concluded.
Caliber

No. of
Carts.

Maker/Headstamp

Age Range

1
1

Slug-possible .44 caliber
Lead ball

Other

Provenience

Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature BB
Surface/Balks

No. of
Carts

Chronology
(No. of cartridges per date)

21

1861-present(5), 1860-present(2), 1878-present(3), 19101960(1), 1874-1902(1), 1891-1910(1)
1876-1897(1), 1873-1942(1)
1877-1911(1)

4
7
1
1
9

circa 1877(1)
1877-present(2), 1876-1934(1), 1874-1902(1)

subtotal

42

Area 2
subtotal

1

1891-1910(1)

Area 3
subtotal

6

1888-1900(2), 1886-1935(1)

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2

3
2

1874-1888(1)

subtotal

5

Miscellaneous
subtotal

5

Site Total

60

1877-present(1), before 1890(1), circa 1873(1)

Explanation
No. = Number
Carts. = Cartridges
Pres = Present
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Table 11. Clay tobacco pipe fragments.
Provenience

Round
Plain

Oval
Plain

Henderson

Dorni

Other

Bits

Total

1
-

1
3

-

-

25
15
14
2
2
8

1

4

66

-

-

2

-

-

2

1
2
-

14
6
2
1
23

Stem Fragments
Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature JJ
Surf/Ba,
etc.
subtotal

11
10
1
-

3
1
2
1
1

1
-

6

10
2
8
2
1
1

28

24

8

1

Area 2
subtotal

1

-

1

Area 3
subtotal

1

-

1

-

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1
Feature 3
subtotal

7
2
1
1
11

4
2

-

7

2
2

0

0

Site total

41

31

12

1

1

1

-

Provenience

3
7

93

Motifs
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J K

Plain

Und

Total

27
6
7
1
1
1

2
.
-

41
18
12
1
1
4
1

43

2

78

Bowl and Bowl Fragments
Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature HH
Feature JJ
Surf/Ba,
etc.
subtotal

1
1
2

1
.
-

5
7
.

1
.

4
1

1
1
4

.

1

-

-

-

3

-

1

15

1

-

-

5

-

6

-

1

64

-

-

-

-

1
-

1

-

-

1

1
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Table 11. Concluded.
Provenience

Motifs
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J K

Plain

Und

Total

2

-

2

.

.

2

1

9
3
3

Bowl and Bowl Fragments, cont.
Area 2
subtotal
Area 3
subtotal
Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1
Subtotal

-

-

.

1

.

-

.

.

.

.

-

-

Misc.

.

Site total

2

.
2

.

.

.

.

1
.

1

.

4
1

1
-

.

.

.

.

1
.

.

.

.

. . .
1
1
.
.

3

1
.

-

-

1

5

1

1

1

-

-

5

1

15

2

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

17

1

6

12

3

1

1

1

1

50

3

100

Explanation
Surf/Ba,etc. = Surface/balks, etc.
Und = Unidentified
Misc. = Miscellaneous

small impressed letters with no border, the
second has larger lettering and is enclosed in
a dentate pattern." Since only two stamps
were recovered from Riviere Au Vase, no
temporal conclusions were possible. In the
Old Munising sample, the dentate pattern
was recovered only from Areas 2 and 4, while
the "no border" pattern was found in Area 3
and Level 1, Area 1.

Identification of Manufacturers. With the exception of a single "Peter Dorni" stamp, all of
the marked specimens (n=12) from Old
Munisingwere impressed on opposite sides of
the stem with " H e n d e r s o n / M o n t r e a l . "
"Montreal" occurs on the smoker's right.
According to Wilson (1971:18) and Walker
(1971:25), this stamp was probably from the
Montreal firm of James Henderson. Founded
in 1847, this firm was sold to Robert
Bannerman sometime after 1876. Two variants of the "Henderson/Montreal" stamp were
described by Fitting (1965:98) from the Riviere
Au Vase site 1850s component: "one had

The temporal span of 1847-1876 is
used in many archeological reports to date the
"Henderson/Montreal" pipes. However, the
context at Old Munising and also at other sites
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suggests a longer manufacturing range. Brose
(1967:66,69) recovered Henderson pipes from
the Custer Road Dump Site on Mackinac
Island, Michigan. Stamped Henderson pipe
stems were recovered from Levels 3 and 8,
dated respectively to 1880-1883 and 18931895. A Henderson pipe was described from
Feature 5 at the Berrien Springs Jail site,
Michigan, dated from 1890-1910 (Demeter
and Lowery 1977:98, 109). References to
other Henderson pipes from the area with
unclear nineteenth-century contexts include
Martinez(1977:121-142),HauserandWilkins
(1977:143-156), and Dawson (1970:48). Based
upon archeological evidence, it appears likely
that pipes with the "Henderson" mark continued to be manufactured well after 1876,
the last date when the company was known as
Henderson and Son. Unfortunately none of
the "Henderson" stems could be articulated
with the pipebowls. Therefore, the decorative styles associated with Henderson pipes
from the site remains unknown.

dated archeological contexts include: Old
Sacramento, 1852 (Humphrey 1969), and Fort
Ridgely, Minnesota, 1853-1867 (Sackett 1943).
Omwake (1965:136) concludes that Peter
Dorni pipes should not be dated later than
about 1875. Therefore, it can be inferred that
"Peter Dorni" pipes date from 1850-1875.
The pipe from Old Munising would have to
date within the last nine years of that span.
Decorative Motifs. A series of pipe bowl decorative motifs were defined from the Old
Munising sample (Table 11, Figure 33). Two
of these are associated with the ubiquitous
"TD" pipes (Motifs G and I). It is likely that
additional TD styles are present within the
sample, but the small size of the sherds precluded further identification.
Old Munising bowl motifs C, F, and G
were being manufactured at least by 1852
according to Humphrey (1969:22,26,28).
Motif C matches his Class V, fluted bowl;
Motif F is a "leaf up" bowl, and Motif G is a
Class II, " T D " pipe. All were relatively
uncommon in the 1852 context at Old Sacramento. The " T D " pipes from the Old
Munising sample are plain, as well as with
stars encircling the letters (Motif I) (Walker
1966:89). " T D " pipes with 13 stars (Patriotic
Pipes) date from about 1812-1870s, and were
likely made in the United States. Both Brose
(1967:66) and Omwake (1962:10-11, 1965)
have argued that " T D " pipes with stars and
floral decorations date from 1812-1850, with
plain " T D " pipes dating after 1850. Since it
appears extremely unlikely that the Old
Munising specimens are heirlooms, it is reasonable to suggest a longer time span for the
"TD" pipes. These pipes are common at Fort

One pipe stem sherd with a fragmentary "Peter Dorni" stamp was recovered from
the old humus level, Area 1, Level 2, just
outside the structural remains uncovered in
that area. The sherd is broken such that
" P E T ' is remaining on one side and "RNI"
on the other. The original "Peter Dorni"
pipes were made in Northern France beginning about 1850 (Humphrey 1969:15). Imitations of this popular form were later made in
Guda, Holland. The very fine decoration on
the Munising specimen and comparison with
several other "Dorni" pipes in NPS collections strongly suggest that the Old Munising
pipe is an original "Peter Dorni" rather than
a later copy. Examples of "Dorni" pipes from
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Ridgely, which dates from 1853-1867 (Sackett
1943:76), and occur in post-1867 contexts at
Old Munising.
The majority of pipebowl fragments
are undecorated. Some of these could derive
from TD style pipes, although one reconstructed bowl and stem is completely plain.
This suggests that many of the plain fragments
are from undecorated pipes. The bowls of the
"Dorni" pipes were also plain except for a
narrow rouletted band around the rim.
The high variability in pipe bowl styles
at any one time (e.g., Humphrey 1969) in the
mid- to late 1800s indicates thatvarying trends
in style popularity may occur. This possibility
suggests that utilization of the seriation technique (Marquardt 1978), the process of arranging comparable units along the X dimension (time in this instance), could define a
temporal sequence. Since a major goal of
analysis was to attempt to temporally order
the major excavated stratigraphic units, such
a study was applied to the Old Munising pipe
bowl motifs. Because of the low number of
identifiable bowl motifs, an incidence matrix
was selected initially to order stratigraphic
units. As Marquardt (1978:260) states, "The
'best' seriation... is the one which most closely
brings the l's [presence of unit] together in
one group in each column." Determining the
temporal order (which end of the seriation
matrix is youngest or oldest) is a separate
analytical problem, determined on an individual basis. In this case, stratigraphic relationships and other temporally diagnostic artifacts are used.

motif is presented in Table 12. Note that this
is not the best seriation. A perfect seriation
would have provenience Area 1, Level 1 placed
between Area 1, Level 2 and Area 4, Level 1.
Since provenience Area 1, Level 2 is
stratigraphically lower than Area 1, Level 1,
the error probably results from difficulties in
subdividing Levels 1 and 2 in portions of Area
1. Feature levels outside the structural remnants (Level 2A) were hard to demarcate
until sterile sands were exposed below Level
2, and the Level 1 fill did not always strongly
contrast with the Level 2 buried humus. This
is particularly true in the southwest quadrant
of Area 1, where some mixing of Levels 1 and
2 may have occurred during excavation. Based
upon other artifact categories, it would appear the Area 1, Level 1 is the youngest major
stratigraphic unit excavated at the site, and it
is arranged accordingly in the seriation. An
additional element to consider is that Level 1
contains a wide diversity of materials, including numerous temporally diagnostic materials spanning 1867 to post-1900. Redeposited
materials in Level 1 may be tending to give the
appearance of an earlier age for the deposit
than is actually accurate.
All major excavated proveniences contained "Henderson/Montreal" stamped
sherds, but the apparent wide temporal span
of that pipe hinders more detailed temporal
inferences. No comprehensive information
on temporal trends for late nineteenth-century bowl motifs has been located, but stratigraphic data and other temporal indicators
among the artifact assemblage suggest the
appropriateness of the seriation. The abundance seriation (Marquardt 1978:260) is entirely consistentwith the occurrence seriation.

An occurrence seriation of the Old
Munising pipe bowl fragments by decorative
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Summary of Provenience Temporal Indicators.
The limited information on pipe terminal
manufacture dates prohibits accurate dating
of major stratigraphic units based upon pipe
manufacturers and styles. A hypothesized
ordering of the stratigraphic units based upon
pipe bowl decorative motifs is presented in
Table 12. It is likely that there is considerable
overlap in age between these units, and a
relatively short time frame (about 30 years) is
reflected by all the units. Since only
"Henderson" and "Dorni" were identified,
there may have been limited supply access
through the occupation. Of course it is also
likely that the unmarked stems and unidentified motifs reflect several additional manufacturers. Given the waning popularity of clay
pipes in the later portion of the nineteenth
century, it may well be that most of the Old
Munising examples date to the earlier years of
occupation (1867-1880s). The presence of
pipes in relative "young" proveniences (Area
1, Level 1) maybe indicative of redeposition,
rather than primary context for domestic trash.
Spatial considerations. Area 1. Pipe sherds
from Levels 1 and 2 (including features) are
concentrated in the southwest quadrant of
Area 1. These were discovered primarily
outside the area of burned structural remains
(Level 2A). Feature JJ and adjacent excavation units, and two unnumbered artifact concentrations (west edge of unit 14, and southwest portion of Unit 12 and SE portion of Unit
13) have the highest densities of pipe fragments. These areas seem to represent discrete trash disposal areas. Feature GG, a
twentieth-century trash pit with extremely
high densities of many artifact categories,
contained no pipe fragments. Level 2A pipe

sherds are concentrated solely in the eastern
half of Area 1. The highest frequencies occur
in the burned structural remains, but some
pipe fragments also occur intermixed with the
unburned floorboards. Level 2B sherds come
from immediately below the burnt zone, in
the approximate center of Area 1. These
sherds suggest that discard of trash was occurring under the first floor of the structure while
it was still occupied. This appears to suggest
that the structure was supported on wooden
piers. This might account for the lack of other
foundation remains in the area, and the presence of burned posts such as Feature KK.
Area 4. Pipe sherds were distributed evenly
throughout the Area 4 excavation, which was
limited primarily to the fill in a structural
foundation. Pipe sherd density in Level 1 is
1.2 per sq m. Level 2 also represents fill within
the structural feature. Pipe sherds were restricted to the southwest quadrant, in the
approximate location of Feature 1. Pipe
sherd density is 0.9 per sq m. Pipe sherds from
Feature 1 are distributed in the same general
pattern as Level 2, with a density of 0.75
per sq m. One sherd was recovered from
Feature 3.
Toys and Recreation-Related Items
Toys are represented primarily by doll
fragments and marbles. Seventy-four ceramic
doll fragments were collected from Old
Munising (Table 13). All of these are ceramic
(porcelain). Fragments of limb, body, and
head elements are included. Several of the
body/head portions are complete and unbroken. Despite the relatively large number of
doll fragments, relatively little information
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relative to age and location of manufacture
was developed from the collection. Limited
manufacturer's information is present on the
fragments. Several fragments from Area 1,
including one from Level 2A are from a doll
bearing the mark "NO 55 AMGO." This doll
may have been manufactured in Germany by
the ArmandMarseillefirmwhichwas founded
in 1865. This doll has a painted face on a
porcelain body. Several additional fragments
bear numbers which appear to represent the
model or size of the doll. A single fragment
from a surface provenience bears the words
"Made In Japan."
The doll fragments are widely distributed across the site (Table 13). Fragments are
particularly numerous in Area 1. This matches
the distribution of nearly all artifact classes
and types. Doll fragments occur not only in
the major excavated levels at Area 1, but also
occur in Features BB, CC, DD, HH, and II.
The presence of doll fragments in Area 4,
Feature 3 suggests a domestic function for the
burned structural remains represented by that
feature.

in Germany and widely imported to the United
States from the mid-nineteenth century until
about 1914. The single example from the site
was recovered from Unit 10, Level 2B. This
provenience is within the original soil profile
under the burned structural remains. This
suggests that the marble was lost under the
house before the structure was destroyed by
fire. Twenty-two common clay marbles were
recovered from Area 1. These marbles have
a long time depth and were in production
from at least the 1830s through about 1920.
All of the 22 "commons" are from Area 1
proveniences. The presence of a large number (n=6) amongst the structural remains
(Level 2A) in Unit 6 suggests that they may
have been lost under a porch or other opening
along the house foundation. Since there is no
evidence for a basement, it is also possible
that they became lost in a crawlspace under a
house supported on piers.
Several other ceramic marbles were
also recovered. Two undecorated porcelain
marbles were recovered from Area 1, Level 2
and 2A proveniences. Like common clay
marbles, this type enjoyed a very long period
of production, beginning long before the occupation of Old Munising and ending about
1915. One decorated porcelain marble has
two intersecting sets of three parallel lines.
This marble was recovered from a Level 2B
provenience in Area 1. This style dates from
about 1850 to 1910. A single salt-glazed
marble is decorated with a spattered cobalt
blue pattern. Such marbles were apparently
produced in the latter half of the nineteenth
century by various Midwest stoneware pottery manufacturers (Carskadden and Gartley
1990:57). A single "Bennington" stoneware
marble was also recovered. The brown glaze

In a later section of the report numerous items from a miniature porcelain tea set
are described. Those items are also toys and
can be combined with the doll fragments to
indicate that families with female children
apparently occupied the structure formerly
present in Area 1 over most, if not all, of its
history.
Marbles are also relatively numerous
in the site toy assemblage. Several varieties of
clay and a single glass marble were recovered.
The glass marble is a "German Swirl." This
type of handmade marble was manufactured
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is similar to Rockingham pottery from
Bennington, Vermont. However, the marbles,
like most nineteenth-century ceramic marbles,
were made in Germany. While these marbles
may date as early as 1880, few are found in
archeological contexts until about 1890. They
remained popular until World War I. The
presence of this marble in Area 1, Level 2
suggests that the occupation of the structure
formerly located in that area continued at
least into the last decade of the nineteenth
century.

circulation at least into the second decade of
the twentieth century.
In Area 1, Level 2, an 1864 half dime
was recovered. This coin has been drilled
with two small holes for suspension. It has
apparently been worn as jewelry. The remaining two coins are from Area 2. They are
recent (1959 and 1968) "Lincoln Head" cents.
Their presence in the site reflects loss by
visitors to Munising Falls.
Jewelry, Keys, Combs, and other Items

It is likely that all of the marbles from
Old Munising were made in Germany, and
that all date prior to about 1914 when World
War I began to disrupt international trade
patterns. All the marbles are handmade.
Since no marbles were found outside Area 1,
it may be suggested that no male children
lived in the structure formerly present in Area
4. However, that inference is very tenuous.

Seven small jewelry items in addition
to the drilled coin described above were recovered from the site. None of the jewelry
items are of high quality. Two keys were also
recovered. One is from Area 1, Level 1 and
the other is from Area 4, Level 1. Both are
"skeleton" keys which were used in box locks.
The distribution of combs in the collection is summarized in Table 14. Combs
occur in numerous Area 1 proveniences and
in Area 4, Level 1. Hard rubber, celluloid,
and other materials were used in making the
combs. Both fine-tooth (occasionally called
"lice" combs) and wider spaced tooth arrangements are present. A few of the combs
contain patent or other product data in the
form of impressed lettering. A fine-tooth
comb from Area 1, Level 2A exhibits the
words "XYLONITE Pat. Nov. 30, 69." Although this patent has not been researched,
the term may refer to a product such as
celluloid. The "69" indicates that a patent
was obtained in 1869, probably for the material "xylonite." A hard rubber comb from
Area 1, Level 1 contains the information

Coins
Seven coins were recovered from excavations at Old Munising. Five, of these
relate to local occupation, and two are from
modern activities in the area. The modern
coins are from Area 3, while the historic coins
are all from Area 1 (Table 14). Four pennies
were recovered from Area 1, Level 1. These
include an 1859 "Flying Eagle" cent, and
1867, 1873, and 1883 "Indian Head" cents.
All of these coins were in use during the blast
furnace and decline eras at the site. They
occurred in the Level 1 midden fill, along with
contemporary and more recent artifacts. The
"Lincoln Head" cent replaced these coins
after 1909. However, the earlier coins were in
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Table 12. Occurrence and abundance sedation of clay pipe decorative motifs.

Provenience
A

B

C

D

x

x

Decorative Motif
E
F
G
H

I

J

K

H/M

DO

PTD

Occurrence sedation
Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A

x
x

x x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

Explanation
H/M = Henderson/Montreal
DO = Dorni
PTD = Plain TD

Abundance sedation
Prov
A

Area 1
L1
L2
L2A

B

C

8.3

41.6
58.3

D

Decorative Motif
E
F

8.3

33.3
8.3

8.3
8.3
80.0

14.3

57.1
50.0

20.0

Area 4
L1
L2

Explanation
Prov = Provenience
Freq = Frequency
L = Level
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Freq
G

H

I

J

8.3
8.3

14.3

14.3
50.0

12
12
5

7
2
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Table 13. Toys.
Provenience
CC

Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature BB
Feature CC
Feature DD
Feature HH
Feature II
Surface/Balks

subtotal

9
1
7

UP

Marbles
IL
BE

1

SG

GS

1

8
2
2

3

1

51

17

9

4

2

21

11

1
1

2

19

2

1

1

1

Miniature
Tea Service
No. MNV
Sherds

18
4
17
2
1
1
2
1
2
5

1
1

Doll
Frag.

Area 2
subtotal

2

Area 3
subtotal

8

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1
Feature 3

2
2
1
1

subtotal

6

5
1
1

2

Area 5
Backdirt

2

Miscellaneous

6

Site total
19
2
Explanation
No. • Number
MNV = Minimum number of vessels

CC = Common clay
UP = Undecorated porcelain

1

1

1

1
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IL = Intersecting sets of parallel lines (porcelain)
BE = Bennington
SG = Salt glazed cobalt blue, spattered
GS = Glass swirl
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Table 14. Personal use items.
Pro
SP
Area 1
L1
L2
L2A
L2B
FAA
FBB
FCC
FDD
FEE
FFF
FGG
FHH
Fll
FJJ
FKK
FLL
FMM
S/B

1
1
.
.

.

1
4
*
5
1
2
1
- 4 1 1 1 1 1
. IE
. .
1
.
1
. .
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
. . .
.
1
. . . . .
.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
-

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
-

.
.
-

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

5

6

-

1

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
-

-

.

.

.

.

2

Area2
sub

.

.

Area 3
sub

-

2 2G

1

-

-

.
1
.

1
1

2
3
1

4
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sub

1

2

Area 5
Sur
BD
F1

.

.

sub

-

.
-

.

6

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.
1

.
-

.
-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1
.

.
.
.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

1

1

1

-

5

1

1

1

2

2

-

-

.

.

-

1

-

-

1
.

.

-

.
1

.

.
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1

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

1
.

.
.

.

1

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

-

-

.

.

.
.

1

-

.

-

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

-

4

.

.

.

sub

Area 4
L1
L2
F1
F2
F3

Personal Use Items
Rl CH SC TH TO WA CF PD BO HA UM PK RA

JE CO BU SB FS

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

.
1
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Table 14. Concluded.
Pro

Personal Use Items
SP

JE CO BU SB FS

Misc

-

2

Tot.

3

7 7

Explanation
Pro = Provenience
SP = Safety pin
JE = Jewelry
CO = Coins
BU = Buckle
SB = Suspender buckle
FS = Fish scale (?)
Rl = Rivet (clothing)
CH = Clothing hooks
SC = Scissors
TH = Thimble

-

-

13

-

Rl CH SC TH TO WA CF PD BO HA UM PK RA

-

-

4

1

1

1

4

-

1

-

2

2

2

TO = Toys (music)
WA = Watch
CF = Clock fragment
PD = Porcelain doll
BO = Bottle opener
HA • Harmonica
UM = Umbrella
PK = Pocket knife
RA = Razor
* • 1867 penny, 1873 penny,
1883 penny, & 1859 penny

"Y6151EXT165." The meaning of that information has not been determined. A finetooth comb from a disturbed context in Area
1 has the words "Super Fine Rubber" on one
side. Finally, two combs display information
related to the Goodyear patent for rubber
vulcanization. Both are fine-toothed combs
with information including the May 8, 1851,
Goodyear patent. This does not date the
combs to 1851. That patent data continued to
appear on hard rubber combs for many years
after the process was developed. Hard rubber
and celluloid combs in both fine-toothed and
regular toothed forms were available into the
early twentieth century (Sears, Roebuck and
Co. 1969:935-936). The remaining personal
items are summarized in Table 14.

1

2

2

1

-

1

-

1

1

1

2

-

1

1

2

3

2

E = 1864 1/2 dime drilled with two holes
G = 1959,1968 pennies
L = Level
F = Feature
Sur = Surface
S/B = Surface/balks, etc
BD - Backdirt
sub = Subtotal
Misc = Miscellaneous
Tot. - Total

DOMESTIC GROUP
This broad group of cultural materials
includes a variety of materials used within the
homes of the former occupants of Old
Munising. Included are a range of table
settings, food preparation, storage and service items, in addition to fragments of furnishings, such as lighting devices. Ceramic and
glass sherds from table services and bottles
are extremely numerous at the site and are the
majority of artifacts in this group. Domestic
Group artifacts are surpassed in frequency
only by Architectural Group items. Variability is far greater within the Domestic Group,
and the artifacts provide an excellent basis for
examining questions ranging from sales and
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trade networks, economic status, to foodways
and health concerns.
Bottle Glass
A very large number of fragmentary
and complete glass bottles was recovered
from site 20AR192 in 1980. Counting complete vessels as a single sherd, 4,950 bottle
glass fragments were recovered. The high
density of bottle glass fragments across all the
excavated proveniences is quite striking.
Bottle glass fragments are more numerous
than all other artifact classes except nails.
Included is a total of 29 complete bottles and
423 diagnostic fragments from many additional bottles. The diagnostic fragments include various combinations of base, neck, and
finish fragments, in addition to body fragments with embossed lettering. The remaining 4,498 sherds are body fragments which
lack lettering or identifiable technological
landmarks.
Complete Bottles. The number (n=29) of
complete bottles from the site is rather large,
but relatively few of the complete bottles
relate to the early years of occupation of Old
Munising. Most of the complete bottles are
considerably later than the blast furnace era,
with the majority dating post-1900. This bias
toward more recent items is primarily the
result of the high density of complete and
nearly complete bottles from Feature GG, a
large early twentieth-century trash pit. Thirteen complete bottles were collected from
that feature. An additional six bottles were
recovered from three separate surface collection areas during site grading. The remaining
complete bottles include: one from Area 2;

two from Area 1, Level 1; two from Area 1,
Level 2A; one from Area 1, Level 2B; and
three from Area 5. The Area 5 bottles derive
from a small rectangular pit (privy ?) exposed
during bulldozing. Although some of the
bottles in the feature were partially crushed
by the track of the bulldozer, three complete,
and several other partially complete, bottles
were recovered.
Several complete bottles were recovered from Area 1. The bottles from Feature
GG are rather consistent in terms of temporally diagnostic technological attributes, with
most of the bottles dating to the automatic
machine-made era. Considerable variation
in function and form was recorded. Several of
the bottles contain embossed lettering which
helps identify the original contents. The
function of five of the Feature GG bottles was
not determined. Three are beverage bottles,
including an aqua color soda bottle, a liquor
bottle, and a beer bottle. The beer bottle is
marked with embossed letters which identify
the bottler as the Upper Peninsula Brewing
Company of Marquette, Michigan. This company began its Marquette brewery soon after
1896 when a company by the same name went
out of business in nearby Negaunee (Friedrich
and Bull 1976: Volume 1:136). The company
is listed in 1898,1904, and 1910 brewery lists
(Anderson and Anderson 1968) and ceased
operation during National Prohibition in 1919
(Friederich and Bull 1976:Volume 2:271).
Since the bottle from Old Munising is made
by an automatic machine, it probably dates
between about 1904 and 1919. The soda
bottle is also automatic machine-made, placing its manufacture after about 1904.
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Two complete bottles were recovered
from Area 1, Level 1. One of these may be a
wine bottle, with a smooth and regular lipping
tool finish. The second bottle is a cylindrical
form which contains the following embossed
lettering: "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,
The Anglo American Drug Company, Successors to Curtis & Perkins Proprietors." The
bottle is a late variant of this popular product,
and dates after 1880, when the company was
renamed the Anglo-American Drug Company (Wilson and Wilson 1971:145-146). The
contents of the bottle will be described in a
later section of the report.

The contents of other complete bottles
from Feature GG include ketchup (H.J.
Heinz Co.), polish (two bottles), dye, perfume, and stove enamel. Another bottle may
be a medicine container. The ketchup bottle
is automatic machine-made by the H.J. Heinz
Co. The temporal range for the bottle is
about 1904-1946 (Toulouse 1971:236-238).
The polish bottles are unmarked, but their
content was determined based upon their
shape. Both bottles are automatic machinemade, placing them after 1904. The dye
bottle is marked with the following embossed
letters: "Carpenter-Morton Co./ Boston,
Mass./Colorite 2 1/2 oz." The temporal span
of the firm has not been researched, but the
automatic machine bottle technology places
its age post-1904. The perfume bottle contained a product sold by D. A. Brooks, Detroit, Michigan. This bottle is finished with a
smooth and regular lipping tool. The bottle
could date to the late 1800s through the first
or second decades of the twentieth century.
The stove enamel bottle is marked "Black
Cat Stove Enamel Buffalo, NY." The manufacturing span of the firm which marketed this
bottle was not determined. However, the
bottle was finished with a smooth and regular
lipping tool. The unidentified medicine bottle
is automatic machine-made.

Two complete bottles were found
within the charred Area 1, Level 2A. Neither
bottle shows evidence of burning despite their
presence amidst a dense charcoal layer. One
of these, from Unit 6, is automatic machinemade. This colorless glass bottle appears to
have been made by the Diamond Glass Co. of
Royersford, Pa., based upon a diamondshaped maker's mark on its base. This company has a long span of operation from 1888
to present (Toulouse 1971:550-552). Since
the bottle is machine-made, it probably postdates about 1904. The bottle is a four-sided
panel form, with a ball neck finish. It likely
held medicine, which would have been identified with paper labels in the panels.

Although three of the 13 complete
bottles from Feature GG are finished with
lipping tools, they appear to be contemporaneous with the remaining 10 automatic machine-made bottles from that provenience.
The diversity of bottle contents indicates that
the feature was a household refuse pit which
dates to the early twentieth century.

The second bottle from Level 2A was
blown in a cup bottom mold, and finished with
a lipping tool which formed a rather irregular
top. The function of the bottle has not been
determined. The technological attributes of
the bottle suggest that it dates to the mid- to
late nineteenth century, although it could be
somewhat more recent.
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A single complete bottle was recovered from Area 1, Level 2B. The bottle was
blown in a cup bottom mold, and was finished
with a lipping tool which left a somewhat
irregular lip. Although the function of the
bottle was not determined with certainty, the
prescription style finish suggests that it may
have held medicine or a similar product which
required fairly careful measuring. The bottle
is marked with the embossed letters "H.H.
Stafford Marquette Mich."
East of Area 1, several artifacts were
collected during bulldozer removal of the
cultural horizon prior to parking lot construction. Among these are two complete bottles.
The first is a medicinal bottle which was
blown in a cup bottom mold, and finished with
a lipping tool. The lipping tool finish is rather
crude. The finish is a "patent" form. The
bottle is constructed from colorless glass. It
contains the embossed letters "Kennedy's
Salt Rheum Ointment." As discussed in a
later section of the report, Kennedy's medicines were purported to cure a very wide
variety of maladies, and were popular from
the 1850s to at least the turn of the century
(Wilson and Wilson 1971:123). The second
complete bottle from this provenience is a
colorless glass unembossed panel bottle with
a flared lip. It is automatic machine-made,
placing its date of manufacture after 1904.
The bottle contained no embossed lettering,
and its specific contents could not be determined.

maker's mark on the bottle base. The base is
also marked "H.J. Heinz Co." The bottle was
made between 1929-1954 (Toulouse 1971:403406). This late date indicates that the bottle
was incorporated into the site deposit after all
of the original Old Munising houses had been
destroyed. It probably derives from the Twork
occupation.
Adjacent to the small Area 2 excavation units, a scatter of cultural material was
exposed during grading. Among these materials was a complete bottle. It is a beer bottle
made from aqua color glass, with a brandy
finish formed with a lipping tool. The base
contains the embossed lettering: "A.B.G.M.
Co." "25." This mark stands for the Adolphus
Busch Glass Manufacturing Company, which
operated a plant in Bellville, Illinois (18861907), and St. Louis (1904-1928) (Toulouse
1971). Since the bottle is rather crude, and
exhibits a lipping tooled finish, it is very likely
that it was made at the Illinois plant, which
was a "hand" rather than "machine" operated plant. Since the bottle can not be associated with a particular structure or stratigraphic level, this dating offers no new information for refining stratigraphic relationships
at the site.
At the west edge of the parking area,
grading activities exposed three complete
bottles which were collected. One is a colorless glass "arrow panel" medicine bottle
marked "Chamberlain's." The bottle postdates 1904 since it was automatic machinemade. A second colorless glass bottle with a
continuous thread finish was also made in an
automatic machine. This bottle appears to
have held ink. The final complete bottle from
this provenience is an arrow panel form with

In Area 2, a single complete bottle was
recovered. This colorless glass, one-quart
pickle jar is automatic machine-made. The
bottle was made by the Owens-Illinois Glass
Co. of Toledo, Ohio, as determined from a
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a packer finish. It may have held medicine.
The bottle is lipping tool finished, placing its
manufacture from about 1860 to 1920.
A single complete bottle was recovered from Area 4, Feature 1 (Unit 10). This
colorless glass pint liquor bottle is in the
"shoofly flask" shape, and was finished by
lipping tool. No embossed lettering appears
on the bottle. Lack of embossed information
and the broad temporal span of the bottle's
technological attributes allow bottle age to be
estimated only within 1860-1920.
Two essentially identical brown glass
beer bottles were recovered from Area 5.
When exposed by the bulldozer, the bottles
were oriented upright in a small pit, which
may have been a privy. However, the area was
saturated with flowing ground water, and that
condition, combined with damage from bulldozing, made careful excavation impossible.
Therefore, the function of the feature remains problematical. The dark amber (brown)
glass beer bottles were made in a post bottom,
full height mold, and were finished with a
lipping tool in the "beer" configuration. Both
of the bottles bear embossed lettering on
their bases, which must have been applied by
the post from the mold. The marks are
slightly different and read: "WIS. GLASS Co
19 MILW," and "WIS G Co 14 MILW." The
numbers 14 and 19 refer to mold numbers.
Since different molds produced the bottles, it
is understandable that their shapes would be
extremely similar, but not identical. Both
base marks were used by the Wisconsin Glass
Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin (Toulouse
1971:541-542). The bottles were manufactured between 1882 and 1886. This date
range provides an excellent estimate for the

age of the pit feature, and possibly for the
preserved wooden structural remains in Area
5 immediately adjacent to it. It is clear that
this structure was in use during the demise of
Old Munising, prior to its eventual dissolution. The third complete bottle from Area 5
is unmarked, and is a green glass liquor bottle
with a brandy style finish which was produced
with a lipping tool.
Diagnostic Bottle Fragments. In addition to
the 29 complete bottles from 20AR192, an
additional 423 fragments, which appear to
derive from about 200 individual vessels, are
diagnostic with regard to technological landmarks and/or embossed manufacturer, bottler, or product contents. These fragments
consist primarily of base, finish, and embossed body fragments. While the function of
a few of the bottles represented by these
fragments could be determined with certainty,
most others were too fragmentary to allow
identification of original contents. Finish and
form, content/function, and manufacturing
technology were identified wherever possible
on these fragments, and are summarized in
Table 15.
Technological landmarks on the finishes and bases of many of these bottle fragments provide some data on the approximate
age of manufacture of the bottles. Fifty-three
finish fragments have mold marks characteristic of semi-automatic or automatic machine
production. Although semi-automatic machines were developed for practical production in the 1890s, use of these machines was
limited primarily to wide mouthed containers
until the turn of the century. After 1899,
various semi-automatic machines were extensively used for bottle production. Hand78
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blown production was also expanded in the
first years of the new century due to a great
market demand for bottles. The date of 1904,
when the Owens automatic bottling machine
was introduced, is often used as the beginning
date for the production of bottles with the
seam characteristics of this group. However,
it must be recognized that the replacement of
hand-blown bysemi-automatictechnology and
both technologies by the fully automated
machine was a process which occurred over a
twenty-odd year period. Semi-automatic and
fully automatic machines all create comparable mold marks on bottle finishes.
Finish fragments from bottles with
mold seams characteristic of automatic production are quite numerous (n=53) in the
bottle glass assemblage. They occur in all
levels of Area 1 except 2B (under the burned
structural remains, and are also present in
Areas 2 and 3. Automatic machine produced
finishes are absent from Areas 4 and 5. The
presence of rather large numbers of these
finish fragments in Area 1, Level 1 and Area
1, Feature GG is consistent with other temporally sensitive artifacts. Feature GG appears
to be confined in age to the early twentieth
century, while the Level 1 deposit has materials spanning 1867 through the early twentieth
century. The absence of automatic finishes
from Areas 4 and 5 suggests that trash discard
may have ended in those areas earlier (prior
to about 1900) than in Areas 1, 2, and 3.
The largest number of bottle finishes
(n=111) were produced by lipping tool. This
technology dates primarily from about 1860
to 1920. Lipping tool technology was being
rapidly replaced by automated production

through the first two decades of the twentieth
century, although some bottles continued to
be made with lipping tools after 1920. The
presence of lipping tool finishes in Feature
GG along with numerous automatic machine
finishes exemplifies this replacement process, since there is ample evidence that the
feature was deposited within the first two
decades of the twentieth century. Lipping
tool finishes were recovered from many excavated proveniences, including Areas 4 and 5
where automatic machine finishes are absent.
Rim shapes for the numerous finishes
are summarized in Table 15. While many of
the names for these finish shapes appear to
clearly connote the contents of the vessel, it
should be remembered that a particular finish
shape could be used on bottles of highly
varying function. However, certain shapes
(e.g., champagne, beer, and prescription) are
probably functionally specific. The prescription finishes very likely derive from medicine
bottles, since that shape was developed to
allow very careful measuring (by drops) from
the bottle. Medicine bottles, as reflected by
prescription finishes, are widely distributed
across the excavated proveniences. Based
primarily upon rim forms, tentative functions
for 117 fragmentary bottles have been summarized by provenience in Table 15. Bottles
which contained some food product are the
most numerous (n=41), followed by alcoholic beverage bottles (n=38) and medicine
bottles (n=31). There is no strong horizontal
patterning to the bottle fragments. The majority of identified shapes derive from Area 1,
Level 1. This reflects the high density of
artifacts in that provenience.
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The technology of the 199 bottle base
sherds also contributes some data to understanding the temporal relationship of various
stratigraphic levels. The distribution of bases
exhibiting attributes of Owens a utomatic bottle
machines (suction cut off scar) is quite limited. Only Area 1, Level 1 and Area 1,
Feature GG contain bottle bases made by the
Owens machine. These bottles must postdate
1904. Bottle bases exhibiting machine valve
marks are also limited to Area 1, Level 1 and
Feature GG proveniences. There is some
evidence to suggest that this technological
landmark postdates 1930. Like the automatic
finishes, fully automatic-produced bottle bases
are absent from excavations in Areas 4 and 5.
Undiagnostic Bottle Fragments. A large number of undiagnostic bottle body sherds
(n=4,498) was recovered from the site in
1980. Although many appear to derive from
the same vessels as the diagnostic bottle fragments described above, the actual number of
bottles represented by these plainbody sherds
is unknown. No embossed lettering or technological landmarks other than vertical mold
seams are present on these sherds. In Table
16, the sherds are tabulated by color and
provenience. It is apparent from this table
that bottle fragments are more numerous in
Area 1 than in the other excavated portions of
the site. Seventy-one percent of all plain body
sherds were recovered from Area 1 proveniences. Colorless glass sherds account for
about half (49 percent) of the collection. The
large number of colorless sherds reflects the
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
age of the site.

but have become "solarized" and have developed an amethyst tint. This is caused by a
reaction of manganese in the glass to exposure to the ultraviolet rays of the sun. Manganese was used in bottle glass from about 18801915. As might be expected, the majority of
solarized glass is from Area 1, Level 1. However, sherds of this color also occur in Area 1,
Levels 2 and 2A, as well as within Levels 1 and
2 in Area 4. This matches other chronological
indicators which indicate that trash discard
continued in those proveniences through the
late nineteenth century. At Area 1, cultural
deposition continued well into the twentieth
century.
Colorless glass body sherds are followed in frequency by aqua color sherds
(n= 1,152). Next is brown and amber (n=429),
followed in frequency by green (n=280).
Other colors including pink, purple, and cobalt are present in small numbers.
Bottle Manufacturers. Numerous manufacturers were identified through the presence of
maker's marks on the bases of complete and
fragmentary bottles. In the paragraphs which
follow, pertinent temporal and geographical
information regarding these bottle manufacturers is summarized.
William Franzen & Son. This firm was based
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and manufactured
bottles from 1900-1929 (Toulouse 1971:536537). The Milwaukee brewing companies
were Franzen's largest clients. However, the
"Northern Glass Works," as Franzen's company was known, stopped production in 1926,
and closed permanently in 1929 due to a loss
of business resulting from Prohibition. The
Franzen firm made at least three of the Old

An additional 315 sherds were probably colorless when manufactured and used,
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Table 15. Diagnostic bottle glass.
Provenience
Fl
Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
FeaFF
FeaGG
FeaJJ
FeaKK
S/Betc.

75
8
9
1
2
19
1

Portion
BO BA

12
1
1

65
10
21

15

2
24
2
2
8

subtotal

130

18 134

Area 2
subtotal

4

Area 3
subtotal
Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Fea1
Fea 3

4

1

13
2
2

48
4
6
1
1 1
14
5
1

1 5
4

37

75

10

2

12

1 9

6
5

3

12
5
2
1

1

1

3

20

Area 5
subtotal

5

2

2

29

4

25

189

30 199

Explanation
Fl = Finish
BO = Body
BA = Base
UN = Undetermined
AU = Automatic or semi-automatic
LT = Lipping tool

1

13
2
1

Base Technology
MVPB
SC OT UN

1

2

9

2

11

Site total

2

1 6

subtotal

Miscellaneous
subtotal

Rim Technology
UN AU
LT LB OT

2
5
2
1

1
1

17

2

36
5
12

2

7

6

4

1
3

2

4
4

24
5
9

2
1

49

1
10

1
6
66

6

2

4

8

4

6
2

5
3
1

1

9

1

1
1
8

2

4

1

15

1

53 111

5

13
5

1

10

2

20

3

11

1

11

2

80

11

96

9

LB = Laid-on-bead
OT = Other/undetermined
MV = Machine valve mark
PB = Post-bottom mold
SC = Suction cut off/Owens automatic
UN = Unidentified
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Table 15. Continued.
Rim shape
Provenience
PR
Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature FF
Feature GG
Feature JJ
Surface/Balks

PA

SH

1 1 8
2
1
1

subtotal

16

16

Area 2
subtotal

1

Area 3
subtotal

2

2

8

Rim Shape
PA CR BD

BE

6

1

1

2
1

1

8

10

1

3

DT

EX

6 1 1
3
1 1 2

2

1 1

8

CT

2

5

1

1

16

16

Ol

1

1 1

2

1
1

1

1

1
3

subtotal

2

1

Area 5
subtotal

1

2

20

3

4

3

1 1

25

1

1

23

1

1 1
1 1

5

BE =
PA =
CR =
BD =
CT =

1

2

2

1

2

11

14
1
1
1
0
5

2

2

1

OT

3

1 2

1

TR

1

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2

Explanation
PR = Prescription
PA = Patent
SH = Sheared
CH = Champagne
BR = Brandy

7

2

2

Site total

BR

1

1
1
5

Miscellaneous
subtotal

CH

2

1

7

1

19

9

1

8

Beer
Packing
Crown
Bead/ring
Continuous thread

82

3

2

3

4

20

1

23

1

4

1

7

2

6

DT = Discontinuous thread
EX = Extract
Ol = Oil
TR = Trumpet mouth
OT = Other

2
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Table 15. Concluded.
Rim and base function
Provenience

Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature FF
Feature GG
Featrue JJ
Feature KK
Surf/Balks
subtotal

AB

MC

17

15
4

1

1

5

OT

AB

31

10

7
1
1
13

2

Base Function
MC
FP MH OT
2
1

1
1

1
1

51
7
19

1

1
18
2
2
4

6

1
1
20

3

5

23

1

2

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1
Feature 3

26

3

3

1

2

4

58

24

3

2

1 104

1

1

1

5

6

3

4
3

1 3

1

1

Miscellaneous
subtotal

13

5

7

Site Total

38

34

39

Explanation
AB = Alcoholic beverage
MC = Medicinal contents
FP = Food preserving
FS = Food serving

1 5

3

2

1
2

subtotal
Area 5
subtotal

10
4
2

1
1

Area 2
subtotal
Area 3
subtotal

Rim Function
FP FS MH

1 6

1

1

1

4

6

1

7

1

1

6
2
2
1

1

11

1

11

4

136

2

1 3

12

1

5

52

4

72

3

MH = Miscellaneous/household/personal
OT = Other
Surf =Surface
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Table 16. Bottle glass body sherds.
Proven

Bottle Glass Body Sherds By Color Code

1
Area 1
L1
L2
L2A
L2B
FBB
FFF
FGG*
FHH
Fll

1160
153
245
26
2

11
20

2

3

4

5

6

7

603
53
14
50
5
33
7 3 9 - 1
- 1
109
17
10
5
13
1 1 1
1
1
1
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
7
.
.
.
.
1
12
2
1
-

FJJ

22

10

sub.

1640

829

82

15

63

5

-

8

9

4

.

41

254

38

-

14 15 16

5

2

2

26

5

1

1

12

-

-

1

-

2

36

1

-

33

47

2

-

-

1

-

1
-

6
6

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

-

2

144

108

7

-

14

Area 4
L1
L2
F1
F3
Surf

79
38
66
25
2

46
35
26
3
-

15
3
5
-

6
1
-

7
10
9
19

2
-

4
1
-

13
14
17
2
1

4
-

210

110

23

7

45

2

5

47

4

Area 5
Surf
BD

11

1
8

.
-

Sub.

11

9

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

1

12

.

.

.
.
.
-

233

2

.

-

-

3

.

13

.

49

.

12

3

126

.

11

199
31
- 199
13
1 - 1 0
2 - 33
5
15
3
2
1
1
1
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
3
.
.
.
5
. . .
1
-

Area2
sub.
Area 3
sub.

sub.

10

-

.
1

-

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

1
9

.

3

.
-

.

-

3

-

-

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.
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Table 16. Concluded.
Proven

Misc.
Tot.

Bottle Glass Body Sherds By Color Code
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1

2

3

4

85

47

10

3

1

-

-

6

-

-

2216 1152

125

27

128

7

50

379

48

1

Explanation
Proven = Provenience
1 = Colorless
2 = Aqua
3 = Light green
4 = Green
5 = Olive green
6 = Pink
7 = Amber
8 = Brown
9 = Opaque white

10 = Black
11 = Light purple
12 = Purple tint

12

13

1

11

.

36

315

7

14 15 16
.

.
2

1
3

2

13 = Cobalt blue
14 = Dark purple
15 = Dark blue
16 = Opaque light blue
L = Level
F = Feature
* = Fragments not collected.
Sub. = Subtotal
Surf = Surface
BD = Backdirt
Misc. = Miscellaneous
Tot. = Total

Munising bottles. One is a brown beer bottle
from Area 1, Feature GG. This bottle contains additional embossed information on its
shoulder which indicates that the contents
were bottled by "The Upper Peninsula Brewing Company" of Marquette, Michigan. This
company went out of business in 1919 when
Prohibition was enacted. The second
"Franzen" bottle is represented by a base
fragment from Area 1, Level 2A. The presence of a bottle fragment of such late age from
the burned structural horizon is of considerable interpretive interest. This will be addressed further in a later section of the report.
The Franzen firm is also represented at Old
Munising by a fragmentary beer bottle bearing the embossed information "WF & S MIL
25" on its base. The aqua color bottle was

finished with a lipping tool. This fragment
was reconstructed from several small sherds
recovered from Area 1, Units 15 and 16. It is
likely that the vessel was part of the Feature
GG trash.
R & Co. Despite the presence of a complete
mark, the maker of this vessel is unknown
(Toulouse 1971:438-439). The single vessel
with this mark consists of a brown glass body
and base fragment. It is a beverage container,
possibly a beer bottle.
EFB. As with the "R & Co" mark, this mark
could not be identified. It may represent the
Edgar F. Breffit & Co. firm of York, England
(Toulouse 1971:79,175). This identification
should be considered tenuous. The firm was
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in business from 1832-1913, spanning the Old
Munising occupation. The brown glass base
and body fragment which bears this mark may
be from a beer bottle.

measurement marks, these letters indicate
that the vessels once contained medicine, or
another product which needed to be carefully
measured.

Illinois Glass Co. Three bottle bases from Old
Munising bear the mark of this firm, which
includes the letters "IGCo" or simply " I "
within an elongated diamond-shaped device.
This company was begun in 1873, and through
the years underwent many expansions
(Toulouse 1971:264-271). In 1932 the Illinois
Glass Co. and all of its holdings merged with
the Owens Bottle Co. to create the Owens
Illinois Glass Co. One of the fragments,
marked with the "IGCo" lettering, is a colorless glass base from a vessel of undetermined
function from Area 1, Unit 14, Level 2. This
mark dates from 1900-1916 (Toulouse
1971:264). Construction technology for this
vessel was not determined. A second fragment, marked only with an " I " consists of the
base and a portion of the body of a colorless
glass vessel. Measurement increments occur
on the corners of the body. The precise
function of the vessel was not determined.
This fragment was recovered from Area 1,
Feature GG. A second, nearly identical,
colorless glass base and body fragment was
recovered from Unit 15, Level 1. This deposit
is likely associated with Feature GG. These
vessels were manufactured in an automatic
machine, as evidenced by the irregular scars
on their bases.
Based upon their
manufacturer's marks, they can be dated to
1916-1929 (Toulouse 1971:264). Both vessels
were apparently "oval" shapes, possibly the
"Union Oval" configuration. The two "oval"
bottle fragments contain remnants of " O Z "
and "CC" embossed lettering near the junction of the base and body. Combined with the

H.J. Heinz Co. Henry Heinz, well known for
his pickles and condiments, also manufactured glass bottles. Abottle from Old Munising
may have been made by Heinz, since it bears
no other manufacturer's information on its
base. The embossed lettering "H.J. HEINZ
Co.," "PATD JUNE 17 1890," and the numbers " 3 " and "57" occur on the vessel base.
The colorless glass base fragment is from an
eight-sided bottle. This fragment was recovered from Area 1, Unit 13, Level 2. The bottle
must date after 1890, but appears to predate
1910, when automatic machines were installed
at the Heinz glass factory. There is no evidence for an automatic bottle machine scar
on the Old Munising bottle fragment. The
number " 3 " may refer to a plant code, while
the "57" refers to the bottle shape, which was
patented June 17,1890. While essentially the
same shape as ketchup bottles, the "57" shape
contained pepper sauce (Zumwalt 1980:212213). If this bottle was manufactured by
Heinz, it can be dated between 1893-1910. If
it was manufactured for Heinz by another
company, its date span can be set from 1890 to
about 1920.
A second bottle marked "H.J. Heinz
Co" and lacking any other manufacturing
mark on the base is a complete, colorless
glass, automatic machine-made bottle. This
bottle was recovered from Area 1, Unit 15,
Level 1, and is probably associated with the
large Feature GG trash pit. Vessel shape is
number "133," which is a typical "ketchup
bottle shape" with a continuous thread finish.
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The base is round, but the body contains eight
panels. The actual contents of the bottle were
not determined.
A third, fragmentary bottle base contains the letters "HEINZ CO" "JUNE 9th
1891" and the number "69." No other
manufacturer's information is present. Similar to the above bottles, it may have been
made by Heinz, or alternatively by a company
producing bottles for Heinz. This base was
10-sided, as was the "fluted" body of the
vessel (Zumwalt 1980:217). The "69" shape
often contained apple butter, but other products were also bottled in this shape, including
relish.
An additional fragmentary, colorless
glass bottle base from Area 4, Level 1 may be
from a Heinz food container. This fragment
contains only the embossed letters "PATD,"
but they appear in a configuration identical to
other, more complete Heinz vessels from the
site. This fragment may be from a sauce
bottle. The manufacturing technology used
to produce this bottle was not determined.
IV. (?) B. SI. The maker represented by this
fragmentary mark was not determined. The
base fragment is broken at both ends of the
existing lettering, casting doubt upon the correct identification of the first letter. The
sherd is aqua color glass which is heavily
patinated. It was recovered from Area 4, Unit
10, Level 2. The bottle was blown in a postbottom mold, but additional information could
not be determined due to its fragmentary
condition.
M. The maker of this bottle was not determined with certainty. The aqua color base

fragment is heavily patinated, and does not
appear to relate to the Maryland Glass Corp.
which used the single letter " M " in its mark
after 1907. It is likely that the Old Munising
specimen was made by an undetermined firm
which produced crudely made beer bottles in
the 1880s (Toulouse 1971:341). Although the
bottle was made in a post-bottom mold, little
else can be determined from the small base
fragment.
Root Glass Co. A single fragmentary base
sherd contains the embossed letters "ROO"
centered in the middle of the base. Although
the " T " is missing, this mark is almost certainly representative of the Root Glass Co. of
Terre Haute, Indiana. The block letter,
"ROOT" mark was used by this firm from
1901-1932 (and later ?) (Toulouse 1971:445).
Root manufactured beverage bottles, including many for the Coca-Cola Co. The brown
glass fragment with this mark may be from a
beer bottle which appears to have been handmade. If that observation is accurate, the
bottle probably predates 1912, when semiautomatic machines were developed by Root.
Thomas Wightman& Co. This firm appears to
be represented by a bottle base with the
letters " W & Co." This firm was in business
at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, from 1871-1895
(Toulouse 1971:533). The highly patinated
aqua base fragment may be from a prescription bottle. The likely date for the bottle is in
the 1880s. The fragment was recovered from
Area 4, Level 1.
American Bottle Co. This company was formed
through the merger of three large units, and it
later merged as part of the Owens Illinois
Glass Co. (Toulouse 1971:30-31). The com-
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pany produced hand-blown bottles until 1917.
The example from Old Mumsing is a brown
beer bottle, made with a post-bottom, twopiece mold. Embossing on the heel of the
vessel of the information "S-14" indicates
that the vessel was made at Streeter, Illinois,
in 1914. This date fitswell with vessel technology (hand-finished rather than machinemade), and the impact of Prohibition in eliminating beer bottle production after 1919. The
Old Munising example was recovered from
two Area 1 proveniences, one in Level 1, and
the other in Level 2A. It appears that the
vessel may be intrusive in the Level 2A deposit.

mark rather precisely. While the first mark
almost certainly is correctly identified as
Cunningham and Ihmsen, the second could
be from Cunninghams and Co. which followed Ihmsen's retirement in 1879. The
Cunningham and Ihmsen firm was in business
from 1865-1879, while the other firm dates
from 1879-1907.
Wisconsin Glass Co. This firm is represented
by two complete beer bottles recovered from
Area 5. These vessels are described above.
The bottles are marked "WIS. GLASS Co
MILW19" and "WIS G Co MILW 14." The
numbers occur in the center of the bases,
encircled by the lettering. These dark amber
beer bottles were finished with lipping tools,
and were manufactured between 1882-1886
(Toulouse 1971:541-542). This tight date
range provides an excellent indicator for the
approximate age of Feature 1 in Area 5 which
contained these bottles.

American Glass Works. An embossed mark
consisting of "A" within a small circle has
been reported to belong to this firm, but
confirmation is lacking (Toulouse 1971:23).
If the firm made the bottle from Old Munising
bearing the mark, the bottle was likely made
between 1916-1935. The colorless glass base
fragment appears to derive from a medicine
bottle, which is one of the forms known to
have been made by this firm. The vessel was
recovered from Area 4, Level 2, indicating a
rather late age for continued deposition within
that area.

WG or WG Co. The mark on the base of this
complete bottle contains the letters " W G U
D Co" and the numbers " 8 " and "6." The
arrangement of letters is rather irregular, and
it is difficult to determine if the "Co" is
associated with " W G" or "U D." It appears
to be associated with "U D." The company
using the "W G" mark is unknown (Toulouse
1971:538). "U D Co" probably stands for the
United Drug Co., whose dates of operation
are unknown. If the mark is "W G Co," it
could stand for the Wightman Glass Co. of
Parker's Landing, Pennsylvania, which operated from 1900-1930 (Toulouse 1971:538).
The bottle bearing this mark was made in an
automatic machine, and is a prescription
bottle. The colorless glass has developed a

Cunningham and Ihmsen. Two fragmentary
bottle bases have marks which appear to
derive from the Cunningham and Ihmsen
firm from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The lettering present on these fragments includes
"MSEN PITTS P" and "NNINGH." Although this limited information does not permit positive identification of the complete
embossed names, the configuration of the
existing letters appears to match the company's
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light purple tint, indicating the use of manganese as a decoloring agent. The likely age of
the bottle is 1900-1915. This bottle was recovered from Area 1, Units 15 and 16, and is
probably part of the early twentieth-century
Feature GG dump recorded there.

Another sherd from Feature GG bears
the diamond mark which encloses the number "371." This vessel is represented by the
base and much of the body. The colorless
glass vessel is embossed "HALF PINT FULL
MEASURE" on its lower front face. This is
also a liquor bottle. Still another colorless
glass bottle base bears the diamond mark
which encloses " 106." This also appears to be
a liquor bottle. The Diamond Glass Co. mark
also appears on a colorless glass, complete
bottle from Area 1, Level 2A. This "arrow
panel" shape bottle was described earlier.
The final bottle fragment from Old Munising
bearing the Diamond Glass Co. mark was
recovered from Area 1, Level 1. No numerals
are present within the diamond on this bottle
base fragment. Similar to several of the other
"Diamond" bottles, this one is made from
colorless glass which has developed a purple
tint.

Diamond Glass Co. This firm from Royersford,
Pennsylvania, is represented by several bottles
and bottle fragments. The company dates
from 1888 to the present. All of the marked
examples from this company in the Old
Munising collection contain a simple, elongated diamond maker's mark which often
encloses a number. This mark was used
beginning in 1924 when the company completely phased out hand-blown production
(Toulouse 1971:550). The bottles bearing the
diamond mark apparently postdate 1924. One
vessel bearing the diamond mark is a fragmentary pint bottle (base and part of a body)
which bears a scar from an automatic bottle
machine. This vessel is made from colorless
glass which has developed a light purple tint.
The vessel was recovered from Area 1, Unit
15 (Feature GG). This vessel is a pint liquor
bottle which bears the embossed lettering
"PINT FULL MEASURE." The number
374 occurs within the diamond. A second
complete bottle bearing the identical mark
was also found in Feature GG. This bottle is
also a pint liquor bottle made from colorless
glass which has developed a purple tint. The
number "374" may represent the mold used
to create these pint bottles. A third bottle
fragment from Area 1, Level 1 bears the
identical mark and vessel form as the other
"374" vessels. It is also made from clear glass
with purple tint.

Baker Brothers ?. A single base fragment from
an aqua color bottle contains a partial maker's
mark, "KER." The configuration of these
letters suggests that the mark may represent
the Baker Brothers of Baltimore, Maryland
(Toulouse 1971:62). The company used this
mark from 1853-1900. The fragment from
Old Munising would appear to date toward
the end of that span, if it is correctly identified.
The marked sherd from Old Munising is from
Area 1, Level 2.
Owens Bottle Co. A single bottle base with an
embossed " O " within a small square represents the Owens Bottle Co. The complex
history of this company is traced by Toulouse
(1971:393-397). This mark dates from 1911-
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1929. In 1929 the company and its subsidiary,
the American Bottle Co., merged with the
Illinois Glass Co. to form the Owens-Illinois
Glass Co. The marked fragment from Old
Munisingwas recovered from Area3, Level 1.
This base sherd is made from colorless glass,
and is from a machine-made bottle.
Owens-Illinois Glass Co. This company was
formed through the merger of the Illinois
Glass Company and the Owens Bottle Company, and the maker's mark reflects this background. The Illinois Co. mark was retained,
and an " O " added over it. This mark was used
from 1929-1954, and is present on all four Old
Munising specimens (Toulouse 1971:403).
One colorless glass base fragment from Area
1, Level 2A contains numerals which indicate
that the bottle was made in 1947 at plant
number 9. This provides yet another very
recent date for an artifact associated with the
burned structural components in Area 1. The
second bottle is represented by a brown glass
base from a beer bottle. The precise date for
this bottle could not be determined, since the
mark is fragmentary. It was recovered from
Area 1, Level 1, and may be associated with
Feature GG. The third Owens-Illinois bottle
is represented by a round bottle base fragment. This bottle was made for "Elson's" of
Ishpeming, Michigan. The final Owens-Illinois bottle is a colorless glass, complete, eightsided quart jar made for the H. J. Heinz Co.
This is the Heinz shape No. 427, and was
recovered from a disturbed provenience in
Area 2.
Standard Glass Co. Afragmentary bottle base
marked "Blue Ribbon" may have been made

by the Standard Glass Company, but that
attribution is uncertain (Toulouse 1971:87).
If the mark is from that firm, the bottle would
date from 1920-1930. The fragment is from
a disturbed context.
Adolphus Busch Glass Manufacturing Co. A
complete aqua color beer bottle bearing the
mark A.B.G.M. CO. was recovered from a
bulldozer-disturbed deposit adjacent to Area
2. The lipping tool finished bottle was probably manufactured at Busch's Belleville, Illinois, plant which was operated from 18861907.
Bottle Manufacturers, Summary. It can be
seen in the preceding paragraphs that numerous manufacturers are represented in the
large bottle glass assemblage from Old
Munising. It is also apparent from the dates
derived from these marked bottles, that few
of these manufacturers were in operation
during the "blastfurnace era." Instead, many
of the identified manufacturers were in operation during the twentieth century. Those
bottles dated from 1922-1950s are probably
derived from trash discard from the Twork
occupation discussed in an earlier chapter.
The Tworks were the last family to occupy the
immediate project area prior to construction
of the nearby Kolbus house in 1963. Bottles
dating from 1911-1922 probably derive from
the McAfee occupation. This family occupied what was later to become the Twork
house. The chronological data gathered from
the bottle glass assemblage will be more fully
developed in the CONCLUSIONS section of
the report.
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Bottle Contents. In Table 15, the contents of
the relatively few functionally diagnostic bottle
fragments from the site are summarized. For
a small number of bottles it has been possible
to develop more specific information regarding vessel contents. This is particularly true
for several medicinal containers which contain portions of embossed lettering from which
original contents could be determined. Examination of these remedies provides some
insights into the ailments which the occupants
of Munising suffered from, and the medicines
they employed to provide cures. From today's
perspective, it can be seen that many of the
supposed cures could have supplied little, if
any, relief, while others were probably quite
damaging to the users. In the brief discussion
below, the names, chronological context, and
contents of some of these medicines are summarized. Since relatively few containers were
marked with regard to specific contents, the
identified examples constitute only a small
percent of the remedies which were actually
present.

sulfate of morphia, spirits of foeniculi, and
other ingredients in a syrup base. It was
claimed to soften the gums of teething babies,
allay pain, and cure colic and diarrhea (Wilson and Wilson 1971:146). The dangers of the
morphine and alcohol content of this product
began to be publicized in 1905 when Colliers
published a series of articles on the fraudulent
claims of various patent medicines. However, the product was still widely available in
the United States as late as 1912, when an
extensive volume on "Nostrums and Quackery" was published (Cramp 1912). Numerous
deaths of infant children during the first decade of the twentieth century could be directly traced to use of this product (Cramp
1912:434-435).
Van Duzerl Mrs. Allen's Worlds Hair Restorer.
Although the single vessel with "Van Duzer"
is quite fragmentary, it may have held hair
restorer. S.R. Van Duzer purchased and
distributed this product beginning in 1861,
and world-wide sales were very large (Wilson
and Wilson 1971:104). Van Duzer also distributed Jamaica Ginger, and it is possible
that the fragment is from that product. The
Old Munising example is from Area 1, Level
1. It is colorless glass with purple tint, placing
its approximate date of manufacture from
1880-1915. The product was advertised to
quickly restore gray hair to its natural beauty,
and produce "luxuriant" growth (Wilson and
Wilson 1971:104). It was also advertised as
"perfectly harmless," but a study of contents
conducted in 1880 revealed the presence of
nearly six grains of lead in each bottle, along
with sulfur, glycerin, and perfumed water.
The same contents were found in the product
in 1914, when the dangers of its use were again
reported (Cramp 1921:72).

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup. This product
had a long history, beginning as early as 1835,
and was marketed widely after 1849 (Fike
1987:231). While the narrow, cylindrical
bottles which contained this product underwent some changes through the years, particularly technological ones, even fragmentary examples are readily identifiable (Wilson and Wilson 1971:145-146). Portions from
two separate bottles (Area 1, Level 1 and
Area 1, Level 2) were recovered in 1980. One
dates from 1880 to post-1900, while the other
was too fragmentary for accurate dating. The
product was hailed as a panacea for treating
infants who were teething. However, its innocent name belies its contents, which included
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Davis Vegetable Pain Killer. This product was
introduced in 1839, and enjoyed widespread
popularity until at least the turn of the century
(Wilson and Wilson 1971:112). At least three
sizes of bottles were used for this product,
with many variations over the years. It was
claimed to be purely vegetable medicine, and
a safe and sure cure for rheumatism, neuralgia, cramps, cholera, diarrhea, dysentery,
sprains, bruises, burns, scalds, toothaches,
and headaches. The original formula apparently contained gums of myrrh, opium, benzoin, guiac, camphor, and capsicum, with
alcohol as a base. By 1870 the benzoin was
eliminated, and by 1880 the opium had been
removed. The example from Old Munising
was recovered from Area 1, Level 2A.

cost $.50or$1.00 depending upon size, which
was certainly a considerable amount of money
in the nineteenth century. Embossed lettering first appeared on the bottles in the early
1890s, and the single example from Old
Munising is embossed with the product name,
placing the manufacture of the bottle after
1890. It was recovered from Area 1, Level 1.
Apparently, this productwas still being manufactured in the 1980s (Fike 1987:193). In the
nineteenth century, the productwas popularized by traveling medicine shows (Fike
1987:Figure 61).
Dr. Shoop's Family Medicines. Dr. Charles
Shoop began marketing his varieties of family
medicines in the last half of the 1880s in
Racine, Wisconsin. By 1900 he had developed at least 20 different medicines for nearly
every kind of illness (Wilson and Wilson
1971:138). Several fragments were recovered
from Area 1 which appear to represent a
single Dr. Shoop's medicine bottle. The aqua
fragments were recovered from two Level 2
proveniences, and a single Level 2A provenience. The bottle does not appear to be
automatic machine-made, suggesting that it
dates between 1885 and 1920. Since the
company was listed in city directories as Dr.
Shoop Laboratories in 1912, it is possible that
the bottle predates that name change. Shoop's
products were still being advertised as late as
the 1940s (Fike 1987:150). The specific medicine contained in the bottle could not be
determined.

Hamlin's Wizard Oil. This product first appeared in 1859 after John A. Hamlin purchased the Wizard Oil formula from Dr. C M .
Townsend, and began manufacture in Cincinnati, Ohio (Wilson and Wilson 1971:118).
After the Civil War a new and larger plant was
opened in Chicago, and the product became
very successful. In the 1860s the product
contained myrrh and capsicum, oil of sassafras, gum camphor, and chloroform. By 1884,
contents included tincture camphor, aqua
ammonia, oil of sassafras, turpentine, chloroform, alcohol, and oil of cloves (Wilson and
Wilson 1971:41). By the early 1900s, the
contents included spirit of camphor and ammonia, chloroform, oil of sassafras, cloves,
and turpentine, and a large percentage of
alcohol. The product was claimed to cure
nearly all aches and pains known to man, and
a range of other ailments from rheumatism,
deafness, diphtheria, and frostbite, to cuts
and bruises. Its range of purported uses
exceeds even Davis Pain Killer. Single bottles

Chamberlain's. Chamberlain's medicines
were produced after 1879, with many varieties marketed after 1882 (Wilson and Wilson
1971:110). The single example from Old
Munising contains only the word
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"Chamberlain's," and apparently had the
product name on a paper label. It is of
colorless glass made by automatic machine.
The specimen may postdate 1920. Most of
Chamberlain's medicines were not marketed
after 1930 (Fike 1987:206).

a beverage." The product was manufactured
in Buffalo, New York. It is very likely that the
product was similar to the myriad of other
bitters products of the nineteenth century,
and was essentially an alcohol product packaged to mask its actual content.

Dr. S. Pitcher's Castoria. This product is a mild F. Brown's Essence of Jamaica Ginger. Allaxative which was patented in 1868, and first
though only a small embossed fragment of a
marketed in 1869 (Wilson and Wilson
single bottle was recovered, it appears to
1971:132). The original product contained an
match published examples of Brown's Jaextract of senna leaves and various aromatics
maica Ginger (Wilson and Wilson 1971:24).
(Cramp 1912:518). The rights to the product
This product was produced as early as 1822,
were sold several times, but after C.H. Fletcher
and enjoyed large sales and popularity into
purchased the rights in 1887 it became exthe early twentieth century. By 1900 it was the
tremely successful. Fletcher made some
most popular brand of Jamaica Ginger exchanges to the product, including the addition
tract in the world (Wilson and Wilson 1971:24).
of alcohol. Even though similar products
The bottle fragment from Old Munising was
were available at less cost across the country,
recovered from Area 1, Level 2. The aqua
the Castoria sold extremely well, and huge
glass is heavily patinated, and appears to have
numbers of bottles were produced around the
considerable antiquity. Since there were nuturn of the century. Variants embossed
merous Jamaica Ginger formulations bottled
"Fletcher's" versus "Pitcher's" were introin the 1800s (Fike 1987:128-129), the identiduced in the early 1890s (Wilson and Wilson
fication of the fragment as F. Brown's brand
1971). Pitcher's Castoria was still being marmustbe considered tentative. However, since
keted as late as 1948 (Fike 1987:177). The
it was the most popular brand, it is the most
example from Old Munising was recovered
likely candidate for the Old Munising sherd.
from Area 1, Level 1. This fragmentary
example appears to predate automatic ma- Kennedy's Salt Rheum Ointment. A complete
chine manufacture, and may date to 1890, or
vessel of this medicine was recovered from a
somewhat earlier.
bulldozed provenience at Old Munising. The
cork remains in place, along with most of the
original contents of the bottle. This product
Wahoo Bitters. The only example of this
has been produced since at least 1853, and
product from Old Munising is a fragmentary
marketed in a number of different bottle
panel with the letters "AHOO," but it seems
forms since that time (Wilson and Wilson
to represent E. Dexter Loveridge's Wahoo
1971:50). The Old Munising bottle is 3 1/2 in
Bitters (Watson 1965:218-219). This product
tall and 2 3/8 inches in diameter. An irregular
was patented in 1863, but information on the
folded lip is present. This product was advertemporal span for the product has not been
tised to "cure salt rheum, erysipelas sores,
developed. Paper labels found with complete
scald head, shingles, ringworms, sore eyes,
specimens suggest that it could be drunk "as
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hot and itching humor, burns and scalds"
(Wilson and Wilson 1971). The product, like
all the other specific medicines identified
from Old Munising, was produced over a long
time span, and was still being advertised in the
early twentieth century (Fike 1987:198). It is
very likely that the Old Munising example
predates 1900, when the embossing was moved
to the base of the bottle. Further, the crude
construction of the bottle suggests a midnineteenth-century age.
Vaseline. Robert Chesebrough began selling
Vaseline petroleum jelly wholesale for commercial drug manufacturers in 1872 (Wilson
and Wilson 1971:28). In 1887 he began to
bottle the product for retail sales. Initially it
was advertised for limited uses for children,
but later in the nineteenth century, its intended uses were greatly expanded to
"wounds, cuts, bruises, burns, sprains, piles,
rheumatism, skin diseases, catarrh, sores,
eruptive diseases, coughs, colds, croup, diphtheria and chest and throat disorders" (Wilson and Wilson 1971:28). The product was
bottled in numerous container variants from
1887-1900, all with cork stopper tops. The
screw-top form was not added until well into
the automatic-machine production era (Wilson and Wilson 1971:28). Since the example
from Old Munising has a continuous screw
top, it must date to the twentieth century, and
is probably of rather recent vintage.

1875 they began distribution of Boonekampe
bitters in a tonic form through much of the
United States. This popular form continues
to be sold throughout much of the world as a
flavoring.
Summary of Bottle Contents. It can be seen
from the foregoing that among the bottled
products consumed at Old Munising were a
typical variety of "over the counter" remedies
and supposed cures. The products identified
in the assemblage are all very common ones
which were widely used through the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Few of
these can be positively associated with the
"blast furnace era," although most of the
products were available during that period.
Like so much ofthe archeological assemblage
from the site, many ofthe medicines appear to
relate to the era of Munising's decline (1880s
to 1895), or even to the final twentieth-century occupation of the area by the McAfee
and Twork families (or others). After 1906
legislation was passed which forced the eventual removal of dangerous components ofthe
"cure-alls," and reduced the exaggerated
claims for product success which had flourished throughout the later portion of the
nineteenth century. However, some of the
products represented in the Old Munising
assemblage maintained popularity well into
the twentieth century, and a few are still
available today.
Miscellaneous pressed glassware

Maag-Bitters. A single vessel from Old
Munising bears the superimposed letters
"HUA" which stand for Hubert-Albrecht
Underberg of Rheinberg, Germany (Wilson
and Wilson 1971:93,143). This company distributed a concentrate of bitters during the
1860s and 1870s through import agents. In

A large number of fragments from a
variety of pressed glass vessels in forms other
than bottles was recovered during the excavations at Old Munising. These include decorative and/or functional forms in several colors.
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After initial sorting into groups comprised of
different colors, attempts were made to match
similar pieces and identify individual vessels.
Since a very large number of the fragments
exhibit designs pressed into the glass during
manufacture, numerous vessels could be tentatively identified based upon color and decorative pattern. Vessel identification was further enhanced by subjecting all of the fragments to inspection under both long and short
wave ultraviolet light. The distinct colors
observed under these light sources helped to
refine assignment of sherds to individual vessels as well as to further sort the glass, based
upon color nuances. In the following discussion, a few diagnostic vessels are described,
and their probable temporal parameters are
discussed. The remaining sherds and vessels
are summarized briefly in the text, and are
listed by color, pattern, and provenience in
Table 17.
Purple "Mosaic" Glass. Six fragments which
all appear to derive from a single vessel (Vessel 1) were recovered from various proveniences in Area 1. While the majority of the
sherds are from Level 1, two are from Level 2,
and one is from Level 2A. The glass appeared
white under short wave ultraviolet light, and
green under longwave ultraviolet. While the
vessel could not be reconstructed, all the
sherds appear to derive from a single, four (or
more) sided, lidded container. An embossed
design in the form of a leaf down each edge,
connected near the top of each side with an
arch of dots is visible on this vessel. Although
the mosaic glass object can not be dated with
certainty, some information on manufacture
was obtained. This type of swirling glass was
originally called mosaic, but later became

known as "marble glass" or "slag" (Belknap
1949:311). The similarity of the glass to glass
slag from the blast furnace operation is rather
striking, and the origin of that name for the
glass is quite apparent. Occasionally, mosaic
glass has been wrongly called "end-of-day."
The largest U.S. manufacturer of this glass
was Challinor, Taylor and Co. of Tarentum,
Pennsylvania. Finer pieces were imported
from England. Detail on the English pieces is
apparently far greater than on U.S. manufactured vessels.
White Glass. There are 44 fragments from a
minimum of 24 white glass vessels in the
assemblage. This glass is usually referred to
as "Milk" glass. One variety with a lustrous
color is often called "Opal" glass. A few of the
white glass fragments from Old Munising
could be identified with regard to form, maker,
and approximate age. Covered dishes are the
most common identified form (n=10), but
two cosmetic jars and a single flower vase
were also identified.
A single covered dish fragment (Vessel 2) is from the interesting "Uncle Sam on
a Battleship" pattern (Belknap 1949:199).
This design was patented by George Flaccus
of Wheeling, West Virginia, on October 4,
1898. Itisaquaint,patrioticrepresentationof
a gunboat of the Spanish-American War period, with an oversized Uncle Sam on the deck
(Belknap 1949:199, plate 185). This pattern
was apparently produced only in 1898 and
1899. The covered dishes were used for
holding mustard and other condiments (Revi
1964:330-331). The single fragment from Old
Munising is from a bulldozer-disturbed surface provenience adjacent to Area 2.
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Table 17. Miscellaneous glass containers and fragments.
Color

Form

White
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
covered dish
covered dish
cov. dish lid
cov. dish lid
cov. dish lid
cov. dish lid
cov. dish lid
cosmetic jar
cold creme jar
undetermined
undetermined
flower vase
Red "spotted" glass
undetermined

Pattern

plain
plain
plain
plain
plain (blue)
plain
plain
plain
geometric
ribbed
feathers ?
undetermined
undetermined
feathers
plain
plain
plain
blue paint
yellow paint
floral

No.
Fragments

15
3
2

Vessel
No.*

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24

Provenience
Area / Level

1
4

3

1
1
2
Ft. 1
Ft.GG
2
2A
1
2

2
4
2
surface
2
surface
surface
surface
2A
1

ribbed

4

25

1

1.2.2A,

diamond & bar
undet. pressed
plain

4
1
1

26
27
28

1
3
1

1,2,2A
1
1

Gold
round jar ?
undetermined
stopper
Colorless
undetermined
undetermined
tumbler ?
tumbler
tumbler
tumbler
tumbler
tumbler ?
tumbler ?
? (lead glass)
? (lead glass)

strawberry/diamond
strawberry/diamond
diamond
fluted?
fluted?
?
?
?

?
fine X-hatch
fan

11
2
2
36
6
7
1
1
2
2
2
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34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

1
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

1.2
1
1,2
1
1
1.2.2A
1
1
1
1
surface,
2B
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Table 17. Continued.
Color

Form

Pattern

?
beads
diamonds
flower & bar
plain
?
?
bar & stem
geometric
?
frosted
oil lamp ?
bars
jar
thumbprint
goblet (lead glass)
?
tumbler
fluted
fluted
goblet
undetermined
diamond
fluted
tumbler ? (lead)
? (p tint)
floral
goblet ?
fan
undetermined
chevron
w/blue glass
undetermined
corregated
undetermined
undetermined
pyramid (lead)
undet. pressed
plate?
undetermined
undet. pressed
undetermined
ribbed ?
undet. pressed
undetermined
undetermined
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
undetermined
undet. pressed
undetermined
undetermined
pressed w/gilt
undetermined
pressed w/gilt
ribbed
undetermined
?
goblet stems ?
ribbed
tumbler ?
jar
X-hatch
stem from ?
faceted
plain
leg from ?
cover from ?
plain
undetermined
leaf
cover from ?
beaded
frag. w/ leg
plain
undetermined
undetermined
pitcher handle
goblet
flower vase
stopper frag.
stopper frag.
? (lead glass)
? (lead glass)

No.
Fragments
3
2
1
4

2

4
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Vessel
No.*
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Provenience
Area / Level
1
1
2
1
surface
1
1
1
surface
1
surface
surface
1
surface
1
2
1
1
surface
surface
surface
1
3
4
3
1
3
1
1
1
1
surface
surface
1
surface
surface
1
surface
surface
surface
1
surface

1
1
1
1,2A
1
1
1,2B
1,2A

1
1
1
1
1.2A

2B
Ft. 2

1,2

2B

1
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Table 17. Continued.
Color

Form

Pattern

goblet ?
tumbler/glass
tumbler
tumbler
undetermined

undet. pressed
star on base
fluted
fluted
corregated

undetermined

floral

undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
tumbler ?
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined

ribbed ?
X-hatch
diamond
checkerboard
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
vertical lines
linear bars
chevron
undet. pressed
floral?
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
X-hatch

undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
stopper
stopper
tumbler
tumbler
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined

undet. pressed
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
"C L"
faceted
ribbed
"star base"
undet. pressed
ribbed
chevron
chevron
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
undet. pressed
red paint

No.
Fragments
1
7

4
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Vessel
No.*
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

Provenience
Area / Level
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
surface
surface
1
1
surface
1
1
3
3
1
4
1
1
3
1
1
1
4
4
4
4
1
4
4
4
4
4
4
surface

2A
1,2,2A
1
Ft.GG
1
1
1
1
1
1,2B
surface
1
2B
1

1
Ft. EE
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2A
1
2
1
1
Ft. 1 & 2
1, Ft. 2
1
Ft. 2
2
2
1
1
1
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Table 17. Concluded.
Cobr

Form

Pattern

No.
Fragments

Vessel
No.*

Provenience
Area / Level

Purple
undet. lidded?
flower vase
lid from ?
miniature ?
tray?

fan
floral
geometric
bars
bars

3
1
1
1
4

130
131
132
133
134

1
1
2
1
1
Ft.GG
surface
1,2A,
1
Ft.GG
1
1
surface

undetermined
larg. undet.

thumbprint/star
lines & circle

3
1

135
136

undetermined

dots

1

137

1

square dish

undet. pressed

1

138

surface

Yellow
surface
•

Orange

* Does not include vessels described in the text.

Three fragments from a "hen" covered dish in white glass were also recovered
(Vessel 3). There are numerous "hen dishes,"
but the small fragments from Old Munising
bear a striking resemblance to the "Straight
Ahead Hen" covered dish illustrated by
Belknap (1949:Plate 145). Although the fragments cannot be assigned to this particular
"hen" covered dish pattern with certainty,
they are from some variant of the popular
"hen" covered dish. The sherds from this
vessel are from Area 1, Levels 2 and 2A.

also be "hen" styles, while the remainder
were not identified with regard to specific
pattern.

Similar covered dishes are represented
by dish and lid fragments from several proveniences (Table 17). It appears that seven
additional vessels (Nos. 12,13,14,15,16,17,
and 18) are represented by one sherd each.
Two of these very fragmentary vessels may

Red "Spotted" Glass. Four sherds from a
single (?) vessel (No. 25) of colorless glass
with red spots were recovered from four different stratigraphic units in Area 1. Since the
sherds could not be mended, it is possible that
more than one vessel is represented.

An additional covered dish (Vessel
19) in white glass is represented by three
sherds. This is a Flaccus pattern, known as
"Deer on Fallen Tree Base" (Belknap 1949:
188). Complete examples of this covered dish
are apparently quite rare. The fragments
from Old Munising all derive from the lid.
The sherds are from Area 1, Levels 1 and 2.
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Gold Glass. Six sherds from a minimum of
three different vessels were recovered from
Areas 1 and 3 (Table 17). The vessel forms
could not be identified, although the stopper
(Vessel 28) certainly derives from a vessel
with a restricted orifice.
Colorless (including Leaded) Glass. Numerous fragments (n=208) from a minimum of
101 different colorless glass vessels were recovered from the site. Although care was
taken during sorting of the numerous pressed
glass patterns, the small size of many sherds
may have obscured broader patterns and led
to an overrepresentation of individual patterns. This may have, in turn, led to errors in
identification of individual vessels. Despite
this uncertainty, it is apparent that a rather
large number of colorless glass vessels was
used, broken, and discarded at the site. Most
of these vessels were decorated with various
abstract designs, some of which are quite
complex. Designs were applied to a wide
variety of vessel forms, but unfortunately,
only a few vessel forms could be confidently
identified in this large assemblage. With very
few exceptions, the vessels are all hollowware
forms, including bowls, pitchers, salt shakers,
and other forms.
The leaded glass vessels were identified through their tendency to appear white
under ultraviolet light, while all the other
colorless glass vessels appear green under
identical lighting. Although numerous vessels were identified, it is possible to provide
information such as temporal spans and pattern names for only a few. Pressed glass
vessels were popular over a relatively long
time span (1850-1920). Patterns were pro-

duced in great variety and copied rather indiscriminately by various manufacturers.
Three colorless glass fragments with a
pressed design appear to be from vessels with
the "feather" pattern (McCain 1979:Plate
256). This pressed glass pattern is also referred to as "Indiana Swirl," "Swirl," "Doric,"
"Feather Swirl," and "Prince's Feather." This
pattern was apparently produced from 1895
to 1905 (McCain 1979). At least two (Vessels
29 and 30), and possibly three, containers are
represented by the three fragments bearing
this design. The largest fragment is from a
goblet, and was recovered from Area 1, Level
1. Four other fragments (three are glued
together) are from a smaller, unidentified
vessel(s). All are from Area 1, Level 1 proveniences. Under long and shortwave ultraviolet light, all the fragments appeared green.
A fragment from the lid of a covered
compote (Vessel 31) in the "Argus" or
"Thumbprint" pressed glass pattern was also
recovered. This fragment is in clear, "crystal"
glass, and matches precisely a covered compote illustrated by Revi (1964:48). This vessel
was made by the Bakewell, Pears & Company, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Although
this company had a long manufacturing history, beginning in the early nineteenth century, the "Argus" decorated, covered compote appears to date to 1870 (Revi 1964:48).
Both fragments from the vessel were recovered from bulldozer-disturbed contexts near
Area 1. Given the age of the compote, it was
likely in use during the earliest years of occupation at Old Munising.
An intricately decorated, pressed glass
cup plate (Vessel 32) was recovered from
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Level 2, Area 1. This fragmentary plate is very
similar, and possibly identical, to examples
illustrated by McKearin and McKearin
(1941:Plate 136, No. 1 and 3). It is likely that
this vessel was manufactured in France or
Belgium near the turn of the century.
An engraved goblet fragment (Vessel
33) from Old Munising is very similar to a
''Three Face" goblet manufactured by George
Duncan and Sons (Innes 1976:Figure 392,
No. 1). This design was patented on June 18,
1878, by John Ernest Miller. The design was
applied with copper wheel engraving. Reproductions of this popular pattern were made
(Revi 1964:142), but it is likely that the archeological specimen, if correctly identified,
is a nineteenth-century example. The goblet
fragment was recovered from Area 4, Feature
1 fill.
Information on the remainder of the
very large sample of colorless, pressed glass
vessels is summarized in Table 17. It can be
seen from Table 17 that goblets and tumblers
constitute the majority of the identified vessel
forms. This is primarily due to the diagnostic
nature of small sherds from those forms, and
the difficulty of identifying vessel forms from
the remaining curved fragments. Despite the
large number of unidentified hollowware
forms in the colorless glass container group, it
can be seen that these vessels were an important component of the tablewares and decorative glass items at the site. The plain character of the ceramic table services from the
site contrasts strongly with the embellished,
"fancy" nature of the pressed glass assemblage.

Green Glass. Among the few green glass
sherds was a single identifiable vessel (No.
129). This fragmentary lid from a covered
sugar bowl was recovered from Area 1, Level
2. The pressed glass design on this fragment
is known as the "Dewey" pattern. Revi
(1964:201) illustrates a sugar bowl in the
Dewey pattern which precisely matches the
Old Munising fragment. The pattern is also
known as "Flower Flange." At least eight
different colors of glass were used for this
pattern. The vessel can be rather accurately
dated, since the company which manufactured it had a short temporal span. Revi dates
the pattern to 1900. The Indiana Tumbler
and Goblet Company was founded in 1894 in
Greentown, Indiana. Late in 1899, the company merged with nineteen other factories to
form the National Glass Company, which also
operated out of Greentown. On June 13,
1903, the plant burned, never to be rebuilt.
Revi (1964:199-203) apparendy associates the
"Dewey" pattern with the National Glass
Company, which would appear to date the
vessel from 1899-1903.
Purple Glass. Fourteen sherds from a minimum of seven vessels are transparent purple
in color. All of the vessels have pressed
designs. A flower vase is the only form which
can be confidently identified from this sample,
although it appears that a miniature vessel
and a tray are also present.
Yellow Glass. A single yellow glass sherd with
embossed dots was recovered. The vessel
form could not be determined.
Orange Glass. A single sherd from a square
dish (covered ?) in orange glass is present.
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Summary. A minimum of 137 different pressed
glass vessels represented by 290 sherds in nine
colors was identified from the Old Munising
glass assemblage. In Table 17, the vessel
forms are summarized by major provenience
units. It can be seen from the table that the
great majority of vessels is from Area 1, but
pressed glass vessels were recovered from
every major excavated provenience. With a
few notable exceptions, the large pressed
glass assemblage provides relatively little information for determining the temporal relationship of the various stratigraphic units identified at the site. However, the assemblage
provides a useful view of the nature of the
household vessels used at the site. The variety
of forms and extensive number of complex
molded decorative patterns must have provided a bright contrast to the whiteware table
services at the homes.
Ceramic Vessels
Whiteware ceramic vessels dominate
the ceramic assemblage from Old Munising.
However, numerous examples of yellowware,
redware, stoneware, and porcelain were also
recovered. Analytical emphasis is placed
upon the whiteware assemblage, since it offers the most information regarding chronology, manufacturers, style, and economic status.
Whiteware Ceramic Vessels. Ceramic sherds
from broken vessels constitute one of the
largest artifact classes from Old Munising.
Whiteware vessel fragments account for the
majority of sherds, with 2,277whiteware sherds
represented. Seven different decorative types
were recorded within the whiteware group,

including plain (undecorated), molded, transfer print, decal, handpainted, edge, and miscellaneous. The plain and mold decorated
(repousse) types constitute the great majority
of the sherds and vessels.
The whiteware paste used to construct
these vessels has been described by a bewildering variety of terms. Several are used in
archeological literature (often interchangeably) (Miller 1980; Price 1979), but a much
greater array was used by the original potters.
Generally, the term "ironstone" has been
applied to mid- and late nineteenth century,
plain and mold decorated, white ceramic vessels. However, in its initial usage, it describes
a whiteware innovation introduced as early as
1813 by Mason. In some reports, the term is
applied very broadly, and encompasses a wide
variety of whiteware paste formulae which all
resulted in white bodies of varying texture,
hardness, and color (Wetherbee 1980). In
other reports, a more restrictive use of "ironstone" has been suggested (Price 1979). In
this report, the term ironstone is avoided, and
the more general term "whiteware" is used to
categorize the late nineteenth-century whitebodied ceramic vessels from Old Munising.
The color of the Old Munising
whiteware vessels ranges from stark white to
"steel-gray." Many are stained through use,
and through contact with corroding metals in
archeological contexts. No attempt has been
made to subdivide the paste into groups based
upon color nuances or hardness, but instead,
emphasis is placed upon the decorative treatments applied to the vessels, and upon identifying the manufacturers who made them.
There is ample evidence from a collection of
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complete whiteware ceramic vessels from the
Steamboat Bertrand (1864) that contemporaneous vessels within individual shipments
reflectsignificantvariabihtyin color and hardness of paste, and surface color. For example,
cups from within individual shipping crates
from the Bertrand range from very hard "semivitreous" paste with "cold, steel-blue" color,
to softer, pure white vessels (Leslie Perry,
personal communication, 1987).
Nineteenth-century potters used a wide
variety of similar sounding terms to define
their particular wares. Initially, Wetherbee
(1980:17) listed 26 such terms and later identified 61 (Wetherbee 1985:15). There are
certainly more. Most tend to connote hardness, or durability, perhaps with the goal of
indicating improvement over early and midnineteenth-century pearlware and whiteware.
Terms such as "ironstone china," "stone
china," "imperial white granite," and others
were used. The wares actually appear to be
considerably harder than earlier whitewares,
since many of the vessel fragments from the
Old Munising excavations are well preserved,
and rather large, compared with whiteware
sherds from earlier sites. Several vessels
could be partially reconstructed, despite originating in rather shallow deposits, subject to
extensive moisture, and annual freeze and
thaw cycles.
Whiteware vessels from the site also
share a common characteristic of being considerably thicker on average than earlier
whitewares. This may have been a device of
the manufacturers to further appeal to the
public by providing apparently sturdier,
heavier vessels. While the vessels may have

been more durable than earlier whitewares,
those in use at two former structural locations
at Old Munising broke into over 2,000 fragments representing over 330 different vessels.
The plainness of the numerous
undecorated vessels was relieved somewhat
by the presence of several decorated vessels.
These vessels were decorated with transfer
print, decal, handpainted, or edge designs.
These decorated vessels add some variety to
an assemblage which is dominated by
undecorated, white pieces.
By the early 1850s, transfer printed
decorations, which had dominated the market for most of the century, rapidly faded in
popularity. They were replaced with plain
white vessels which featured rectilinear
shapes, panels, or other "designs" which were
intrinsic to the basic shapes of the vessels. By
the 1860s, a variety of raised, molded designs
was applied to the white vessels. Avery wide
variety of such designs was registered. One of
these, the Ceres Shape, or Wheat pattern, has
been manufactured with slight variations by
at least 23 potteries from 1859 until the present
day (Sussman 1985:7). While plain white (or
cream color) vessels were the least expensive
decorative style ofwhiteware throughout much
of the nineteenth century, after 1850-1860 the
"new" white vessels became the most expensive decorative forms (Miller 1980). This is
despite the fact that white "ironstone" was
marketed primarily as a durable, utilitarian
ware. By the late 1890s, it had declined in
price, and was again the cheapest dinnerware
available in some mail order catalogues
(Sussman 1985:9).
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Old Munising, with its initial date of
1867, clearly reflects the ceramic styles of the
late nineteenth century, an era dominated by
plain, and molded white "ironstone." Vessels
with white surfaces, both with molded decorations and undecorated, constitute 88 percent of all whiteware sherds in the ceramic
assemblage. This assemblage spans 1867 to
about 1915.
Transfer print, decal,
handpainted, edge, and miscellaneous decorated sherds constitute only 12 percent of the
whiteware assemblage.

edges; there are no fluted or geometric mold
shapes in this group. The large number of
sherds and vessels in this undecorated group
(Table 18) clearly indicates that many of the
table service vessels in use at Old Munising
were purely functional and extremely plain in
character. The various molded patterns were
probably equally functional and durable, but
were likely slightly more expensive than these
starkly plain vessels. Plain forms were made
by most of the Staffordshire potters through
the 1870s and 1880s (Wetherbee 1985:137).

In analyzing the whiteware sherds,
considerable attention was given to documenting and identifying the decorative patterns. Since only a very small number of
decorative patterns could be identified based
upon maker's marks, a variety of archeological reports and ceramic "collector" books
was used for comparison with the Old
Munising sherds. Through these sources,
several patterns could be identified by name,
and approximate dates of manufacture assigned. At first glance the plain white assemblage appears to contain rather little decorative variation. However, during analysis, 101
different patterns were identified. Forty-four
of these are molded designs on vessels which
lack any color embellishment, other than occasional addition of gilt highlights.

Certainly, it would have been a simple
matter to replace broken vessels from "sets"
of the undecorated whiteware. Numerous
manufacturers' wares could be mixed and
matched into sets, and the resulting color and
shape variability would likely have been a
minor concern to the users. In Table 19, the
plain whiteware vessels and sherds are tabulated by stratigraphic association and vessel
form. Plain, undecorated vessels account for
1,780 sherds, or 78 percent of all whiteware
sherds from the site. The utilitarian,
unembellished nature of the ceramic assemblage is clearly reflected by these totals.

Plain, Undecorated. This first decorative type
is a category which features an absence of
decorative treatment. While different rim
and base profiles are represented, all of the
vessels and sherds in this group lack decorative embellishments. No color, molded designs, or other elements have been added to
the white-bodied vessels in this group. All of
the sherds feature curving rims and rounded

While it may appear that this large,
undecorated group of ceramicvessels reflects
a high degree of conservatism, and low economic status of the users, it must be remembered that these plain wares were not necessarily inexpensive (Miller 1980). The emphasis on plain, uncluttered services seems to
have been fostered by the English (and copied
by U.S.) potters as a replacement for and
"improvement" over the proliferation of fanciful, embellished transfer designs of earlier
years. All of the white "ironstone" wares
were intended for North America, and are not
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found in England where they were manufactured (Sussman 1985:7). Perhaps the potters
thought that these simple wares, with their
thick forms, and durable, tough sounding
recipes (i.e., stone china and granite) would
appeal to working class Americans and result
in increased sales. Whatever their actual
goals, the plain wares were a huge success,
and were imported in enormous quantities.
Mold-decorated
Whiteware.
Although
undecorated whiteware is the dominant ceramic type recovered from Old Munising, a
considerable number of vessels and sherds
reflect decorative styles which were popular
through the mid- to late nineteenth century.
At a general level, these decorative forms can
be divided into varieties which include geometric, scroll, and floral designs. The category of geometric designs is a catch-all group
which includes a variety of simple, yet attractive polygonal and "fluted" forms. These are
defined primarily by the shape of the vessels,
and usually lack the raised, intricate designs
which occur in the other varieties. These
forms have their roots in the 1840s, when
multi-sided shapes became popular in combination with transfer printed designs. Some of
the earlier (1850s) plain white vessels exhibit
shapes (e.g., "Gothic") which are also found
on transfer print vessels.
During the 1860s, "harvest" themes
became popular (Wetherbee 1985:76). Many
of these patterns depict wheat or other grains
in attractive raised designs (Sussman 1985).
A wide variety of foliage and flower designs
also became popular at that time. As might be
expected, given the 1867 initial date for Old
Munising, several of these decorative patterns are present in the whiteware assem-

blage. Other patterns, including various
named scroll designs make up a third decorative variety. These appear to be less common
at Old Munising than the abstract "paneled
and fluted polygonal" and harvest (including
leaves and flowers) designs. Despite the fact
that only a single decorative molded whiteware
pattern from Old Munising was identified
through presence of a maker's mark which
included the pattern name, several other patterns have been identified through comparison with published examples. For a few of
those, the likely manufacturer has been identified. Mold-decorated patterns from Old
Munising are summarized in Table 18, and
select examples are illustrated in Figures
34-40.
Transfer Print. Since the occupation of Old
Munising began after the era of popularity of
transfer printed designs, it was anticipated
that relatively few transfer decorated vessels
would be represented in the whiteware assemblage. The dominance of transfer printed
whiteware ended by 1860, having been replaced by plain and mold-decorated
whiteware. While more transfer printed
whiteware was recovered than had been expected, all of the 25 transfer print patterns
(including 127 sherds and 35 vessels) are of
late design. There are no examples of pre1860 "romantic" or other early transfer print
patterns in the assemblage. Most of the 25
patterns are rather poorly executed, and reflect a decline in transfer print quality from
earlier production techniques. Nearly all of
the transfer print patterns are floral designs
(Table 20). Only one pattern could be identified by name and manufacturer. This pattern (No. 1), although unmarked, precisely
matches published examples of "Delhi"
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(Carley 1982:77), a pattern made by W.T.
Copeland and Sons. "Delhi" was registered
by the Copeland firm in 1882. Twenty fragments from two cups, a bowl, and a plate of
this pattern were recovered from various Area
1 and Area 3 proveniences at Old Munising.
The presence of a single sherd of this pattern
in Area 1, Feature II suggests that the feature
(a pit) was in use at least as late as 1882.
Relatively little temporal information
can be developed from the remaining transfer
print sherds and vessels. Included in the
transfer print collection are four flow blue
patterns (Nos. 10 through 13). These are
"resurgent" flow blue patterns which were
popular during the very late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Like the majority
of transfer print patterns and vessels, these
flow blue patterns derive primarily from Area
1, Level 1 proveniences. One fragmentary
plate with transfer print Pattern 13 from Area
3 bears a mark of Charles Allerton and Sons.
The mark dates this vessel from about 1903 to
1912. Similar Allerton marks were used until
about 1929 (Godden 1964:30). A single
unmarked sherd of Pattern 13 was recovered
from Feature JJ in Area 1. This strongly
suggests an early twentieth-century age for
use of that pit feature. It is likely that the
remaining flow blue vessels are also of English manufacture, since relatively few U.S.
firms made this decorative ware.
With regard to vessel form for tea and
table service transfer printed vessels, plates
are most numerous (n=22), followed by cups
(n=5), and bowls (n=5). A single pitcher
from a pitcher and bowl set and three unidentified forms are also present.

In addition to tea and table wares,
transfer print was also used in the form of
advertising on several specialized whiteware
vessels. Included in this group are seven
fragmentary small ceramic pots. Such vessels
were used to contain diverse products such as
salves and creams, toothpaste, fishpaste, and
other contents. While none of the manufacturers of the fragmentary vessels from Old
Munising could be identified, vessel contents
were determined in a general manner. One
fragmentary vessel formerly held marmalade,
as indicated by transfer printed lettering. Two
vessels formerly held a salve or cream for
treatment of gout and rheumatism. These
decorated vessels exhibit both advertising art
and printed lettering. Despite this information, the manufacturer of the rheumatism
cure could not be determined. Additional
medicine containers are apparently represented by four other highly fragmentary pots.
One of these contains the lettering "oor man's
friend." Another contains the words "MADE
IN USA." The other vessels do not have
diagnostic printed designs or other information. These whiteware medicine containers
can be combined with the medicine bottles
described earlier to provide an indication of
the attempts by the occupants to treat various
illnesses and physical conditions.
Decal. Decal decorated whiteware sherds
and vessels are relatively well-represented in
the collection. A minimum of 23 vessels is
represented by 113 decal decorated whiteware
sherds. Thirteen different decal patterns are
present (Table 21). The majority of the
patterns are floral representations. Patterns
1-6,9,10, and 14 are all varieties of pink rose
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patterns. Patterns 7 and 12 are additional
floral representations. Pattern 11 features an
Asian landscape. The single geometric decal
design is represented by Pattern 13. Unfortunately, only one of the 113 sherds exhibited a
maker's mark. A single sherd from Pattern 1,
a floral design, bears a mark "Sterling China"
with a crown device. This user of this mark is
in dispute, although it may have been used by
Sterling China Company of East Liverpool,
Ohio. If that assignation is correct, the marked
sherd from Area 1, Level 2A must postdate
1917, the initial date for that firm. However,
the Sterling China Company made only hotel
ware, making the association of the decal
decorated sherd from Old Munising with that
company very doubtful. None of the remaining patterns could be specifically assigned to
a particular manufacturer. The distribution
of decal decorated sherds and vessels is shown
in Table 24. Like many other ceramic decorative groups, the great majority of decal
decorated sherds and vessels were recovered
from Area 1, Level 1 proveniences. Decal
decorated sherds were fairly well represented
in Area 1, Level 2A, the burned structural
zone. Only four decal decorated whiteware
sherds were recovered from Area 4. All of
those are from Feature 1 and Level 1 proveniences.
Hand Painted and Cut Sponge Decorated. These
decorative types are poorly represented in the
whiteware assemblage. A single cut sponge
stamped sherd from a cup was recovered from
a surface provenience in Area 5 (Table 22).
Hand painted decorative patterns occur on 22
sherds from a minimum of nine vessels. Five
different patterns are represented by these
sherds. A dark blue "wheat" pattern (No. 2)
is represented by 11 sherds from a cup and an

indeterminate form. The iridescent copperbrown luster "Tea L e a f pattern is represented by a single sherd from a cup. This
pattern was made by numerous manufacturers, although the best known is probably the
Meakin firm. Copper luster is also represented by Pattern 5. Two sherds from two
vessels of this pattern (a saucer and a hollowware vessel) were recorded. Pattern 6, a
polychrome floral variety, is represented by
two sherds from an unidentified vessel form.
Blue flowers and green leaves are connected
by lavender stems in this pattern. The final
pattern (No. 7) is represented by six sherds
from a saucer and an unidentified vessel form.
This is a polychrome floral pattern with red,
green, blue, and black colors.
Edge Decorated. Edge decoration was seldom
applied to ceramic vessels as a decorative
technique after about 1860. While transfer
printing continued to be relatively widely
used even after its peak popularity waned,
edge decoration appears to be more confined
to the pre-1860 era. Only seven sherds in two
patterns from a minimum of two vessels were
recovered from Old Munising (Table 22). All
of the sherds and vessels were recovered from
proveniences in Area 1, Level 1. Pattern 1 is
a late form of edge decoration, in which a blue
color band is applied to an otherwise
undecorated vessel edge. Six sherds of this
pattern from one plate were recorded. A
single sherd from a blue "shell-edge" plate
was also recovered. This latter plate is of a
style commonly found in pre-1860 contexts.
Porcelain. Porcelain ceramic sherds are fairly
numerous in the Old Munising ceramic assemblage. One hundred thirty-nine sherds
from a minimum of 35 vessels are present.
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The sherds reflect 23 different patterns, including decal, hand painted, and molded designs. The majority of the patterns are various
floral decal designs (Table 23). Only a single
vessel exhibited a maker's mark. A floral
decal decorated dish from Area 1, Feature
GG bears the mark "Warwick China." This
company, from Wheeling West Virginia, was
in business from 1884 through 1951. There is
some indication that the mark from the Old
Munising example may date prior to 1904,
although that assignation is tentative.
Warwick made high quality porcelain dinner
sets as well as semi-porcelain and hotel ware.
Decals were commonly used as decorative
treatments by this firm. Warwick did not
name its patterns, but instead listed them by
number. No pattern number is printed on the
Old Munising example. Other than this single
United States example, the origin for the
porcelain vessels is unknown. It is likely that
Germany is a source for some of the vessels.
The porcelain vessels include 11 plates
and two saucers, six cups, four bowls, and 11
undetermined shapes. These reflect tea and
table service items. Although some of these
porcelain vessels appear to have been relatively poorly made and inexpensive, others,
such as the Warwick example, appear to be
relatively high quality and expensive items.
By about 1900 when the floral decal style was
at its height of popularity, 100-piece dinner
sets of decal decorated porcelain sold for
about two and one-half to four times the cost
of similarly decorated "flint" and semi-porcelain sets (Sears, Roebuck and Co. 1969:788797). However, there is little evidence for
complete sets being used by the occupants at
Old Munising. There are a relatively large
number of patterns, and for the decorated

porcelain, a maximum of four vessels is present
for any single pattern. This suggests that
porcelain, like the various whiteware decorative types, was not acquired in complete sets,
but was instead either "matched" through
piecemeal purchases of generally similar
items, or used in various decorative combinations.
In addition to the tea and table service
porcelain vessels, numerous miniature vessels were also recovered. Twenty-one sherds
from a minimum of 11 separate miniature
vessels are present. It is likely that these
vessels primarily represent toy china tea sets.
There are seven cups, two saucers, a teapot or
pitcher, and an additional hollowware form in
the miniature porcelain vessels from Old
Munising. These forms match rather well
with inexpensive sets which were offered
through various mail-order houses around
the turn of the century (Sears, Roebuck and
Co. 1969:913). Undecorated sets of one and
one-half dozen items sold for as little as 15
cents. Decorated sets of up to two dozen
items were valued between 25 cents and about
one dollar.
Yellowware. Yellowware consists of a minimum of 11 identifiable vessels represented by
57 sherds, and an additional 49 sherds which
could not be assigned to a specificvessel. This
relatively small sample was recovered from
all excavated areas of the site (Table 25).
Yellowware reached its popularity zenith in
the 1870s and 1880s, and it is somewhat surprising that yellowware was not more numerous in the collection. The specific forms of six
of the 11 yellowware vessels could be determined. These include five mixing bowls and
one master salt. The shapes of the remaining
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vessels could not be determined. Three forms
of decoration are present on these vessels: (1)
annular, (2) "Rockingham" glazed, and (3)
dendritic (mocha). All of these decorative
techniques were very popular through the
late nineteenth century. The dendritic design
occurs on Vessel 14, a master salt. Sherds
from this vessel were recovered from Levels
1, 2A, and 2B in Area 1. The yellowware
assemblage primarily reflects a food preparation function, as evidenced through the numerous mixing bowls in the assemblage.
Unlike the plain and molded whiteware, which
reflected both English and U.S. manufacturers, the yellowware was probably all manufactured in the United States. Ohio was one of
the important manufacturing regions for this
ware in the late nineteenth century.
Redware. A single redware vessel was recovered during site excavation (Table 25). The
26 sherds from this unglazed flower pot were
scattered across several units and levels within
Area 1. From this meager yield, it is apparent
that redware vessels were of limited importance during the lengthy occupation at Old
Munising.
Stoneware. Stoneware is well represented in
the ceramic assemblage from 20AR192. A
minimum of 55 vessels was identified from
the 407 stoneware sherds (Table 26). Of
those sherds, 301 can be associated with individual vessels. The remaining 106 sherds
could not be associated with any vessel due to
their highly fragmented condition. The majority (n=35) of identified vessels was derived
from Area 1 proveniences. This was expected, given the extensive excavations undertaken in Area 1. Vessel shape could be

determined in a general manner for most of
the 55 vessels, but specific form identification
was possible for relatively few. As expected,
all of the larger vessels (i.e., crocks) are cylindrical, rather than globular, in shape. This
reflects the age of the assemblage. Cylindrically-shaped vessels were the norm after about
1860. A few ink bottles, bowls, and jugs are
present, but the great majority of the vessels
are crocks of various sizes (Table 26).
The vessels are essentially devoid of
decoration. Only Vessel 63 is decorated with
sponge-applied abstract designs. The surface
treatment on all remaining vessels is limited
to slips (Albany or Bristol) and glazes. Lead
and salt glaze treatments are both present,
with lead glaze (n=32) vessels outnumbering
salt glazed items (n=21). This difference
again reflects the age of the assemblage, with
lead glazing gradually replacing salt glazing
through time. Unfortunately, the plain character of the collection extends to base marks.
There is a complete lack of maker's marks
which negates attempts to determine manufacturing locales for the vessels. However,
similar to yellowware, there is little doubt that
the stoneware was made within the Midwest
region of the U.S.
The plain character of the stoneware
vessels matches the whiteware assemblage.
Since the stoneware vessels mainly reflect
food storage and preparation functions, the
undecorated character of the collection is not
surprising. The presence of numerous crocks
and other food storage vessels indicates that
food preparation and storage were important
activities at the structures formerly present at
excavation Area 1 and 4.
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Table 18. Plain and molded whiteware sherd counts by pattern.
Pattern
No.

Maker(s)
Name

1
2

undecorated (plain)
Prairie Shape

3

Bell Tracery (?)

4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

leaf pattern
Forget-Me-Not
Lily-of-the-Valley
leaf/polyhedral
scroll
scroll
scroll
scroll
scroll
abstract (beads)
abstract (beads)
abstract (beads)
scroll
abstract (beads)
woven strands
Gothic
fluted, similar to:
Paris Shape
unnamed
full ribbed
fluted
fluted
fluted, similar to
pattern 23
melon ribbed
melon ribbed
annular rings
beveled
"double plumed"
scalloped rim
scalloped rim
scalloped rim

No.
Sherds

numerous
1,780
J. Clemenson,
Levesley,
Powell & Co.
1
Holland and
Green
1
undetermined
5
E. & C. Challinor (mrk)
11
undetermined
9
undetermined
1
deleted
10
undetermined
undetermined
11
undetermined
9
4
undetermined
undetermined
6
undetermined
7
undetermined
1
undetermined
4
undetermined
3
undetermined
1
undetermined
1
deleted
undetermined
3
J. Alcock,
T. J. & J. Mayer
J.W. Pankhurst
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
Johnson Brothers
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
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5
2
1

2
2
2

Date
Range

1861-1870+
1853-1882**
1860s (?)
1862-1891**
1860s
?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
1840s-1860s
1857-?
1843-1855*
1850-1882*
1840s-1860+
1840s-1860+
1840S-1860+
1870s-1880s
1870s-1880s
?
?
1883-1913*
?
9

?
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Table 18. Concluded.
Pattern
No.

42
43

undetermined
melon ribbed w/
gilt line
plain w/gilt line
undetermined
melon ribbed
beaded w/gilt
floral pattern
unidentified
Ceres Shape (Wheat)

44

unidentified/gilt

35
36
37
38
40
41

Maker(s)

No.
Sherds

undetermined

4

?

undetermined
undetermined
undetermined
undetermined

4
8
4
3

?
?
?
?

underermined
undetermined
At least 23
different
manufacturers
undetermined

7
52

?
?

16
18

1859-present
?

Name

Total No. Sherds

Date
Range

2,007

+ date range based upon pattern
* date range based upon probable maker
** date range based upon marked sherd

Table 19. Plain and molded whiteware sherds and vessels by provenience.

Provenience

Area 1
Level 1
Level 2
Level 2A
Level 2B
Feature GG
Feature HH
Feature II
Feature JJ
Feature KK
Surface/Balks
Subtotal

No. of
Sherds

SA

V«assets
CU
PL HO

FL

CJ

9

1

4

69
6
15

15
3
4
1

6

1

1
1
1
2
1
31

12

2

34

24

127

35

14

734
118
135
10
20
6
3
25
4
327

20
6
1

1,382

21

1

111

BO

UN

4
1

3

1

1

4

PR
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Table 19. Concluded.
Provenience

No. of
Sherds

SA

CU

Vessels
PL HO

FL

CJ

BO

UN

PR

Area 2
subtotal

83

1

Area 3
subtotal

165

5

Area 4
Level 1
Level 2
Feature 1
Feature 3

161
75
10
15

4
2

2
2
2
1

15
5

5
3

5
3

1

subtotal

261

6

7

20

8

8

1

Area 5
surface
backdirt

8
16

1

1
2

subtotal

24

1

3

1

Miscellaneous
subtotal

92

4

3

13

3

2,007

51

36

164

49

Site Total
Explanation
No. = Number
SA = Saucer
CU - Cup
PL = Plate
HO = Hollowware

1

1

FL = Flatware
CJ = Cosmetic jar
BO = Bowl
UN = Unidentified
PR = Platter
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2

1

1

1

22

2

2

4

1
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Table 20. Transfer print sherd and vessel count by pattern.

Pattern No./Name

Maker

No.
Sherds

MNV

Vessel
Form

Copeland

20

4

2/(floral)
3/(floral)
4/(abstract)
5/(abstract)
6/(Willow like)
7/(floral)
8/(floral)

4
1
12
3
6
15
15

1
1
1
1
2
1
5

9/(floral)
10/(floral)
11/(geometric)
12/(scroll)
13/(unident)

6
1
1
2
9

2
1
1
1
2

3
5
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
5
2
6

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2 cups
bowl
plate
plate
cup
plate
cup
2 plates
pitcher
3 plates
2 bowls
2 plates
cup
bowl
plate
plate
bowl
hollow
plate
plate
plate
plate
plate
unident
plate
unident
plate
unident
plate
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35

1/Delhi

Allerton

14/(floral)
15/(floral)
16/(geometric)
17/(floral)
18/(floral)
19/(floral)
20/(floral)
21/(floral)
22/(floral)
25/(unident)
26/(unident)
27/(unident)
Total
Explanation
No. • Number
MNV = Minimum number of vessels
unident = Unidentified
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Table 21. Decal decorated sherd and vessel count by pattern.

Maker

No.
Sherds

MNV

Vessel
Form

Sterling China
Company

37

5

cup
bowl
3 plates

2/(pink rose)

4

1

plate

3/(pink rose)

7

2

2 plates

4/(pink rose)

8

2

2 bowls

5/(pink rose)

8

2

saucer
cup

6/(pink rose)

10

1

dish

7/(rose and
daisy)

2

1

cup

9/(pink rose)

20

1

saucer

10/(unidentified)

11

3

plate
saucer
unident.

11/(oriental)

2

1

bowl

12/(red flower)

1

1

bowl

13/(geometric)

1

1

plate

14/(pink rose)

2

1

cup

113

22

Pattern No./Name

1/(pink rose)

Total
Explanation
No. = Number
MNV = Minimum number of vessels
unident. = Unidentified
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Table 22. Hand painted, cut sponge, and edge decorated sherd and vessel count by pattern.

Pattern No./Name

No.
Sherds

MNV

Vessel
Form

Hand painted and cut sponge decorated sherds and vessels
1/(cut sponge)
2/(wheat pattern)

1

1

cup

11

3

plate
2 cups

4/(tea leaf)

1

1

cup

5/(brown band)

2

2

saucer
hollow

6/(floral)

2

1

unident

7/(polychrome
floral)

6

2

saucer
unident

23

10

Total
Pattern No./Name

No.

MNV

Vessel

Edge decorated sherds and vessels
1 /(blue shell)

6

1

plate

2/(blue shell)

1

1

plate

7

2

Total

Explanation
No. = Number
MNV = Minimum number of vessels
unident = Unidentified
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Table 23. Porcelain sherd and vessel count by pattern.

Pattern No./Name

Maker

1/(plain)

No.
Sherds

MNV

58

7

2/(Phoenix)
3/(unident)
4/(floral)

3
3
5

1
1
2

5/(floral)
6/(unident)
7/(pink rose)
8/(pink
9/(vk)lets)
10/(Oriental)
11/(fruit)
12/(banded)
13/(floral)
14/(gilt)
15/(floral)
18/(gilt)

2
1
4
1
1
3
1
2
2
3
2
9

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4

10

2

6

3

21/(unident)

11

3

23/(unident)

13

1

140

35

19/(floral)
20/(gilt)

Total

Warwick China Co.
floral)

Explanation
No. = Number
unident = Unidentified
hollow = Hollowware
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Vessel
Form

4 plates
3 hollow
saucer
hollow
cup
saucer
bowl
unident
dish
cup
unident
plate
bowl
plate
cup
dish
plate
2 plates
cup
unident
cup
plate
hollow
2und.
2 bowls
plate
cup

CULTURAL MATERIAL
Table 24. Decorated whiteware and porcelain sherd and vessel counts by provenience.

Proven

Area 1
L 1
L 2
L2A
L2B
FGG
Fll
FJJ
FKK
S/B

Transfer
Print
No. She MNV

46
13
7
1

16

2
1

1

1

Hand
Painted
No. She MNV

10
1

3

7

2

1
1

12

Edge
Decorated
No. She MNV

Decal
No. She MNV

62
2
16

2

18

6

15

subtotal

82

18

Area 2
subtotal

7

4

Area 3
subtotal

15

4

7
3

3
1

3

10

4

4

Area 4
L 1
L 2
Subtotal
Area 5
subtotal
Misc.
subtotal
Site
Total

5

127

35

2

7

2

1

1
3

Explanation
No. = Number
She = Sherds
MNV = Minimum number of vessels
Proven = Provenience

14
3
2

1
26

1
4

2

15

104

26

2

2

2

1

8

3

11

2

1

2

5
1

1
3
8

1

15

5

140

35

2

3

23

48
12
10
1
5
1

96

1

2

13

10

1

5

3

Porcelain
No. She MNV

9

7

2

113

L = Level
F = Feature
Misc. = Miscellaneous units
S/B = Surface/balks etc.
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Table 25. Yellowware and red ware sherd and vessel count.

Vessel
No.

No. of
Sherds

Description

Provenience

Area1-L1
L2, FJJ
Misc.
Area1-L1
Area1-L1
L2
Area4-L1
Area4-L1
Area 1-L1
L2A, L2B
Area 1-L 1
L2A
Area4-L2
Area 1-L 2A
Area 3

Yellowware
6

17

Annular, bowl

7
10
11

3
2
2

Annular, bowl

12
13
14

3
2
10

39

4

Annular

41
42
43

8
4
4

Rockingham, cylindrical
Rockingahm, cylindrical
Rockingham

Total

Bowl
Bowl
Bowl
Dendritic Mocha, Master Salt

59

Sherds not ascribed to a specific pattern

49

Redware
67

26

Flowerpot

Area 1-L 1
L2A.FHH

Explanation
L = Level
Misc. = Miscellaneous units
F = Feature
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Table 26. Stoneware sherd and vessel count.

Vessel
No.

No. of
Sherds

Description

Provenience

1

44

Lead glaze, cylindrical

2
3
4
5
8
9
15
16
17

14
4
3
4
3
2
3
7
10

Lead glaze, cylindrical
Lead glaze
Lead glaze, cylindrical
Lead glaze, cylindrical
Lead glaze, brown slip, bottle
Lead glaze, bottle
Salt glaze
Lead glaze, cylindrical
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

9
10
7
9
3
3
2
2
3
4
2
4
10

31

4

32
33
34

7
10
11

Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip
Salt glaze, Albany slip
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Albany slip
Lead Glaze, Bristol and Albany
slip, cylindrical
Lead glaze, Bristol and Albany
slip, cylindrical
Lead glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Lead glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Lead glaze, Albany slip

35
36
37
38
40
44
45
46

5
2
2
2
11
7
4
4

Lead glaze, Albany
Lead glaze, Albany
Lead glaze, Albany
Lead glaze, Albany
Lead glaze, Albany
Lead glaze, Albany
Lead glaze, Albany
Lead glaze, Albany

Area1-L1,
L 2A, L 2B
Area1-L1,L2
Area1-L1,L2B
Area 3
Misc.
Area 4-L 1
Area1-L1,L2A
Area 1-L 1
Area1-L1
Area 1-L 1,
L 2A, L 2B
Area 1-L 1.L2A
Area4-L1,L2
Area 1-L 1
Area 1-L 1.L2A
Area 5
Area 2
Area 1-L 2
Area 1-L 1
Area 1-L 2B
Area 1-L 1.L2B
Area 4- L 1
Area 1-L 1,L2B
Area 3,
Misc.
Area1-L1,
L2
Area 1-L 1,L2B
Area 1-L 1,L2B
Area 1-L 1,
L2, L2A
Misc.
Misc.
Area 3
Area 1-L 2B
Area 1-L 1
Area 1-L 1
Area 1-L 1
Area 4-L 2
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slip
slip, cylin.
slip
slip, cylin.
slip, cylin.
slip, cylin.
slip
slip
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Table 26. Concluded.

Vessel
No.

No. of
Sherds

47

5

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

5
4
2
2
2
3
2
11
2
1
2
2

60
61
62
63

3
2
2
3

64
65
66

2
3
12

Total

Description

Provenience

Lead glaze, Albany slip

Area1-L1
Area 3
Area 1-L 1
Area 4-L 1
Area 3
Area 3
Area 4
Area 2
Misc.
Area 1-L 1
Area 3
Area 1-L 1
Area 1-L 1
Area 1-L 2A

Lead glaze, Albany slip
Lead glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Lead glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Lead glaze, Albany slip, bowl
Lead glaze, Albany slip, bowl
Salt glaze, Albany slip
Lead glaze, Albany slip
Lead glaze, Albany slip, bowl
Salt glaze, Ink bottle
Salt glaze, Ink bottle
Lead glaze, Ink bottle
Lead glaze, Bristol and Albany
Slip
Salt glaze, Albany slip
Salt glaze, Albany slip
Lead glaze, Albany slip, cylin.
Salt glaze, Sponge decorated,
Albany slip, cylindrical
Salt glaze, Albany slip
Salt glaze
Salt glaze, Blue Slip, bowl

301

Sherds not ascribed to a specific vessel:
106
Total number of sherds:
407

Explanation
L = Level
Misc. = Miscellaneous
cylin. = Cylindrical
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Area1-L1,L2
Area1-L1,L2
Area 1-L 2 A
Area 1-L 1
Area 3
Area 4-L 1
Area 1-L 1.L2A
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Aboriginal Sherds. The discovery of nine
aboriginal ceramic sherds during excavation
was unexpected, especially given the context
in which the sherds were recovered. All nine
sherds were recovered from Feature GG in
Area 1. This shallow trash pit contained a
wide array of domestic and architectural
materials, all of which appear to date to the
early twentieth century. In this context, the
aboriginal sherds must reflect early twentiethcentury discard by some of the last residents
at Old Munising, possibly the McAfee family.
The sherds may represent discard of a vessel
kept by the occupants, or of sherds collected
by the family and later discarded. Since six of
the sherds could be mended and all of the
sherds share identical construction and treatment characteristics, it appears likely that a
single vessel is represented. The age of the
vessel represented by the sherds is unknown.
The sherds do not match any reported local
ware. The vessel was fired in a reducing
atmosphere which has resulted in the exterior
surface developing a brown to brick red color.
The exterior is smooth, and appears to have
been polished. The lack of coil breaks and the
irregular interior surface suggest that the vessel was molded, rather than formed through
coiling. The paste includes a large quantity of
sand which was used as a tempering agent.
Given the lack of comparability of the
fragmentary vessel to known local prehistoric
assemblages or to other regional styles, it is
difficult to further address its association. It
does not match Middle Woodland wares,
which are some of the few regional prehistoric
materials which exhibit extensive smoothed
surfaces like that seen on the Feature GG
vessel. The possibility must be considered
that the vessel is not of prehistoric age, but

instead might relate to local historic manufacture. Members of a local band of Chippewa
who had occupied Grand Island for many
years were actively involved in the blast furnace industry at Old Munising. They are
reported to have occupied numerous log
houses immediately west of the main settlement of Old Munising during the 1870s
(Wetmore 1905). Although there are no data
to suggest that they manufactured ceramic
vessels during the mid- and late nineteenth
century, they do represent a potential source
for the vessel from Feature GG. However, it
is equally plausible that the vessel was collected from some other area and is unrelated
to local Native American groups.
Maker's Marks on Ceramic Sherds. The large
whiteware ceramic assemblage from Old
Munising yielded numerous sherds with
stamped or impressed maker's marks. Many
of these marks are fragmentary, although
some are complete. Despite the fragmentary
nature of much of the material, it has been
possible to positively identify 14 different
manufacturers from these marks. An additional marked sherd could not be positively
identified, despite the presence of a nearly
complete mark. Two manufacturing regions
are represented by the makers: East Liverpool,
Ohio, and the Staffordshire region of England. Marks from English firms are considerably more numerous at the site than marked
East Liverpool sherds. Nearly every mark
occurs on the base of plain (occasionally with
molded decoration) whiteware vessels. These
maker's marks provide more chronological
data than any other class of artifacts from the
site, and are very useful for determining approximate temporal relationships between
major stratigraphic units.
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A large number of marked sherds was
recovered from the 56 sq m excavated at Area
1. Numerous East Liverpool and English
manufacturers are represented. Included are
five East Liverpool firms, which are represented by 11 sherds. Several of these sherds
have been mended, reducing the total number of marked fragments to nine.
Manufacturers represented by the
identified, marked sherds are as follows:
Vodrey Brothers. The Vodrey family was involved in various ceramic manufacturing efforts in East Liverpool, Ohio, beginning in
1847, and continuing until 1928. In 1876
white ironstone was first produced by the
firm, which in 1896 incorporated as the Vodrey
Pottery Company (Gates and Ormerod
1982:300). A marked sherd from Area 1
matches published examples of one of the
Vodrey Brothers' marks (Gates and Ormerod
1982:Figure 279). This mark was used on
white ironstone from 1876-1896. The sherd
from Area 1 bearing this mark was recovered
from Levels 1 and 2 of Unit 13, and is mended
from two pieces.
Homer Laughlin China Co. This firm has been
an industry giant, operating under its current
name since 1877 (Gates and Ormerod
1982:128). Avery large number of marks has
been used by the company, many of which can
be rather accurately dated. It appears that the
four different sherds with various Homer
Laughlin marks from Area 1 all date from
1877 to 1900 (Gates and Ormerod 1982:130132). These include three examples from
Area 1, Level 1 (Units 20 & 6 [mended], 13,
and 15), and one from Level 2 (Unit 13).

Knowles, Taylor, and Knowles. This firm,
which in the 1890s was the largest pottery
manufacturer in the United States, has a long
history. Whiteware was first produced in 1872
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:115). The single
marked sherd from this company is fragmentary, and appears similar to marks dated from
1890 to 1907 (Gates and Ormerod 1982: Figure 99,c,d). Given the fragmentary nature of
the sherd, it is not possible to positively identify the age of the mark. This sherd was
recovered from Area 1, Level 2 (Unit 14).
Unidentified. This fragmentary mark may be
from either the East End Pottery Co. or East
Liverpool Pottery Company (Gates and
Omerod 1982:40-44). These firms operated
from 1894 to 1901. Since the identification of
the mark is uncertain, the date range must be
considered very tentative. The sherd is from
Level 2A (Unit 26). A turn-of-the-century
date for that provenience would seem to be
too recent. However, it is certainly possible
that the sherd was introduced into the burned
structural remains during later deposition of
Level 1.
Sterling China Co. This firm is known for its
production of vitrified hotel and restaurant
china, and is a major manufacturer. The firm
has continued in business since 1917 (Gates
and Omerod 1982:250). Marked sherds which
may have been from this company were recovered from Area 1, Level 1 (Unit 12) and
Area 1, Level 2A (Unit 7). There is some
question about the assignation of the "Sterling China" with "crown" mark with this
company, so this identification must be considered quite tentative.
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British manufacturers are represented
by 25 marked sherds from Area 1. The city of
manufacture is listed in parentheses after the
name of the pottery. Nine firms identified
from these sherds are as follows:
Johnson Brothers (Hanley). Eight different
marked sherds have been attributed to the
Johnson Brothers. Seven ofthese have marks
which can be dated from 1883 to 1913 (Godden
1964:355). These feature a Royal Arms mark
with lion and unicorn, and the term "ironstone." Five of the sherds derive from Level
1 proveniences; one is from Level 2A, and one
is from Feature HH. The eighth Johnson
Brothers marked sherd is divergent from the
rest, and consists of a rendering of a crown.
This mark is more recent than the others,
dating after 1913. It was recovered from a
Level 1 provenience.

the letter "L" which is set apart from the other
letters. It is not known what is represented by
the "L". The impressed Meakin marks can
not be dated with great precision, but both
postdate 1851, when the pottery was founded
(Godden 1964:427). It appears likely that the
marks predate 1890, but that is only an assumption based upon the nature of later
printed marks published by Godden
(1964:427).
T.&R. BooteLtd. (Burslem). This firm was in
business following 1842 (Godden 1964:84).
However, the mark recovered from Old
Munising can be rather accurately dated to
1890-1906. This is one of the tightest temporal spans which has been identified from the
marked sherds. The sherd was recovered
from Level 1 (Unit 2).

J. & G. Meakin (Hanley). A single sherd with
a printed hallmark can be confidently associated with this firm. A variant of the Royal
Arms, and "ironstone china" occur in this
mark. The mark can be dated to post-1890
(Godden 1964:427). It was recovered from
Level 1 (Unit 13). A second fragmentary
mark may be from the J. & G. Meakin firm,
but could also be Jackson & Gosling (18661880) (Godden 1964:350). That sherd was
also recovered from Level 1.

E. & C. Challinor (Fenton). This firm is
represented by two sherds with impressed
marks which incorporate "ironstone china"
and the firm's name. These marks date between 1862-1891 (Godden 1964 :138). It is
unfortunate that the dates for these marks
cannot be further refined, since both were
recovered from proveniences which are important in understanding the temporal sequence in Area 1. Levels 2 (Unit 21) and 2A
(Unit 7) each contained one sherd bearing the
impressed Challinor mark.

Two impressed marks from the J. & G.
Meakin firm were also recovered. The marks
were initially considered to be illegible, due
to filling of the impressed design with thick
glaze, which is crazed. However, X-ray images revealed clear lettering "J. & G.
MEAKIN" and "J. & G. M..." on the fragments. The second fragment also contains

/. W. Pankhursl (Hanley). Two printed marks
for this company were recovered. Both are
fragmentary, but one includes a portion of the
term"stone china." Pankhurst operated from
1850-1882 (Godden 1964:481). Both of the
Pankhurst sherds were recovered from Level
2A (Units 7 and 10). The Pankhurst firm was
taken over by Johnson Brothers in 1883, and
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one of the Johnson Brothers marks from Old
Munising contains the notation "Late
Pankhurst & Co."
Cork, Edge, andMalkin (Burslem). This firm
is represented by a single sherd which was
mended from three marked fragments. The
firm operated from 1860-1871 (Godden
1964:174). This date range is relatively early,
given the temporal sequence at Old Munising,
and it is reasonable to suggest that the vessel
was in use during the initial years of occupation of the site. Interestingly, the mended
sherds are from Levels 2A and 2B of Unit 25
and were recovered from within and below
the burned structural remnants in Area 1.
Anthony Shaw (Burslem). Three marked
sherds from this firm were recovered from the
site. All were recovered from Level 1 proveniences. The Shaw marks from Old Munising
can be dated from 1860-1882 (Godden
1964:571).
Powell and Bishop (Hanley). The two hallmarked sherds from this firm can be dated
with more accuracy than any other sherds
from the site. The firm operated only from
1876-1878 (Godden 1964:509). Both of the
sherds were recovered from Level 2 proveniences.
Wedgwood & Co. (Tunstall). This firm is not
the famous Josiah Wedgwood Co., but a different firm which was formerly known as
Podmore, Walker, and Wedgwood
(Wetherbee 1980). Two sherds with impressed
marks can be attributed to this company.
Similar to the impressed Meakin sherds, these
sherds were illegible prior to being examined
through X-ray. One sherd contains the pat-

tern name "HYACINTH." This mark and
pattern are illustrated in Wetherbee (1980:99).
The pattern was apparently a popular one
which featured raised flowers which bear a
close resemblance to lilies-of-the-valley or
other bell-shaped flowers. Apparently the
English hyacinth flower is of this appearance.
The Wedgwood mark can be dated to post1860, but a terminal date for the mark has not
been determined.
Only three identifiable maker's marks
were recovered from Area 4, one from Area
3 and none were recovered from excavation
Areas 2 or 5. The Area 4 maker's marks
reflect companies also represented by sherds
found in Area 1. These include J. & G.
Meakin (post-1890) (Feature 1, Unit 10), J.
W. Pankhurst& Co. (1852-1882) (Feature 3),
and Powell & Bishop (1876-78) (Level 1).
Although these sherds provide relatively limited information for dating the stratigraphic
units in Area 4, they do suggest an interesting
pattern. Feature 3, charred wooden structural remains, is presumed to be a structural
component of one of the original buildings at
Old Munising, and the dating for the Pankhurst
sherd tends to support that interpretation.
Feature 1 is a nearly square pit which appears
to intersect Features 2 and 3. Level 1 is a
midden fill which overlies all the features.
The presence of a late (post-1890) sherd near
the base of the pit in the Feature 1fillstrongly
indicates that dumping in the pit continued
into the late years of the demise of Old
Munising. The earlier Bishop and Powell
sherd is stratigraphically above the later
Meakin sherd. This is probably a reflection of
redeposited fill discarded over the structural
features, but it may also represent the continued use and later breakage and discard of a
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vessel. There is no reason why the 1870s
vessel could not have been in use until the
1890s, only to be broken and discarded along
with contemporary artifacts.
The single marked sherd from Area 3
is from the Charles Allerton and Sons firm of
Longton in the Staffordshire region. Although the firm has a long history, the marked
sherd appears to date to circa 1903-1912. It
could be slightly more recent. This mark
occurs on a flow blue decorated vessel. The
same pattern, but unmarked, was also recovered from Feature JJ in Area 1. This suggests
an early twentieth-century age for that feature.
From the foregoing discussion, it is
apparent that numerous manufacturers supplied the whiteware ceramic table services for
the occupants of Old Munising. It is not
surprising that so many manufacturers are
represented, since a very large number of
English and U.S. firms were involved in the
manufacture of white table services after 1850.
In 1980, Wetherbee listed 168 firms which
were involved in this production. In a revised
1985 list she identified 200 firms. Neither list
can be considered final. The large number of
makers represented in the collection may also
reflect purchasing patterns which might be
expected from a workers' community. Items
may have been purchased individually or in
small numbers and grouped into informal
"sets," rather than being purchased simultaneously as a matched set. With the similarity
of shapes and decorative motifs on these allwhite bodies, mixed and unmatched "sets"
would not have been visually obvious, as they
would have been in earlier printed wares. It

is assumed that the occupants of the town
were of rather limited financial means, and
that individual vessel purchases and occasional replacement of broken pieces would be
much less expensive than purchase of complete sets. This situation might be especially
true during the lingering decline of the community after 1875. The chronological implications from the marked whiteware sherds
will be considered in more detail in the summary of all relevant temporal indicators.
Utensils
Utensils recovered from the site are
summarized in Table 27.

WORK AND TRANSPORTATION
GROUP
This group is poorly represented in the
archeological assemblage from Old Munising.
Most of the material consists of glass slag,
which is a by-product in the production of pig
iron. However, a few tools, horse-related
items, and vehicle components were also recovered. Those items are briefly discussed
below.
Tools
The tools and equipment from the
1980 excavations are summarized by provenience in Table 28. A single auger, five
segments of links from chains, three files, one
meat hook, six axes and hatchets, two bucket
fragments, a punch, a clamp, two gears, two
snow/ice hammers, a float, and a scale weight
constitute the recovered sample of tools. The
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float and ice hammers are listed under transportation-related items since they pertain to
care of horses. The tools provide relatively
little information on the work and structural
upkeep activities which occurred at the site.
Transportation-Related Items
The 35 transportation-related items
from the site are listed in Table 28. Most of
these relate to horse care and equipment.
Horseshoes, hame, and harness fragments
constitute the bulk of this group. They are
widely distributed across the site. Of interest
is the presence of horseshoes and other
nondomestic artifacts in Area 1, Level 2A.
These and other materials were apparently
discarded onto the burned remnants of the
structure which formerly stood there. In
addition to the horse-related items, several
iron wagon hardware items were also recovered.
Glass slag
Glass slag is a by-product of the manufacture of iron. Silica sand added to the
molten iron fuses and rises to the top of the
molten mass, trapping various impurities.
When hardened, the material has the appearance of obsidian, but occurs in numerous
bright colors. Considerable amounts of slag
must have been produced during the eightyear period of operation of the blast furnace.
A significant amount of the slag occurs in the
remaining segment of the haul road and under shallow water at the dock site. Concentrations of slag were also exposed during utility
trenching across the old road route west of
NPS property. While these areas all lie out-

side NPS property and the Munising Falls
construction zone, the presence of large
amounts of slag indicates its use as road/land
fill.

A considerable quantity of slag was
also exposed during the 1980 site excavation
project. In some areas, the high density of slag
was a hinderance to excavation, screening,
and field sorting of cultural material. The
greatest densities were recorded in Area 1,
although slag was also present in Areas 2, 3,
and 4. Slag was essentially absent in Area 5.
In Area 1, the slag occurred in Levels 1 and 2.
Slag was rarely encountered in Level 2A, and
did not occur in Level 2B. It is certain that the
distribution of slag in Area 1 is primarily the
result of grading, filling, or other land modifications which occurred after the building
formerly present had burned and collapsed.
The large amounts of slag in Level 1 led to
considerable difficulty in excavation, particularly during screening, when large quantities
became mixed with other cultural material.
The slag was weighed and discarded. As
excavation progressed, and as temporal pressures for initiation of construction grading
mounted, the Level 1 deposit was removed
without being screened in several excavation
units. Units 24,25,26,27,28,29, and 30 were
skim shoveled to the surface of the structural
remains (Level 2A), and the Level 1 fill was
troweled through and examined for diagnostic materials. Slag was neither sorted nor
weighed in these excavation units. Further,
slag was not tabulated for Feature GG, which
covered most of Unit 16. Slag was present in
considerable quantities in all these units, particularly Units 29 and 30, where huge amounts
(more than 25 kg in each unit) were noted.
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Table 27. Domestic group.

Prov

SB

DP

OB

SL

SR

SF

3
.

1
.

4
.

1
.

1
.

16
3

BB

BR

Furnishing Items
Area 1
L 1
L 2
L2A
L2B
FAA
FBB
FCC
FDD
FEE
FFF
FGG
FHH
Fll
FJJ
FKK
FLL
FMM
S/B
sub

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1
2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1
1
.
.

.
.
.

3

.

.

.

.
.
.

3

.
-

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.

4

.
-

4
.

1

4

4

.
.
.

20

7

1

Area 2
sub

-

_

-

-

.

.

.

.

Area 3
sub

-

-

.

.

.

-

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

Area 4
L 1
L 2
F 1
F 2
F 3

1
1
.
.
.

.
.
.

sub
Area 5
Sur
BD

.
.
.

2

.
.

.
.

.
.
.

-

.
.
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.
.
.

-

.
.

2
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Table 27. Continued.

Prov

SB

DP

OB

SL

SR

SF

BB

BR

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

-

-

-

-

.

Area 5, cont.
F 1
sub

.

Misc

1

Tot.

3

Explanation
Prov = Provenience
SB = Shade bracket
DP = Drawer pull
OB = Oil lamp burner comp.
SL = Stove leg

3

2

7

4

4

24

7

1

F = Feature
S/B = Surface/balks, etc.
sub = Subtotal
Misc = Miscellaneous
Tot = Total

SR = Stove burner
SF = Stove fragment
BB = Bed bracket
BR = Bracket
L = Level

Kitchen Items
Prov

MC

BC

Utensils
FO SP

KN

Area 1
L1
L2
L2A
L2B
FAA
FBB
FCC
FDD
FEE
FFF
FGG
FHH
FN
FJJ
FKK
FLL

5
3
1

2
.
1

3
.
-

.

.
.
-

.

.

.
.
-

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MF

ST

TC

MP

BS

.

.
1
.

.
1
.

.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.
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.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.
.

1
.

.
.

.
1

.

.

.

.
.

.

2

1
.
.

JC

.

.

.

.
.
.

-

1
.

CA

.

.

.

.
.
.

1
.
4
1

.

1
.

5
1
3
-

.
.

.
.

1

2
1
.

.

.
.

4
.

PH
UN

.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
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Table 27. Concluded.
Prov

MC

BC

Utensils
FO SP

KN

FMM
S/B

.

.
.

sub

9

3

.
.

.

.

.

4

PH

.

.

7

Area 4
L 1
L2
F 1
F 2
F 3

-

2*

1
.
1

-

JC

MF

ST

TC

.

.

.

.

.

sub

.

.

13

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

2

-

-

1

2
-

.

1
.

2

.

.

.

1

1

1

1

-

-

-

.

-

1

.
1

.

.

-

1

-

2

3

-

-

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

-

-

.

.

-

-

-

1

-

.

.

.

2

-

1

-

.

.

.
-

.
-

-

-

-

1

3

1

-

-

.

.

.
-

.

-

BS

-

.

.

.

MP

.

2
.
.
.

.

Area 5
Sur
BD
F 1

1

.

.

Area 2
sub
Area 3
sub

.

.

6

CA

UN

-

sub
Misc
Tot.

.
1

.
1

.
5

Explanation
Prov = Provenience
MC = Metal closure/cap
BC = Bottle cap
KN = Knife
FO - Fork
SP = Spoon
UN = Unidentified
PH = "Pot" handle

.
5

1
8

9

2

1

8

CA = Can
JC = Jar clamp
MF = Mop fragment
ST = Shaker top
TC = Tin cup fragment
MP = Metal "pot"
BS = Barrel spigot
L = Level
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1

3

1

1
1

F = Feature
* = Modern
S/B = Surface/balks, etc.
Sur = Surface
BD = Backdirt
sub = Subtotal
Misc = Miscellaneous
Tot = Total
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Table 28. Work and transportation group.

Prov

AU CL

Fl

MH AH BB

BH HM PU CL

GE CP RV WE

Work items
Area 1
L1
L 2
L2A
L2B
FAA
FBB
FCC
FDD
FEE
FFF
FGG
FHH
FN
FJJ
FKK
FLL
FMM
S/B

1

sub

1

-

-

1
.
3
.
.
.
-

1

-

1 2
.
.
.
.
.
1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
.
1
. . .
1
.
.
.
.
.
-

-

4

2

1

3

1

1

1

-

.

-

.

-

-

.

.

-

_

-

.

1
.
.
. .

1
. .
.
.

.

.
-

.
-

.
-

.
-

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.

.

1
.
.

-

.
.
.

.
.
-

.
-

-

2

.
.
.
.

.

.
1
1
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.
-

.
.
.

.
-

-

-

4

-

-

.

-

.

.

.

-

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Area2
sub

-

-

_

Area 3
sub

-

-

-

-|

.

-

-

Area 4
L
L
F
F
F

1
2
1
2
3

-

.

sub

1 1

Sur
BD

-

-

-

1
.

-

.

1
-

-

.

- 1

-

.

.

1
-

.

- 1

-

1

1
.

.

.

.

.
.

2

-

.

.

.

1

2

1

1

.
.

.
-

.
.

.

Area 5
.

.
-

.

-

.
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Table 28. Continued.

Prov

AU CL

Fl

MH AH BB

.

.

BH HM PU CL

GE CP RV WE

Area 5, cont.
F 1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

-

1

1 5

1

sub
Misc

.

.

Tot.

1 5

Explanation
Prov = Provenience
AU = Auger
CL = Chain links
Fl = File
MH = Meat hook
AH = Axe/hatchet
BB = Bucket bail
BH = Bucket handle

.

.
3

2
1 6

-

-

1

1

-

-

2

1

1

2

PU = Punch
CL = Clamp
GE = Gear
CP = Compass point (?)
RV • Rivet
WE = Weight
L = Level

F = Feature
S/B = Surface/balks, etc.
Sur = Surface
BD = Backdirt
sub = Subtotal
Misc - Miscellaneous
Tot. = Total

AX

WP

-

3
.
2

Transportation items
Prov

HS

BU

HA

FL

2

2
2
1

1

SH

HA

Area 1
L 1
L 2
L2A
L2B
FAA
FBB

2
.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

2
.
.
.

1
.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

2
.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

FCC
FDD
FEE
FFF
FGG
FHH
FH
FJJ
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Table 28. Concluded.

Prov

AX

FKK
FLL
FMM
S/B

WP

.
.
.
.

sub

HS

.
.
.
.
5

BU

.
.
.
.
4

HA

.
.
.
.
3

FL

.
.
.
.
5

.
.
.
.
1

SH

HA

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

2

Area 2
sub

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sub

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

1

.

.

-

1

Area 3

Area 4

L1

1

2
F 1
F 2

-

2

2

-

-

1
1

L

.

.

F 3

-

1

sub

1

1

.

2

.

2

.

2

.

-

Area 5
Sur
BD

.

.

F 1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1
.

.

.

sub

1

.

.

.

Misc

.

3

.

.

2

-

-

-

Tot.

1

9

6

5

10

1

2

1

Explanation
Prov = Provenience
AX = Axle
WP = Wagon part
HS = Horseshoe
BU = Buckle
HA = Harness fragment/ring

FL = Float
SH = Snow/ice hammer
HA = Hame
L = Level
F = Feature
S/B = Surface/balks, etc.
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Sur = Surface
BD = Backdirt
sub = Subtotal
Misc = Miscellaneous
Tot. = Total
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Slag was relatively evenly distributed across
the excavated area, except that densities increased dramatically in Units 29 and 30. These
units were placed within the edge of the
former gravel parking area. It appears that
very large quantities of slag were graded and
used as a base for this gravel parking area.
Nearly all of the deposits in and under the
gravel parking area are currently sealed under the existing paved parking area, since
most of the area was filled, rather than graded.

does not appear to represent 1860s or 1870s
activities. Instead, the slag in Areas 1 and 4
reflects redeposition during the late nineteenth and/or twentieth centuries. This distribution probably results from twentieth-century grading for parking lot and house construction, and earlier disposal of trash and fill.
The likely original source for the slag is along
the haul road route from the dock to the
furnace.

When slag weight for all measured
Level 1 proveniences is tabulated, a total
weight of 161.75 kg is obtained. This reflects
an average of 4.25 kg per sq m. This average
would have been higher had the slag from
Units 29 and 30 been weighed and considered
in the Level 1 total. Slag was noted/recorded
for only seven excavation units (14 sq m) in
Level 2, totaling 20 kg, or 1.4 kg per sq m.

SUBSISTENCE

In Areas 2 and 3 slag was not weighed,
but amounts similar to those in Area 1, Level
1 were encountered. A considerable amount
of slag was present in the disturbed overburden
in Area 4. This level was shoveled off the
undisturbed deposit, and was not screened.
Therefore the amount of slag is not known.
However, there was a substantial amount
visible in the disturbed, graded fill. This is not
surprising, given the position of Area 4 near
the haul road route. Slag was absent from
excavated Levels 1 and 2, and from Features
1,2, and 3 in Area 4. No slag was apparent in
the fill directly over the Area 5 structural
remains.
The distribution of glass slag within
the excavated portions of the parking area

Faunal elements totaling 2,698 fragmentary and complete specimens were recovered from Old Munising. Of these, 1,319
could be identified as to animal and element
represented (Appendix A). The faunal assemblage primarily reflects household trash
discard and dumping on and within abandoned structural locations (Areas 1 and 4).
With the exception of Area 1, Level 2, the
faunal assemblages from Areas 1 and 4 are
most likely unrelated to the actual occupation
of those structures. The focus for analysis was
placed upon determining minimum individual
animal counts for major provenience units
and examining butchering practices. The
collection was analyzed by B. Miles Gilbert,
and a report of his investigation is presented
in Appendix A.
The excellent preservation and high
density of fauna in Area 4 is noteworthy. The
considerable amount of plaster mixed in the
fill there led to excellent preservation of elements. Condition of fauna in Area 4 seemed
to be better than in Area 1. However, the
better conditions for preservation in Area 4
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do not explain the greater diversity of species
recovered there. Conditions for preservation
in Area 1 were also quite good, as seen by the
recovery of 847 elements from Levels 1 and 2.
The species represented by the faunal
remains indicate a mix of domesticated and
wild food animals, with domesticated animals
contributing the greatest amount of meat.
Given the nature of the samples, and the
relatively low number of individuals for any
given species, it is difficult to provide detailed
statements regarding contributions of certain
species to subsistence at Old Munising. However, a minimum of six beeves, seven swine,
and eight deer are represented, and it appears
that these species were the most important
contributors to meat consumption throughout much of the occupation at Old Munising.
At least one individual of each of these species was identified in each of the major stratigraphic units in Areas 1 and 4. Since the
remains from Area 1, Level 2 predate, or are
contemporaneous with, the destruction of the
house, they likely reflect the earliest temporal
subset of faunal remains from the site. However, there are no apparent differences (other
than those of diversity which can be explained
by sample size) between the remains from
that stratigraphic unit and any other major
stratigraphic unit. After beef, pig, and deer,
the contribution to subsistence of other species by potential weight of meat cuts drops off
dramatically.
Sheep is very poorly represented, with
only one individual identified. Chicken was
identified from each of the major provenience
units, and was obviously an important food
item. The remaining species in the assem-

blage are represented by only one to three
individual animals. Some of these, including
mink, beaver, and raccoon were probably
taken for their hides, rather than for meat.
Mouse and cat remains, and possibly horse,
are probably accidental inclusions in the
middens, rather than food remains. It is
plausible that the horse was a food item.
Additional wild game animals include snowshoe hare, cottontail rabbit, and trout. The
wild animals are disproportionally represented
in Area 4. There, discounting deer, 25 wild
animals of nine genera were identified. It is
apparent that the individual or family responsible for depositing the Area 4 midden made
wide use of wild game species obtained through
hunting, fishing, and trapping. Much less
diversity is apparent in Area 1.
The diversity of species from Old
Munising can be contrasted with a very similar site of precisely the same age, at Fayette,
Michigan (Martin 1987). Archeological remains from households of ironworkers at the
Jackson Iron Co. dating from 1867-1891 provide an excellent basis for comparison. Although analytical techniques and reporting
methods were considerably different for the
Fayette andOld Munising faunal assemblages,
several meaningful comparisons can be made.
One apparent difference is the greater diversity offish and bird species identified at Fayette.
The sample size from Fayette is 44 percent
larger that the Old Munising data set, which
may account for some of the increased diversity. Further, a slightly higher percentage of
elements from Fayette were identified to beyond class (54 percent) than from Old
Munising (48 percent). However, even considering these factors, the Fayette assem-
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blage still exhibits a greater diversity of fish
and birds than Old Munising. With regard to
fish this might be partially explained by differences in the fishing techniques and yields
which one might expect from Lake Michigan
versus Lake Superior. Field sampling techniques may also account for much of the
difference, since fine-screen recovery techniques were not systematically employed at
Old Munising.

Within the domesticated group, the
Old Munising sample deviates significantly
from Fayette only in the very low number of
sheep. At Fayette, sheep were much more
common. At Fayette, a minimum of 11 beeves
and 12 swine were identified. At Old Munising,
a minimum of six beeves and seven swine
were noted. Similar patterns between the two
sites are also reflected in butchering patterns
and cuts of meat.

While a greater number of fish and
bird species are reflected at Fayette, the Old
Munising assemblage contains a much greater
diversity of wild game mammals. At Fayette,
only deer and hare were recorded, while in
Area 4 at Old Munising, a considerable diversity (nine genera) was identified. Further,
only three whitetailed deer were recorded at
Fayette, while a minimum of nine were recorded at Old Munising in a much smaller
sample. It would appear that there was considerably more emphasis placed upon mammal hunting and trapping at Old Munising
than at Fayette. It is tempting to suggest that
this is symbolic of the unstable economic
situation at Old Munising, where the only
major employer, the blast furnace company,
failed after less than 10 years of sporadic
operation. Perhaps wild game contributions
to the diet at Old Munising after about 1875
became a necessity, rather than merely a
supplement to store-purchased foods. However, the low number of animals represented
in the assemblage precludes any definitive
statements regarding the overall importance
of wild game. It would appear at both sites
that wild game contributed to the diet, but
that cattle, pig, and chicken were the staple
meats.

At Old Munising, the faunal remains
"almost exclusively represent body parts eaten
by the residents" (see Appendix A). Only a
very few non-food elements (i.e., beef hooves
and skulls) were recorded. This extends to the
fish remains, where no pectoral, caudal, or
tail bones were recovered. With regard to
fish, there may be considerable bias in the
collection, given the lack of fine-screen recovery techniques. There are no deer foot bones
in the archeological sample, and the distal
radius-ulna and tibia elements show evidence
of ax cuts. It is apparent that the feet were
removed with ax strokes. Perhaps this butchering was done at the kill site. Beef and pig
feet were detached by sawing, and foot elements from both genera were recovered at
Old Munising. In Appendix A details are
provided regarding butchering practices and
cuts of meat represented. Similar to the
situation at Fayette, the large number of sawcut bones indicates that meat was obtained
from local butchers. Bones from middle and
low value cuts make up a considerable portion of the assemblage. This is expected,
given the relatively low economic status one
would predict for residents of the frame structures in the project area.
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The archeological excavation of 80 sq
m within the Munising Falls parking expansion area and the monitoring of construction
of trail, utility, and restroom components
yielded a large data set relating to occupation
of Old Munising. Numerous structural components were recorded, and it has proven
possible to determine the function of several
of these features. A few can be identified as
structures which appear on nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century photographs of the
area. Emphasis during the three-week intensive fieldwork portion of the project was placed
upon two sets of structural remains which are
interpreted as burned remnants of two
worker's houses. These houses formerly stood
with several others along the south side of the
haul road which led from the dock on South
Bay to the blast furnace. During excavation of
portions of these burned structures, a very
large artifact assemblage was recovered.
These artifacts include numerous structural
items such as nails and window glass which
became incorporated in the archeological
deposits during construction, repair, and
eventual destruction of the houses. Personal
and domestic materials accidentally and purposefully discarded in the area were also
recovered in large numbers. While the architectural materials add little specific data
regarding the frame structures from which
they are derived, the remainder of the artifact
assemblage provides considerable details
about the lifestyle, health, and economic status of the former occupants. In addition, they
reflect patterns of commerce and supply at
the old community.

The discovery of numerous archeological features from former structures within
the project area was not anticipated by NPS
planners and management during the design
phase of the project. It appeared to them that
extensive postoccupation modifications would
have greatly reduced the potential for intact
materials to remain in the project area. However, management was sensitive to the importance of the discoveries, and several modifications to the project design were initiated
during construction in order to avoid and/or
protect several of the features. While a portion of the log alignment (bridge) discovered
in trail and utility corridors was removed,
significant portions remain intact. One segment can still be seen partially exposed in the
bed of Munising Creek. The extensive burned
remains of a house exposed in excavation
Area 4 also remain intact due to project
design changes relative to landscaping and
grading activities at the western edge of the
parking area. Other structural remains in
excavation Areas 1 and 5 were removed during the project, but only after extensive archeological investigations were undertaken.
Today, significant archeological features including remains from houses, a barn, various
outbuildings, a bridge, the blast furnace, and
a variety of brick and open pit kilns are
preserved within the Munising Falls area.
The functions of many of the archeological features recorded during the 1979 and
1980 projects have been determined. Other
archeological features remain unidentified.
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The well-preserved wooden floor discovered near the base of the bluff in 1979
appears to be from a barn. This is likely
Structure 25 depicted on historic photographs
of the area (Figure 7, Table 2). The barn
function is supported by the discovery of a
curry comb and leather bridle fragments on
the wooden floor and by the shape of the
structure as shown in the photograph. The
subsurface wooden components of this structure are extremely well preserved, due to
constant water seepage at the base of the
bluff. The structure was not in the Munising
Falls project development impact zone, and
remains undisturbed. Other structural remains are probably present within and south
of the wet, tag alder covered area west from
the bluff. This area is south of the existing
paved parking area.

Features 1 and 2, a rectangular log
alignment and a soil stain, recorded in the
trail area can not be positively identified
based upon available data. It is possible that
Feature 1 is part of the bridge. Both of these
features are preserved under the trail which
leads from the parking area to Munising Falls.
Feature 4, a log alignment exposed during
digging of the restroom foundation may also
relate to the bridge, but that identification is
tenuous. This feature was removed during
construction of the restroom. Although no
temporally diagnostic artifacts were recovered from any of the features described above,
there is little doubt that the features all date
to the inception of Old Munising in 1867. The
age at their abandonment and/or partial removal and subsequent burial under graded
fill and slopewash remains undetermined.

The log alignment features recorded
during monitoring of the utility corridors and
within trail construction (Trail Area Feature
3) along the Creek bank are all part of a single
extensive wooden bridge which spanned
Munising Creek and the low ground to the
west along the haul road. Portions of this
wooden feature are still exposed in the Creek
bed. Although utility construction removed
portions of the log alignment, other portions
of the bridge are still present west from the
contact station and restroom area. The ends
of the logs in the Creek have dropped down
several feet from their original horizontal
position as evidenced by the slope of the logs
recorded during construction of a soil retaining crib in the trail. The log bridge segment
recorded by Buckmaster and Cummings during utility trenching has become covered with
slope wash and fill and is currently up to five
feet below the modern ground surface.

Most of the archeological features recorded in Excavation Area 1 (Level 2A and
Features AA-MM) reflect structural remains
and cultural features such as trash pits from
occupation of a house which formerly stood in
that location. It appears likely that this is
Structure 3 which is depicted on several historic photographs. This structure was adjacent to the McAfee/Twork House which was
the last house standing in the original row
along the south side of the haul road. The
structure was probably built in 1867, and
appears to have been occupied until at least
1900. The structure burned before about
1920. Feature GG, a shallow but densely
filled trash pit, was excavated into the structural remains. Therefore, the contents of this
feature should postdate the occupation and
burning/collapse of the structure. The numerous temporally diagnostic materials in
the feature indicate that it was created and
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filled during the McAfee occupation. The
initial date of occupation by the McAfee
family is not known, but they lived in the
house in 1911. Their occupation of Structure
4 ended in 1922 when the Twork family moved
into the structure.
The structural remains shown on Figure 23 are the archeological remnants of
Structure 3. The presence of large structural
elements underlying a continuous level of
burned and unburned boards, the orientation
of the unburned boards, and the perpendicular arrangement of the various wooden levels
suggests that these remains are in situ. The
structural elements are either parallel with
the haul road, or perpendicular to it. The
unburned wooden materials are the remnants
of framing elements and the first floor flooring. The burned zone reflects superstructure
components which have collapsed onto that
floor when the house burned. Extensive accumulation of plaster in and on these wooden
elements further reflects the collapse of the
superstructure. Outside the intact floor area
are scattered burned wooden elements which
are also from the collapsed and burned superstructure.
The Structure 3 area in Excavation
Area 1 was apparently used as a trash discard
area by the McAfees, Tworks, and possibly
others, judging from the relatively large numbers of post-1900 artifacts which occur in
Levels 1, 2, and 2A. Artifacts from the occupants of the house cannot be successfully
separated from these later materials, except
perhaps for Level 2B where artifact yields
were rather low. Level 1, the most recent
stratigraphic unit containing cultural remains,

contains materials dating from the 1860s
through about 1930. The old house site was
apparently used extensively for deposition of
fill, domestic trash, etc., after the house
burned. After trash discard ended (during or
immediately after the Twork occupation), an
organic layer developed over the Level 1
midden. This zone is devoid of artifacts. This
organic zone deepens as one moves south into
the tag alder vegetation.
The archeological features in Area 4
also relate to a former Old Munising house,
both as original structural components, and in
the form of a later intrusive pit. Most of the
area excavated was encompassed within Feature 1, a square pit of undetermined function.
This flat-bottomed feature appears to truncate burned structural Features 2 and 3. The
pit was completely filled with sand and artifacts. Features 2 and 3 appear to be extensive
burned structural remains. However, such a
small portion of the features was exposed that
their form and function cannot be determined. Since these features remain intact,
the potential for future study is maintained.
The nature of artifact discard in Area 4 strongly
supports a domestic function for the structural remains and for the materials which
filled Feature 1. In terms of age, there can be
little doubt that the burned structural remains
reflect a structure built in 1867. However,
artifact deposition in Area 4 appears to have
ended before deposition in Area L i t appears
that Feature 1 was filled before 1900. Since
that pit intersected the burned structural remains, the building must have burned sometime earlier. It is likely that the structural
remains in Area 4 represent Structure 5, which
is depicted on several historic photographs.
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The function of the structural remains
exposed in Area 5 remains undetermined,
despite the excellent state of preservation of
wooden fabric encountered there. The limited artifact assemblage suggests that cultural
deposition ended in that area by about 1886,
and before deposition ended in Areas 1 and 4.
Therefore, Area 5 reflects the most limited
temporal span of the major excavated areas.
Area 4 apparently was used in some manner
from 1867 to about 1890-1900. Use of Area 1
spanned 1867 to about 1930, or even later.
However, it appears that the house which
formerly stood in Area 1 had burned by the
second decade of the twentieth century.
The large artifact assemblage from
the site yields considerable information regarding supply patterns. Since the excavated
deposits all span both the "boom" and "bust"
eras at Old Munising, it is not possible to
examine changes in supply or economy at the
site through time. Instead, the period from
1867 through the first decade of the twentieth
century must be viewed as a single temporal
unit. Clay smoking pipes were obtained from
Montreal, Canada (Henderson), France
(Dorni), Holland (plain burnished bowls),
and the United States ("TD" pipes). England
may also be a source for some of the unidentified white clay pipes. The extensive number
of ceramic table and tea service vessels are
from the Staffordshire, England, and East
Liverpool, Ohio, pottery-making regions.
Both regions are well represented through
the entire period of site occupation. At least
16, and probably more, manufacturers from
the two regions produced the whitewares used
at the site.

Stoneware, yellowware, and the limited redware assemblages all likely derive
from production in the Midwest U.S., although there are no marked pieces from which
to confirm this observation. The heavy stoneware was not usually imported, and was produced in huge quantities in the Midwest
throughout the period of occupation of Old
Munising. The yellowware may have come
from Ohio, although other Midwest or Eastern U.S. sources are equally likely.
A variety of U.S. sources are reflected
in the huge bottle glass assemblage. Bottle
glass production in the U.S. grew very rapidly
after the 1860s, with a dramatic increase in
production around 1900. The locations for
manufacture of the bottles used at Old
Munising include: Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
Terra Haute, Indiana; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Royersford, Pennsylvania; Baltimore,
Maryland; Alton, Illinois; Sharpsburg, Pennsylvania; Chicago, Illinois; Toledo, Ohio; and
Belleville, Illinois. Covered dishes, pressed
glass, and other glassware items were shipped
from locations including Wheeling, West Virginia; France or Belgium; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and Greentown, Indiana. Ammunition for the residents' weapons was obtained
from firms in Bridgeport, Connecticut; New
Haven, Connecticut; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Springfield, Massachusetts; and
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Dolls and
marbles for the children were made in Germany.
Through most of the nineteenth-century occupation of Old Munising, the domestic and personal items in the archeological
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inventory were probably acquired at the
company's (Cox's) store, located on the north
side of the haul road. Pickands Hardware of
Marquette furnished the tools, hardware, and
equipment used to build the blast furnace and
the town. Lumber was brought from Bayfield,
Wisconsin, and the sandstone for the great
furnace stack was quarried on nearby Grand
Island. Until rail service reached the area in
the 1880s, all materialswere probably brought
by boat to the iron company dock.
From the brief summary above, it is
apparent that despite the initial isolated setting of Old Munising, the lack of roads, the
seasonality of shipping efforts on Lake Superior, and the very limited (less than 10 years)
period of prosperity of the community, goods
from highly diverse locations reached the
occupants. Mass production of many domestic and personal items through the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries brought
a wide range of goods within the financial
reach of even the moderate income workers
of Old Munising. Even "luxury" items such as
porcelain table and tea settings were fairly
well represented in the site collection. Despite available documentary evidence of the
economic instability which characterized even
the "boom" years, and the continuing, several-decades-long decline of the community,
huge amounts of household and personal
items were used and broken and discarded, or
lost, by the residents. This is apparent in the
hundreds of fragmentary ceramic and glass
vessels and other domestic and personal items
recovered during excavation of only about 80
sq m of site deposit.

Most domesticated meat was apparently obtained in butchered form, since there
is relatively little evidence for on-site butchering. Beef and pork staples were supplemented with a variety of wild game and fish.
When one cursorily examines the
Munising Falls area today, it is difficult to
envision the changes which have occurred in
the past 120-odd years. The mixed hardwood
and pine forest has reclaimed the steep slopes
along the Creek which had been completely
denuded and heavily eroded during the blast
furnace era. Even the sandstone rubble from
the furnace stack is not apparent to the casual
observer. It appears only to be a large vegetated mound of earth and stone on the bank
of the Creek. Evidence for the once-extensive
townsite is even less obvious. No structures
from the 1867 community are standing on the
flat ground below the Falls. Only a narrow
strip of open sand marks a portion of the haul
road near the dock remnants. Paved roads
and parking areas, grass-covered lawns, and
several modern homes and commercial buildings have replaced the dusty haul road and the
numerous weather-beaten frame and log structures. Only upon careful, closer inspection do
the faint outlines of former structures, the
ends of logs from the large bridge, the glass
slag from the furnace at the end of the haul
road, and the timbers and cribs from the 700foot dock become apparent. The short florescence, precipitous decline, and current nearinvisibility of Old Munising is a pattern duplicated at numerous other nineteenth-century
communities which were based upon single,
intensive extractive industries.
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Introduction
An appreciation of mid- to late nineteenth century midwestern American ideas (and
knowledge) about food is useful in understanding the significance of faunal remains from Old
Munising. According to Bruce (1981), there was then a widespread belief that meat nourished
and increased speed and strength more than did any other food, and less meat should be eaten
in a warm climate or in summer than in a cold climate or in winter. The belief was that
disobeying this rule would result in fevers caused by too much stimulation.
Some disagreement existed about which meat sources, which means of preserving, and
which means of serving was best. Mutton, rare in the Old Munising sample, was difficult to
preserve, but was considered to be a real luxury in the late nineteenth century (Bruce 1981).
Beecher (1848) contended that venison, beef, and mutton were the most easily digested, but
that venison provided the most stimulation of these three. Pork actually was most popular on
a national scale (Bruce 1981), and is certainly well-represented in the Old Munising sample.
Able to forage better, and being more hardy than cattle, hogs gained 150-fold in weight during
the first eight months of life (Cummings 1940). Pork also kept well in pre-refrigeration times,
and its flavor actually improved with age, unlike other meats. Fenimore Cooper's (1845)
Chainbearer housewife character extolled the desirability of pork:
As for bread, I count that for nothin'. We always have bread and potatoes enough; but
I hold a family to be in a desperate way when the mother can see the bottom of the pork
barrel. Give me the children that's raised on good pork afore all the game in the country.
Game's good as a relish and so's bread; but pork is the staff of life...My children I
calkerlate to bring up on pork with just as much bread and butter as they may want.
Another aspect of the relative use of pork and beef is that cattle could supply milk and
cream, and therefore butter and cheese. Thus, a cow was more valuable on the hoof than on
the table. A steer, like a hog, might be fattened and butchered. Unlike the hog, which would
be preserved longer, the steer would have been eaten as soon as possible before it spoiled; any
excess could have been sold or traded.
Fresh, as contrasted with preserved (smoked, pickled, salted, etc.), meat was not eaten
except at butchering time, or when wild game was brought in. Butchering was performed in
the cold winter months so that the meat would cool quickly, and flies wouldn't be a problem.
On the south shore of Lake Superior, this could have been anytime between November and
April.
A community aspect of butchering was that neighbors went from farm to farm for each
family's butchering because a large hog or beef was too heavy for one man to lift. The animal,
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hog or beef, had to be hoisted to bleed out, disembowel, and quarter. In addition, a hog had
to first be scalded. Even with block and tackle, these chores were easier for two or more men.
Meat preservation, as contrasted with butchering, was almost exclusively a woman's
chore. Because pork and beef are the most representative domestic animals in the Old
Munising sample, some of the recipes used by late nineteenth century midwestern women are
instructive with regard to the time and effort expended by them. Table 1 lists several popular
brine or pickling formulas. The terms curing, corning, pickling and salting were used almost
interchangeably, although we now recognize curing as being a more inclusive term. Meat
soaked in a brine (or "pickle") was "pickled." If it was also subsequently packed in salt, then
it was "salted" if pork, and "corned " if beef. We now use the term "bacon" to refer to pork
(sow belly in lower class America), but it was previously equally applicable to the rear-thigh cut
from pork, beef or mutton (Howland 1845).
By comparison with the data in Table 1, Ashbrook (1955) gives 4.5 - 6 gallons of water,
8 lbs. salt, 2 lbs sugar, 2 oz. saltpetre per 100 lbs. meat, 30 days time, for modern pickling. He
notes that saltpetre was mistakenly thought to be an effective bactericide, but actually serves
more to fix the red color of meat for a more appetizing appearance.
Brine preparation involved boiling the ingredients slowly until "all the dirt from the
sugar (which will not be a little) rises to the top and is skimmed off' (Wisconsin Farmer 1856).
When the brine had completely liquified it was placed in tubs and cooled. The meat to be
pickled was trimmed of fat and put in casks, shank end down, rather like inverted bowling pins.
Shoulders and "middlings" (flanks and briskets) were placed on top of the inverted hams; then
flat rocks were placed on these to hold them under the brine.
When the meat had soaked enough, as little as 10 days for beef and 3-4 weeks for pork
with a "fast" formula from Hamburg (Bruce 1981), the meat was rubbed dry and smoked.
Smoking large hams required an additional four weeks. Here the chore reverted to men. They
hung the meat (again shank down, to avoid loss of moisture) well above the heat source in
smokehouses or in a temporary smoker made from a barrel or hogshead. Among the flavorful
smoking agents sprinkled over a smoldering fire were corncobs, hickory, basswood, and maple.
Men and boys tended the fires to maintain low heat and maximum smoke.
Upon curing, the meat again was handled by the women, who rubbed it with pepper or
soaked it in lye to repel insects when warm weather returned. Finally, the women wrapped the
meat in muslin and hung it in a cool, dry place, such as the smokehouse.
Drying meat was also a practical means of preservation. It was easy, compared to
pickling, but only the thin subcutaneous muscles such as the platysma and abdominal rectus did
not require slicing thinly. Hung out and dried in cool weather, the meat was eventually stored
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in a covered crock. Fish could also be dried after pounding to remove water and oil. The paucity
offish remains from Old Munising indicates that this was not likely a method employed here.
Pork sausage could be kept year-round by dipping in melted lard after it was ground with
pepper and spices and stuffed in gut or cloth tubes. Although the Mason jar was patented in
1858, it was not until after the turn of the twentieth century that sausage was commonly kept
in glass jars. The process simply involved frying, pouring the sausage and hot grease into the
jar, cooling, and capping.
The present discussion is concerned with preservation of meat, but also vegetables such
as onions, cabbage, green beans, and even mushrooms were commonly pickled. This involved
another folk belief regarding food preservation. The Wisconsin Farmer (January 1856) warned
women not to use iron pots in making the pickling brine, because the vinegar fumes would react
with iron to form "verdigris" poison. Brass or copper pots were needed, and may be expected
in the archaeological assemblage.
Another important aspect of vegetable preservation is the balanced diet. Vitamin
deficiency very nearly proved fatal for Maximilian in 1833 (Thomas and Ronnefeldt 1976). The
Old Munising population would have been no less susceptible. The high salt intake from cured
meats would have contributed to heart disease, and the preservation methods themselves
lacked much bactericidal effectiveness. High levels of bacteria in homecured foods could have
contributed to a wide variety of debilitating, if not fatal, diseases. And, the saltpetre (potassium
and/or sodium nitrate) converted to nitrites, currently under investigation by U.S.D.A. and
F.D.A. as harmful substances (Hertzberg, Vaughan, and Greene 1975).
Bruce (1981) adds considerable sociological insight into the importance of food
preservation activity during the time Old Munising was occupied:
The preservation of food required an enormous amount of time. In some ways
it reinforced the concept of a strong family unit. The division and complexity of
tasks made it difficult for a single person, male or female, to survive alone. The
weighty responsibility of the job also helped define and limit sex roles in the midnineteenth-century family. The questions of daily survival weighed far more
heavily than thoughts of "self-actualization." Preservation methods also had an
impact on ideas about material possessions. A farm family simply had to have
a certain number of acres, so many hogs and cattle, a number of outbuildings,
as well as the needed kitchen utensils in order to support themselves. In a way,
preservation methods thus required that nineteenth-century Americans be
closely tied to their farms, resulting in their concept of a cyclical, limited world.
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The Faunal Sample
Methods
Bones were received boxed according to provenience by area, and bagged according to
provenience by level in each unit or feature. The bag contents were dumped out, sorted into
identifiable and unidentifiable lots, counted, and weighed. Long bone fragments identifiable
to genus such as Bos, but unidentifiable to bone such as femur or humerus, were sorted into the
identifiable lot; fragments unidentifiable to genus, but identifiable to bone were sorted into the
unidentifiable lot. Many of the latter represent deer or sheep or pig, and account for the
majority of the unidentifiable bones (Table 2).
After the identified bone data were tabulated, a search was made to determine the
minimum number of individuals of each genus by level in each area (Table 3). A conservative
method was employed. If two right humeral fragments were identified, one proximal and one
distal, one in level one, the other in level two of Area 1, for example, then only one individual
was counted, unless there was an age difference, in which case obviously two individuals were
present and counted. Thus, the actual number of individuals of each genus may have been
higher than indicated, but this conservative method of counting determines the minimum
number present, and is the method favored by faunal analysts (Gilbert 1980).
Such numbers are more useful in intersite and intrasite comparisons than are gross
numbers of bone fragments identified or unidentified. Minimum numbers of individuals of
each genus give a direct means of assessing the relative importance of each, unless deboned,
preserved meat was imported (Guilday 1970). Numbers of fragments are not instructive, except
as pertains to butchering practices (Tables 4 and 5) or as evidence of bone grease extraction
or glue manufacture (Gilbert 1980:6). Weights of identifiable and unidentifiable bone lots are
equally uninstructive except to quantify and confirm the obvious; identifiable fragments tend
to be larger and heavier than are unidentifiable fragments. The average weight of each of 451
identifiable fragments from Area 1 was 14.25 grams; the average weight of each of 396
unidentifiable fragmentswas 1.65 grams. The averages for Area 4 were 8.3 grams (identifiable)
and 1.95 grams (unidentifiable). The apparent significant difference in weights of identifiable
fragments between Area 1 (14.25g) and Area 4 (8.3g) is due to a complete beef radius and
several other nearly complete beef bones in Area 1.

Butchering Practices
Bones excavated at Old Munising almost exclusively represent body parts which were
eaten by the residents. Only a few of the 1,319 identified bones are from presumed non-dietary
parts such as chicken feet, beef hooves, and skulls. Even the fish are almost entirely represented
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by body parts; no pectoral, caudal, or tail bones were found, and only 2 skull bones. Evidently,
the Old Munising housewives preferred to serve their fish headless, or perhaps the fish were
too big for the skillet or pan with heads and tails left on.
Deer were butchered differently from any of the domestic mammals, in that the latter
were sawed to remove the feet. Deer feet were removed by breaking through the distal radiusulna and distal tibia with an axe. The absence of deer foot parts from the sample may indicate
that these were left at the scene of the kill. Foot bones of both beef and pig are represented
in the sample, by contrast.
The skeletal evidence of butchering practices reveals no major difference from
twentieth century techniques. After removal of hide, head, and offal, animals were quartered
and cut into manageable units. The forequarters and thorax provided a major segment of the
bone sample; neck vertebrae were split longitudinally with a large cleaver or axe; occasionally
they were sawed. Ribs were sawed through lateral to their articulation with the vertebral
column (ca 90mm for deer and pigs, 150mm for beef) and the vertebral column was crosssectioned to yield large roasts. The distal ribs were further sectioned into segments, probably
as plate-like units containing several rib bodies and treated as "boiling meat," pot-cooked
rather than barbecued. The balance of the forequarter, the meat-laden scapula and humeri,
were cross-sectioned into steak and roast-sized units. Cross sections of humeral and scapular
"roasts" were 97-125mm thick; "steaks" were 12-20mm thick.
The hindquarters produce more meat and less bone than the rest of the skeleton. Old
Munising residents ate more beef roasts than steaks, judging from the average thickness of
femoral and pelvic cross sections. Saw-cut hip and thigh bones from the sample indicate that
roasts were 90-112mm thick, and steaks 18-38mm thick.
Meat-laden pig bones such as scapula, humeri, pelvis, and femora were also sawed to
produce units comparable to beef steaks and roasts. A typical round steak (femoral cross
section) of ham was 16mm thick; typical shoulder and rump roasts were 55mm and 70mm thick,
respectively. Two cross sections of tibias (80mm and 90mm) indicate that the lower legs of at
least one pig were separated from the "ham" unit. Typically a "ham" consists of the meat
attached to the pelvis, femur, and upper 2/3 of a tibia and fibula. Perhaps these fibulae
represent shanks boiled with beans or cabbage. Only 187 of the 2,698 total bone fragments
counted (7 percent) were burned at all, and 186 of these were so completely calcined that they
were doubtless burned with garbage rather than during cooking.
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Animals Present
The sample from Old Munising is too small to detect any bias in the age structure of
domestic animal utilized. Both young (unfused epiphyses) and adult (fused epiphyses)
individuals of each genus are represented. The young animals were all at least seven to eight
months old at death. This fits with the historical pattern of butchering in the cold winter months
if the animals were born in April, May, or June.
The paucity of bones from wild animals (e.g., raccoon, beaver) which might be
considered table fare, as compared with strictly furbearers (e.g., mink, fox) does not permit a
definitive statement on butchering per se, and it cannot be determined if they were eaten, or
also represent only fur market items.
There is evidence that wild game was part of the diet. Many of the bones from chickenlike birds are assignable to grouse, and the turkey bones compare well with wild rather than
domestic turkey (Gilbert, Martin, and Savage 1980). The goose bones and duck bones may
represent domestic types, but it is doubtful. Certainly deer and rabbits were hunted for their
meat.
It is noteworthy that Area 4 contained by far the greater number of genera (and
individuals) of small wild animals than did Area 1. Excluding deer, which are equally
represented in both areas, Area 4 held 25 individuals representing 9 genera; Area 1 held one
individual each representing 3 genera.
An interesting omission from the Old Munising faunal record is the lack of fragments
of chicken eggshells. Surely laying hens, as opposed to strictly fryers, could be expected to occur
in the record. Perhaps the pH of the soil operated against shell preservation.
Several of the thin-walled, marrow-rich cancellous bones (such as distal femur and
proximal humerus of deer) showed tooth marks where they had been dog-chewed. Dogs
scavenging may also have been a contributing factor in the lack of eggshell recovery.

Conclusions
As with Guilday's (1970) bone study at Ft. Ligonier, Pa., the Old Munising faunal sample
represents only a small fraction of the meat diet consumed by even one family over the time
span of the site. At Ft. Ligonier historical documents indicated the consumption of large
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quantities of deboned, preserved pig meat, and only a small portion of the site which might
produce faunal remains was excavated. The latter circumstance probably explains the small
number of meat animals represented at Old Munising.
The Old Munising sample does indicate utilization of deer and domestic animals, and
both are about equally represented in Area 1 and Area 4. The paucity of deer foot and skull
bones indicates hunting and rough butchering away from the household. The age structure of
the two deer represented by mandibles indicates that they were killed in November or
December. The ages of domestic animals also indicated killing in cold weather.
If the Old Munising sample is representative and unbiased, then fur-trapping and small
game hunting were not indulged in very much, except for grouse and rabbits. These inland
species (except deer) are slightly outnumbered by water birds and trout, but a preference for
recreational hunting and fishing along the lakeshore rather than in the woods is not indicated.
The Old Munising family had a cat and one or more dogs at some time, not necessarily
contemporaneously. The single horse bone may represent a family-owned animal, or a part
scavenged and brought home by the family dog.
Overall, the bone sample represents the farmstead or small, rural community animal
husbandry and butchering practices typical of the late nineteenth century discussed earlier.
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Table 1. Brine solutions in use in mid-19th century America (per 100 lbs. meat).

Water
(gallons)

Ingredients

Time

Source*

@4

7 lbs salt,
5 lbs brown sugar,
2 ozs saltpetre,
0.5 oz pearl ash

12 wks pork
9 wks beef

Prairie Farmer
March 1849

@1

1.5 lbs salt,
0.5 lb sugar,
0.5 oz saltpetre
0.5 oz potash

4 - 5 wks

Wise. Farmer
Jan. 1856

@3

8 lbs salt,
5 pints molasses
5 oz saltpetre

2 - 6 wks,
longer in
cold weather

* All cited in Bruce (1981)
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Table 2a. Number and weight of bone fragments by provenience (Area 1, numbered units).

Area #1
Level 1
]d
Unit

wt/g

1

136

#

Level 2

Unid
wt/g ~ #(b)

17

5

74

5

5

2

3

91

7

3

3

4

99

18

5

7

5

311

12

9

6

56

10

6

113

6

wt/g

#

wt/g

2

156.5

8

16

2A

186.7

17

4

2

sw1/4 6

#(ub)

Sublevel

2

21

Id

B

3

0

3

4

8

0

2

32.2

8

2

13.5

4

.1

1

2

311

3

2

4

2A

0

0

8

2B

66

4

.5

21

2A

70

5

38.5

4

0

0

1

24

3

29

8

63

6

12

1

4

2

46

3

.4

1

9

156

14

38

13

10

2

1

1

20

1

10

145

14

0

0

0

0

0

190

12

65

1

35

1
1
7
4
4

2.7
5
10.5

12

22
1.5
23
36.6
35

2

11

2A
2B
2A
2
2A
2B

24.5

3

2

256

22

18

6

2

257.3

12

52.2

18

2

0

0

0

0

86

5

9

3

14

262

15

30

7

15

47

3

1

7

1

161

5

1

7

13

16

5

2
15

0

Unid
#(b) #(ub)

1

6

1
3
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Table 2a. Concluded.

Level 1
Jd
Unit

wt/g

16

#

0 0

19

100

5

20

341

21

Level 2

wt/g

Unid
#(b)

12

1

2

2

#(ub)

Sublevel

Id
wt/g

2
1

#

0

0

2

0

23

2

0

0

588

42

2

543

27

22

0

0

0

0

2A

3

1

23

0

0

18

1

2A
2B

20.5
23.5

3
5

24

0

0

0

0

2A

23

1

wt/g

0

0
0

8
19
16.5

5

59

8

2

0

2A

74

10

26

0

0

0

0

2A

254.7

5

14.5

4

2.5

2525

165

295.9

51

99

162

18

6

0

264

1
4

7

0

217

0

6

0

2882

0

1

25

Totals

0
0

2B

2-19

Unid
#(b) #(ub)

48

77
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Table 2b. Number and weight of bone fragments by provenience (Area 1, miscellaneous proveniences).

Area # 1

wt/g

[d
#

wt/g

Unid
#(b)

~ #(ub)

1&2balk

70

4

10

12

7

5&2balk

31

3

3

2

5 & 9 s . balk

49.5

4

3.8

1

11-13 s. balk

15.5

4

9

5

1

General
overburden
23-28

433

9

47

1

27

5L15&16

191

5

28.6

6

9

92

5

0

0

BB

0

0

3

2

DD

0

0

7.2

5

Units

1 profile

27 east & south
Feature

4

5

EE
FF

2

2

1.5

1

1

0

0

4

2

46

2

9.5

4

II

107

5

42

JJ

408

23

33

9

1

1457

66

GG
HH

KK
Totals

7

6

2

1
208.6

163

11

31

1
83
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Table 2c, Number and weight of bone fragments by provenience (Areas 2, 3, and 4).

Area # 4
Level 1
Id
wt/g

Unid
#(b) #(ub)

32

26

6

287

17

58

9

3

136

9

20

11

4

272

27

42

5

34

5

9

16

6

183

22

13

15

7

10

1

6

10

9

421

18

54

8

Unit

wt/g

#

516

1

Structural

1

wt/g

Level 2
Id
#(b) #(ub) wt/g

50

33

Unid
#(b) #(ub)

8

3

0

4

116

20

25

16

281

52

32

10

20

29

58

35

11

35

0

0

1

4

4

To base of
midden

373

10

48

11

59

11

95

34

41

12

205

41

13

0

13 balk
14

26

165

30

118

49

67

30

57

14

3

2

105

14

40

18

1

1

51

1

.2

71

3

87

50

141

7

20

13

5

5

99

26

73

41

28

26

297

44

12

2

26

12

310

22

47

14 balk
15

1

107

10

80

2

60

15 balk

164

1

50
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Table 2c. Concluded.

Level 1
Unit

id
wt/g ~

#

wt/g

Unid
#(b) #(ub)

16

50

14

68

22

16 F3

169

30

19

2

66

8

18

7

208

1

0

0

192

4

297

9

23

4

104

14

2154

219

709

16

323

Area 4

5630

534

1501

20

690

Area 2

169

7

83

17

42

Area 3

59

2

95

32

40

wt/g

Level 2
!d_
#(b) #(ub) wt/g

Unid
#(b) #(ub)

Area 5
bulldozed

brickpile

E. ofA1

W. of A1

General
Profile
Feature 1

Totals

2098

Id = Identified
Unid = Unidentified
wt/g = Weight in grams
b = Burned
ub = Unburned
A = Upper part of a level
B = Lower part of a level

165

1

331

315.2

6

242
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Table 3. Minimum number of individuals of each species by area and level.
A1
L1
Beef

Pig

Deer

Sheep

L2

Fore
Hind

1
1

1
2

Fore
Hind

1
2

1

Fore
Hind

2
3

A4
L1

L2

2

1
1

2

2
2
2
1

1
1
2

Notes

2
2
2
2

One 29 mo., one 4 mo. +

Fore
Hind

1

Horse
Chicken

1
2

2

5

3

1

1

1

Duck

1

1

Grouse

1

2

Turkey

1

1

Goose

Raccoon

1

Porcupine

1

Beaver

1

1

Mouse

1

Mink

1

Snowshoe Hare

1

Cottontail Rabbit

2

1

4

6

Trout

1

House Cat
Freshwater bivalve

1

1
1
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Table 4. Raw data on the anatomical position of each taxonomically identifiable butchering unit tabulated by area, level, genus, and element.

A1
L1

l_2

A2
L1

A4
L1

L2

Domestic beef 60s taurus
Chuck roast (Scapula XS)

125

49

73

_—

J10

x=111 mm*

x=91.5mm
Chuck steak (Humerus XS)

12
_ —
x=16 mm

Rump roast (Ilium XS)
102
97
x=99.5

52
113
x=82.5mm

24
89
126
49
38

105 mm

7±
x=66.16 mm

Round steak (Femur XS)
11
11
20
31
21
14
19
x=18 mm

12
12
12
11
16

15
J2.
x=13.5mm

J5
x=13mm

16
16
16
10
_18
x= 15.2 mm
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Table 4. Continued.

A1
L1

A2
L1

L2

A4
L1

L2

Stew/soup bone (Tibia XS)
76
73
112
x=87 mm

72
44
x=58 mm

Side meat and boiling meat (rib bodies)
43
fragments

11
ments

x=111.75mm

x=105.72mm

frag-

55
fragments

18 fragments

x=105.76mm

x=99.88mm

Domestic pig Sus scrofa
Arm roast or steak (Humerus XS)
32 mm

15 mm

16
JO
x=13 mm

Shoulder roast (Scapula XS)
28 mm

Rump roast (Ilium XS)
71 mm

Bean soup bone (Fibula XS)
80 mm

90 mm

168

58 mm
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Table 4. Concluded.

A1
L1

L2

A2
L1

A4
L1

L2

56
51
80
53
78
60
53
50

56 mm

Rib sections
70mm

45
J2
x=98.5 mm

_J8
x=63.22 mm

Deer Odocoileus virginiana
Rib sections
97 mm

80 mm

74 fragments

29 fragments

x=82.7 mm

x=67.9 mm

90
21
x=55.5mm

11
13
x=12mm

Round steak (Femur XS)
15
52
"x"=33.5mm

Stew/soup bone (Tibia XS)
14 mm

80 mm

Chuck steak (Scapula XS)
37 mm
Mean cross-sectional thicknesses of saw-cut bones are given in mm to indicate the average thickness of
meat cuts represented.
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Table 5. Raw data on the location and nature of butchering and cut marks on each taxonomically
identifiable element tabulated by area, level, and g e n u s /

A1
L1

Cervical vertebrae
2-3: axe or cleaver
cut. Right
astragalus axecut.

A2
L2

Distal rib
with 6 knife
cuts; rib
ends sawed.

A4

L1

L1

Proximal
right ulna
saw-cut.

First cervical sawed
to remove
skull. Sawed
LS of sacrum

L2

Sawed
LSof
thoracic
and cervical
vertebrae.

Domestic pig Sus scrota
Right tibia
Three sawcut
sawed and snap- vertebral fragped to remove
ments.
ankle & foot.
Deer Odocoileus virginiana
Distal humerus
axed across midshaft & medial
condyle. Distal R humerus
axed. Two
lumbar vertebrae
axed LS.
Thoracic dorsal
spines removed
with ax.

Thoracic vertebrae split LS
with axe. Left
ilium cut XS
with axe or
cleaver. Sternal
and vertebral
bodies cut
longitudinally
with saw.

*The majority of the Old Munising bone sample, particularly small animals (rabbits, birds) and small bones
(ribs) of medium sized animals (deer, sheep), were broken rather than cut (saw-cut cross sections of long
bones are tabulated in Table 4).
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Figure 1. Project area map.

Figure 2. Aerial photograph of project area, 1970.

Figure 3. Munising Falls project map with 1979 shovel tests and 1980 excavation and surface collection areas depicted.

Figure 4. 1859 map of Munising, north of Munising Falls.
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Figure 5. Old Munising, view to west, 1870.

Figure 6. Old Munising, view from bridge, 1870.
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Figure 7. Old Munising, view WNW, early-mid 1870s.

Figure 8. Former Old Munising area, view WNW, 1978.
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Figure 9. Old Munising, view SW (post-1876?).

Figure 10. Old Munising, view to ENE (from school?, post-1877?).
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Figure 11. Houses south of haul road, view to east, post-1877.

Figure 12. Houses along haul road, view to east, post-1877.
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Figure 13. McAfee/Twork house, and remaining structures, early twentieth century, view to SW.

Figure 14. Blast furnace, 1868 or 1869.
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Figure 15. Blast furnace, 1870.

Figure 16. Blast furnace, post-1877 (?).
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Figure 17. Blast furnace, 1905.

Figure 18. Blast furnace, 1907.
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Figure 19. Blast furnace, 1911.

Figure 20. Blast furnaoe, 1915.
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Figure 21. Blast furnace, post-1915.

Figure 22. Blast furnace site, 1980.
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Tigurc 23. Area 1 excavation plan with wooden structural remains and extent of charcoal depicted.

Figure 24. Area 1, south wall profile of Units 10-13.
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Figure 25. Area 1, west wall profile of Units 14,21.

Figure 26. Area 1, west wall profile of Units 8,9.
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Figure 27. Area 1, east wall profile of features 6, 7, and 16.

Figure 28. Area 4 excavation plan and features.
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Figure 29. Area 4, west wall profile.

Figure 30. Area 4, north wall profile.

Figure 31. Area 4, south wall profile.
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Figure 32. Area 5, structural remains.
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Figure 33. Tobacco pipe decorative types.
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Figure 34. Ribbed and fluted patterns of mold-decorated whiteware.
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Figure 35. Fluted patterns of mold-decorated whiteware.
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Figure 36. Floral and foliage patterns of mold-decorated whiteware.
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Figure 37. Floral and foliage patters of mold-decorated whiteware.
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Figure 38. Scroll patterns of mold-decorated whiteware.
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Figure 39. Miscellaneous patterns of mold-decorated whiteware.
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Figure 40. Miscellaneous patterns of mold-decorated whiteware.
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